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PREFACE TO THE 2ND EDITION 
In enacting laws, the Kansas Legislature follows a prescribed set of constitutional and 
statutory provisions and rules governing the conduct of business during policy issue de-
bate and consideration. These constraints on the public policy decision-making process are 
intended to guarantee openness of deliberation, fairness of consideration, and preservation 
of the democratic process. 
The review of legislative actions is further enhanced by accessibility to the records and 
procedures of the law-making process. The ability to research these actions is an impor-
tant skill for every effective public administrator. But simply knowing where to look for 
information does not yield the full story; an understanding of legislative process also is 
required. 
This publication will provide the reader with beginning skills in observing and researching 
the state law-making process in Kansas. With these skills in hand, the public administrator 
will be better able to contribute to the making and execution of public policy, detennine 
legislative intent, and explain public policy to other administrators, elected officials, and 
the public. 
Since the first edition ( 1992) the legislative process has changed very little. It still re-
sembles the process used in the earliest days of statehood. 
However, the explosive growth of the Internet and multimedia communications over the 
last several years has greatly increased the opportunities for observing and participating in 
the process. Section VI has been significantly revised to highlight the application of elec-
tronic communications and information access available to anyone with an Internet con-
nection. While relevant historical exhibits of documents are replicated throughout this 
book, the reader is encouraged to retrieve and review contemporary electronic versions to 
supplement the study of the Kansas legislative process. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many Kansans view the legislative process as a disordered hodgepodge of events that 
somehow magically results in new rules for our society, enacted as "laws." In reality, how-
ever, the legislative process is finely controlled and dictated by law, rules, and tradition. 
While public policy issues and priorities have changed throughout Kansas' history as a 
state, the general provisions governing the creation of state laws have remained unaltered. 
This manual provides a step-by-step guide to the legislative process, including a generous 
number of examples from actual legislative documents and sufficient narration to explore 
their significance. With a thorough study of and repeated reference to the manual, the 
reader will: 
• gain a basic comprehension of the Kansas legislative process; 
• understand how a bill becomes law; 
• grasp the composition of the legislative branch of government and associated re-
sponsibilities of the executive branch; 
• learn to identify distinct types of bills and resolutions; 
• learn to read bills and recognize amendments as they pass through the process; 
• become familiar with particular legislative documents; 
• gain an acquaintance with other legislative publications that are less widely 
known; 
• know where to look for specific legislative information on the information super-
highway (Internet); 
• be able to trace the progress of a bill through the legislative process; and 
• be familiar with Kansas' first legislative session, thereby realizing that the funda-
mental features of the Kansas legislative process have remained nearly unchanged 
throughout nearly a century and a half of statehood. 
Xl 
I 
KANSAS STATE GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 
Branches of Government 
As in federal government, the fundamental law governing the legislative process in Kan-
sas is embodied in a constitution. The Wyandotte Constitution was adopted by the Kansas 
Constitutional Convention on July 29, 1859, as a precursor to statehood. Of the 53 del-
egates to the convention, 35 signed the proposed Constitution. It lays the foundation for 
governmental authority in Kansas and provides for a sharing of powers between the ex-
ecutiv.e, legislative, and judicial branches of government, much the same as our national 
government model. Exhibit I-A provides an organization chart for Kansas government as 
of the beginning of the new millennium. 
The executive branch is headed by the governor. It also encompasses the elected offices 
of attorney general, secretary of state, state treasurer, and commissioner of insurance. 
All statewide elected officers serve four-year terms. 
Since 1974, the lieutenant governor has been elected on the same ballot with the gover-
nor. Previously, the lieutenant governor was independently elected and, until 1972, also 
served as ex-officio president of the Senate. Under current constitutional provisions, 
however, the lieutenant governor 
" ... shall assist the governor and have such other powers and duties as are prescribed by 
law" (Article 1, Section 12). 
Virtually all state agencies are part of the executive branch, except support agencies for 
the Kansas Legislature and those interpreting the laws through the unified judicial system. 
During Fiscal Year 2000 (July 1, 1999, through June 30, 2000) Kansas had well over 100 
different state agencies. 
Not every duty performed by a state agency is clearly related to its branch of government. 
For example, executive branch agencies frequently are involved in quasi-legislative (rule-
making) or quasi-judicial (adjudication) activities. Despite the complexities imposed upon 
today's governmental administrators, however, the executive branch remains the chief 
identification for most Kansas state agencies. 
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The primary duty of the executive branch and its elected officers is to execute and enforce 
the laYvs passed by the legislative branch, as interpreted by the judiciary. The author as-
sumes that the reader has a working familiarity with the three-branch form of government 
and the relationships between the branches. The remainder of this book will concentrate 
on the legislative branch of Kansas state government. 
The Legislative Branch 
Like every state except Nebraska, Kansas has a bicameral (two-chamber) legislature, con-
sisting of a Senate and a House of Representatives. The maximum size of membership 
in each chamber is set by the Kansas Constitution (Article 2, Section 2) and is currently 
established .at 40 senators and 125 representatives. Kansas law currently permits this 
maximum representation. The popularly elected legislators each represent a proportionate 
share (i.e., each senator l/40th, each representative l/125th) of the state's population. To 
ensure equitable representation, the Kansas Constitution (Article 10, Section 1) requires 
that Senate and House districts be reapportioned by the Legislature through formal action 
approximately every 10 years. 
Senators are elected for four-year terms (staggered from the state officers' election by two 
years), while representatives serve two-year terms. The election schedules yield the curi-
ous effect that all state officers and representatives are subject to replacement in the same 
year, and two years later the entire Legislature is up for re-election. Extreme changes in 
party representation within the Legislature are therefore possible. However, mass losses by 
incumbents are not common, and many legislators serve several terms. There currently is 
no limitation to the number of terms a legislator may serve. 
The Kansas Constitution requires that legislators remain qualified electors residing in their 
district throughout the term of office (Article 2, Section 4 ). Further, no member of Con-
gress, civil officer, or employee of the United States government is eligible to be a mem-
ber of the Legislature (Article 2, Section 5). Prior to 1996, Kansas law prohibited state 
employees in the classified service from serving in the Legislature. In that year the Legis-
lature changed the law to require only that the employee resign from the classified service 
prior to taking the oath of office (K.S.A. 75-2953(b)). 
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Legislative Support Offices 
So legislators may function in their policy-making roles with minimal involvement in de-
tail, they are assisted by several support services. The office of Legislative Administra-
tive Services provides general administrative support for the Legislature, including per-
sonnel, accounting, secretarial, and communications services. The office is also respon-
sible for the operation of the Legislative Document Room in the Statehouse. This is one 
of the services most used by legislative observers and the public. 
The Legislative Research Department performs research and fiscal analysis for the Leg-
isl~ture. Department staff attend all legislative committee meetings and provide assistance 
as requested. Legislators frequently refer members of the public to department staff for 
input to the research efforts on pending legislation. 
The Office of Legislative Counsel is created by statute (K.S.A. 46-1222). By statute the 
legislative counsel is charged with representing the Legislature in court and performing 
other duties as authorized by the Legislative Coordinating Council. 
The Revisor of Statutes provides bill drafting, committee staffing, and legal consultation 
and research services for the Legislature. The revisor is charged with publishing the Kan-
sas Statutes Annotated including the publication of supplemental volumes as required. As 
information services have become more technologically advanced, the revisor's office has 
also assumed responsibility for the Kansas Legislative Information System (KLIS), 
which allows real-time access to bill status and actions of the Legislature via computer 
modem. The publicly accessible KLIS has become a major tool for many state agencies 
and lobbying groups as they monitor state legislative actions. Public access for this ser-
vice is available through the Information Network of Kansas. 
Finally, the Legislative Division of Post Audit is charged with performing financial, com-
pliance, and performance audits on state agencies and programs. Post Audit contracts with 
private certified public accounting firms for most financial audits, while retaining the per-
formance and direct audit function for issues of special interest to the Legislature. Post 
Audit reports to the Legislative Post Audit Committee, a standing joint committee of leg-
islators from each chamber. Post Audit findings may be considered during legislative de-
bate of bills, especially those regarding appropriations. In some cases the committee may 
directly address executive branch agency officials, urging corrective action for identified 
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deficiencies. This is an uncommon means of expressing the committee's displeasure with 
Post Audit findings concerning an agency. 
According to page 408 of the Fiscal Year 1992 Governor's Budget Report: "[P]erformance 
audits determine one or more of the following: (1) whether an agency's programs are be-
ing carried out in accordance with the Legislature's intent in establishing and funding the 
program; (2) whether the programs are being carried out efficiently and effectively; and 
(3) whether a change in a program or an agency would better serve the Legislature's goal 
of providing quality services to Kansans in a cost effective fashion." 
Clearly, Post Audit's findings may significantly influence the eventual outcome of public 
policy decision making. 
Legislative Sessions 
The Kansas Legislature meets annually from early January through late April. The Consti-
tution stipulates that no session in an even-numbered year may extend beyond 90 calendar 
days (Article 2, Section 8) unless extended by two-thirds majority vote of the members in 
each chamber. This restriction tends to limit "politicking" during years of legislative elec-
tions. 
In recent years, the Legislature often has met into May or June to debate increasingly 
complex legislative issues. However, as a rule the Legislature meets until early April and 
then recesses for a few weeks. This gives the governor time to act on already-passed leg-
islation. Then the Legislature reconvenes in a clean-up session to tie up loose ends, con-
sider overriding gubernatorial vetoes, and work on the Omnibus Appropriations Bill. 
The Omnibus Bill contains the final clean-up on all appropriations and fine-tunes the 
state's authorized expenditures within constraints imposed by anticipated revenues. The 
Omnibus Bill, like all appropriation bills, is subject to line item veto by the governor. 
Following the clean-up session, the Legislature adjourns again for several weeks before 
returning for the mostly ceremonial sine die session. Although the opportunity again ex-
ists to attempt to override any governor's vetoes that occurred during the intervening pe-
riod, in practice this is seldom done. Usually only enough members are on hand to satisfy 
Senate and House quorum requirements. Each chamber has a motion and vote to adjourn 
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sine die, and the "citizen legislators" return to their jobs, homes, and communities to 
await the next year's session (or campaign for re-election). 
The governor has the power to call a special session if business of extreme importance 
remains unattended after the close of the regular session. The Kansas Constitution (Article 
1, Section 5) also permits a special session to be called upon concurrence of two-thirds of 
the members of each house. Special sessions are rarely called. The Legislature's failure to 
tum out the governor's requested legislation during recent special sessions, and the high 
cost of these sessions, has made them unpopular with Kansans. 
Executive Organization of the Legislature 
The Legislature, like many large organizations, has an executive council that oversees its 
operations. The bipartisan Legislative Coordinating Council (LCC) is composed of the 
president of the Senate, speaker of the House, speaker pro-tern, and majority and minority 
leaders of each chamber. The council meets at least monthly. Among other duties, it ap-
points special interim committees to study contemporary issues of public policy signifi-
cance. 
Within the Legislature are two lesser administrative hierarchies, composed of the officers 
and staffs of the Senate and House. Their titles may differ, but their duties usually are 
similar. 
Senate Leadership 
The Senate is led by a president elected by and from its membership; tradition dictates 
that the president be a member of the majority party. The president is assisted by a vice-
president and a majority leader. The minority party also has its own leaders, including 
the minority leader. The minority leader is considered an officer of the Senate. 
Before the session, each party meets in a caucus to select its leaders. A formal report on 
the selection is given at the first meeting of the chamber. The chamber's leaders then are 
elected by the members, pursuant to a motion to do so. (This motion usually is a "rubber 
stamp" of the caucus reports.) Floor fights over nominees are infrequent, and even more 
rare is a successful challenge. 
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The Senate also has two non-member officers appointed by the president: a secretary, 
responsible for printing (engrossment and enrollment) Senate bills and resolutions and 
maintaining the Senate chamber; and a sergeant-at-arms, whose primary duty is ensuring 
the security of the chamber and enforcing the rules of the Senate. 
Standing Committees 
Several standing committees have been created to develop expertise on public policy is-
sues. Currently there are 16 standing committees of the Senate (Exhibit I-B). Virtually all 
standing committees are bipartisan, with the majority party having one more member than 
the minority party. An important exception is the Organization, Calendar, and Rules 
Committe~, which wholly excludes minority party membership. (While the rules do not 
prohibit a member of the minority party being on the committee, all members are selected 
by the majority party members.) 
Standing committees are chaired by a member of the majority party, who controls and 
directs committee activities-including the assignment of subcommittees to study the bills 
under reference to that committee. The chairperson generally can prevent any bill from 
being reported on, and thus cause it to "die" in committee. The chairperson, vice-
chairperson( s ), and ranking minority member are appointed by the Organization, Calendar, 
and Rules Committee. 
The majority also controls the Senate Calendar, which dictates the order of bills to be 
considered in the chamber and the rules by which bills may be withdrawn from a commit-
tee or advanced on the calendar. Judicious use of calendar scheduling has been known to 
prevent a bill from coming up for consideration or final action, rendering its proponents 
powerless to advance their cause. Only rarely can a bill be withdrawn from committee for 
consideration without the chairperson's support. Committee chairpersons are appointed by 
the Organization, Calendar, and Rules Committee. 
Standing committees often accumulate vast amounts of data and testimony regarding the 
bills they study. Proceedings of committee meetings and copies of testimony may be ob-
tained from the committee chairperson's office. 
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House Leadership 
The House has an internal organizational structure similar to the Senate's. The House of-
fices are speaker, speaker pro tern, majority leader, minority leader, chief clerk, and 
sergeant-at-arms. 
The House committees are larger than their counterparts in the Senate, but serve basically 
the same functions and study the same public policy areas (Exhibit 1-C). The Rules and 
Journal Committee serves a function similar to that of the Senate's Organization, Calen-
dar, and Rules Committee; its composition also excludes members of the minority party. 
Committee chairpersons and vice-chairpersons in the House are appointed by, and serve at 
the pleasure of, the speaker. 
Legislative Rules 
Each chamber has rules governing its activities. These rules dictate the actions of legisla-
tors, members of their staffs, guests, visitors, and observers. Rules may address such is-
sues as the method for casting a member's vote, the appearance of legislators, methods for 
regulating the legislative process, and methods to force a floor vote on a bill buried in 
committee. Generally, the Senate follows Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised. The 
House ascribes to the Rules of Mason's Manual, which is specifically for legislative bod-
ies. 
Because the Senate and House rules differ, observers of the Kansas legislative process 
benefit from understanding their peculiarities. Rules usually are adopted every two years 
in the House and every four years in the Senate, and they are based largely on tradition. 
The culture of each chamber also carries unwritten rules that freshmen legislators and leg-
islative observers must learn in order to comprehend fully the legislative process. The cur-
rent House and Senate Rules are available from the Internet (see section VI). 
An early example of an alleged House rules violation is related in the Senate Journal for 
March 30, 1861 (p. IX-28). Apparently, Senator Sam Wood was accused of attempting to 
vote in the House while sitting on a representative's desk (for lack of another suitable 
seat, according to the senator). To this day, the exclusivity of being seated in the Senate is 
guaranteed by the rules of the Senate, which prohibit anyone from sitting in a senator's 
seat except with the permission (and in the presence of) a member of the Senate. 
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The prestigiousness of being "seated" in a state's elective body is reflected in the policies 
of other states as well. In Texas, for example, the legislators' chairs are emblazoned with 
the state seal and identified by brass nameplates bearing the name of their assigned occu-
pant. At the end of the session, members may take their nameplate as a souvenir or pur-
chase their chair at cost. Legislators serving many sessions may accumulate several chairs 
for friends and relatives! 
Joint Legislative Committees 
Some facets of legislative study are so important that study and planning by both the Sen-
ate and House is deemed appropriate. This is accomplished in joint committees composed 
of an equaJ number of members from each chamber (Exhibit 1-D). The Legislative Post 
Audit Committee, mentioned earlier, is an example of a standing joint committee. 
Special study committees (usually interim committees) are formulated at the direction of 
the LCC to undertake hearings and investigations on specific public policy issues. Exhibit 
1-E lists the special interim committees reporting to the 2000 session. Interim committee 
reports usually are published during December before the convening of the legislative ses-
sion. The published reports are available from the Legislative Research Department and 
may be retrieved from the Internet. 
Conference Committees 
After a bill has been passed by one chamber, changes frequently are made by the other 
legislative body. When this occurs, the house of origin may either concur or nonconcur in 
the amendments. If a nonconcurrence is stipulated, the house of origin usually requests 
that a conference committee be established to work out a compromise bill. If the other 
chamber agrees to a conference, the committee is composed of three members from each 
chamber. A conference committee is a special form of joint committee with a limited life 
and a specific mission. Conference committees will be discussed in greater detail later. 
Other Joint Activities 
Just as the House and Senate have separate rules, there are rules governing the joint ac-
tivities of the Legislature (including joint committee operation). These joint rules often 
establish deadlines for legislative actions (Exhibit 1-F). Conference committee procedures 
also are outlined in the joint rules of the House and Senate. 
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From time to time, the two chambers of the Legislature convene in joint session to hear 
remarks from state and federal officers or other individuals. Joint sessions are held in the 
House chamber, and their proceedings are recorded only in the House Journal. The 
speaker of the House presides. No resolutions, bills, floor debates, or votes occur during 
joint sessions. 
The best-known joint session is called annually for the governor to deliver the "State of 
the State" address. This speech outlines the governor's hopes for the coming legislative 
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Judiciary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Organization, Calendar and Rules . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 9 
Public Health and Welfare .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .... . .. .. . . ... . . .. ... . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .... .... ........ .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. 9 
Transportation and Tourism . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .......... .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . 9 
Utilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . .......... .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .... . . 11 




HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEES AND NUMBER OF MEMBERS (2000) 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 17 
Appropriations . . . . . . . . .. ..... ...... ........ .. ... .. ... . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . ........ .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. 24 
Business, Commerce and Labor ......................................................................................... 17 
Calendar and Printing.......................................................................................................... 7 
Economic Development .......... ......... ...... .. ... . ..... ... ... . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . ..... .. ...... 17 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. ... . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Environment . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . .. .. .. . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 17 
Federal and State Affairs..................................................................................................... 23 
Financial Institutions ... . . .. . . . ...... .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 17 
Fiscal· Oversight................................................................................................................... 14 
Governmental Organization and Elections . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 17 
Health and Human Services................................................................................................ 17 
Insurance.............................................................................................................................. 17 
Interstate Cooperation . .. ... . ..... ......... .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
Judiciary .............................................................................................................................. 21 
Local Government . .. . . ..... .. . .. . .... .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 17 
Rules and Journal .. . ........ .. . .. ... ... ... . . ... . .. ... . ... . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 5 
Taxation . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . ... . . ........ ... ... . . . ... .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. 23 
Tourism ................................................................................................................................ 17 
Transportation . . . .. . ... . ... . ..... .. ... . .... ... . . ... . . . . .. .. . .. ....... .............................................. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 23 
Utilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Kansas 2000 Select Committee . . ... .. ... . .... .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 17 
Select Committee on Information Management................................................................. 8 
Agriculture and Natural Resources Budget Committee..................................................... 5 
Education and Legislative Budget Committee .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 8 
General Government and Human Resources Budget Committee...................................... 6 
Public Safety Budget Committee........................................................................................ 5 
Social Services Budget Committee..................................................................................... 8 




STANDING JOINT COMMITTEES OF THE LEGISLATURE 
Administrative Rules and Regulations 
Arts and Cultural Resources 
Children's Issues 
Corrections and Juvenile Justice Oversight 
Economic Development 
Health Care Reform Legislative Oversight 
Information Technology 
Legislative Budget 
Legislative Educational Planning 
Legisfative Post Audit 
Oversight of University of Kansas Hospital Authority 
Pensions, Investments and Benefits 
Special Claims Against the State 
SRS Transition Oversight 





SPECIAL INTERIM COMMITTEES (1999) 
No. of Days 
Authorized* 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Assessment and Taxation.......................................................... 8 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Environment . . . ... . . .. . ... . .. .. .... ....... ........... ......... ... . . ............. .. ... . . . . . 6 
Judiciary .................................................................................... 10 
Legislative Process CD-ROM................................................... 3 
Redistricting Advisory Group . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Legislative Compensation Commission**................................ 2 
Organization & Structure State Historical Society................... 4 
* Excludes meeting dates in May. 
**This statutory committee, which meets in even-numbered years, was designated by the 




LEGISLATIVE ACTION DEADLINES PROVIDED BY JOINT RULES 
The following dates are the deadlines for introduction and consideration of bills for the 
2000 Session, as set forth in Joint Rule 4 of the Senate and House Rules: 
Monday, January 24 
Last day for member or members to request to have bills drafted. 
Wednesday, February 2 
Last day for committees, except House Appropriations, Calendar and Printing and Taxa-
tion, House and Senate Federal and State Affairs, Senate Ways and Means, or other select 
committee, when authorized, to request to have bills drafted. 
Wednesday, February 9 
Last day for individuals to introduce bills. 
Friday, February 11 
Last day for committees, except by committees listed above, to introduce bills. 
Saturday, February 26 
Last day to consider bills in house of origin, except by House Appropriations, Calendar 
and Printing and Taxation, House and Senate Federal and State Affairs, Senate Ways and 
Means, or other select committee, when authorized. 
Saturday, March 25 
Last day to consider bills not in house of origin, except by committees listed above. 
Saturday, April 8 
No bills considered after this date except bills vetoed by governor, omnibus appropriations 
act and omnibus reconciliations spending limit bill. 
Prepared by Janet E. Jones, Chief Clerk 




ELECTED STATE OFFICIALS 
Constitutional Officers 
There are six elected state officials in Kansas. All serve four-year terms. The governor 
and lieutenant governor are elected as a team and are constitutional officers, meaning 
their positions and basic duties are established by the Kansas Constitution. The other con-
stitutional officers are the secretary of state and the attorney general. These positions 
may be eliminated only through a constitutional amendment requiring approval by a two-
thirds .majority of each chamber of the Legislature and a simple majority of Kansas voters 
during a popular election. The governor's concurrence is not necessary to present the pro-
posal to the electorate. 
Statutory Officers 
Kansas also has two statutory officers: the state treasurer and the commissioner of in-
surance. These two positions could be eliminated upon enactment of an ordinary law re-
pealing the statutes authorizing these offices. This action would require only a simple ma-
jority approval by each chamber, and either the governor's concurrence or a two-thirds 
majority vote in each chamber to override a gubernatorial veto. Kansas voter approval is 
not required. Clearly, the elimination of statutory offices is much simpler than the elimina-
tion of constitutional offices. 
Qualifications for Office 
A little-known fact of Kansas government is that there are virtually no requirements for 
any elected state office. There are no age limits, residency requirements, or education or 
experience prerequisites for the offices. The only exception is that the commissioner of 
insurance must be a qualified elector and a Kansas resident when taking the oath of office 
(not necessarily while running for office!). According to the Kansas secretary 9f state's 
office, there is a presumption of minimum age with respect to the legal capacity of an 
official to enter into contracts. But whether this would prevent a legal minor from running 
for office, or merely prevent the execution of certain duties of the office, is debatable. 
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Gubernatorial Succession 
Another obscure element of state government are the Kansas Laws of Gubernatorial Suc-
cession, K.S.A. 75-125, and Emergency Interim Succession, K.S.A. 48-1204. According 
to these statutes, the lieutenant governor is first in the line of succession to the governor's 
duties, followed by the president of the Senate, speaker of the House, secretary of state, 
and attorney general. Until 1994, the chancellor of the University of Kansas was sixth in 
line, and the president of Kansas State University was last. However, these Regents offi-
cials have been removed from the line of succession. Note that no statutory state officers 
or members of the governor's cabinet appear in the sequence of succession. The most re-
cent amendment to the succession statute was effective July 1, 1994. 
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Exhibit II-A 
LAW OF GUBERNATORIAL SUCCESSION 
48-1204. Successors to office of governor. If the governor, under the constitution, is not 
able to exercise the powers and discharge the duties of the office, or is unavailable, an 
officer specified in K.S.A. 75-125 and amendments thereto, in the order of succession 
provided by that section, shall exercise the powers and duties of the office of governor. If 
all such officers are not able or are unavailable to exercise the powers and discharge the 
duties of the office of governor, the secretary of state, or, if the secretary of state is not 
able or is unavailable, the attorney general, shall exercise the powers and discharge the 
duties of the office of governor until a new governor is elected and qualified or until a 
preceding named officer becomes able and available. No emergency interim successor of 
an officer. specified in K.S.A. 75-125 and amendments thereto or in this section may serve 
as governor. 
History: L. 1961, ch. 423, § 4; L. 1973, ch. 157, § 15; L. 1994, ch. 248, § 27; July 1. 
Source: Kansas Statutes Annotated, 48-1204. 
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III 
BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 
The fruit of a legislative session has its origins in the myriad bills and resolutions consid-
ered by the Legislature. Bills differ from resolutions, and resolutions vary in form. We 
will now examine and categorize resolutions and bills, keeping in mind that the definitions 
are constant regardless of the house of origin. 
Resolutions and Concurrent Resolutions 
Resoh~tions generally express an intent of the Legislature. They do not formulate law, nor 
do they require the governor's concurrence; hence, they are not subject to a gubernatorial 
veto. A concurrent resolution is one agreed upon by each chamber. For all practical pur-
.• 
poses, concurrent resolutions are studied and debated in a fashion similar to regular bills. 
Concurrent resolutions are most frequently used for the purposes outlined in Exhibit III-A. 
Sample concurrent resolutions are shown in Exhibits III-B through III-D. [Proclamations 
by the governor are similar in effect to resolutions, particularly when of a congratulatory 
nature (Exhibit III-Q).] 
Concurrent resolutions are printed in the same manner as bills. If adopted, they are pub-
lished in the statute book (Session Laws of Kansas) for that year. They are not, however, 
codified by the revisor of statutes into the Kansas Statutes Annotated. Therefore, the offi-
cial record for concurrent resolutions is the statute book. 
Concurrent resolutions generally require only a simple majority vote of each chamber for 
approval. The principal exceptions are proposed amendments to the state Constitution, 
ratification of federal constitutional amendments, and extensions of the legislative session 
beyond 90 days during even-numbered years. These resolutions require a two-thirds ma-
jority vote in each chamber. 
Simple resolutions are often congratulatory or commendatory, and usually are not contro-
versial. They typically involve little study and no debate. Simple resolutions require ap-
proval only of the chamber of origin, and are "binding" only within that body's jurisdic-
tion. A simple majority vote is all that is required to adopt a resolution. Common uses of 
the simple resolution are included in Exhibit III-E, which features examples of the light-
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hearted resolutions sometimes introduced in jest. Unless specifically ordered, resolutions 
are printed only in the journal of the house of' origin, the journals serving as the official 
record for such actions. 
The reader will note that simple resolutions serve some of the same purposes as concur-
rent resolutions. But because simple resolutions usually bypass the normal study-and-de-
bate cycle for concurrent resolutions, they are favored for commendatory actions. Often, 
the identical text is adopted by each chamber in its own resolution, effectively yielding 
the same end as a concurrent resolution-but with substantially less red tape. 
[Exhibit 111-F is an example of a resolution to amend the chamber rules. Such resolutions 
are exceptfons because they are usually studied, debated, and printed similarly to bills.] 
At one time the Legislature also used joint resolutions, which required the concurrence 
of each legislative chamber and the governor in a unified declaration. Mentioned here 
only for completeness, the joint resolution is no longer in use in Kansas. 
Bills 
A bill is the "proposal" stage of what may eventually emerge from the legislative session 
as a law. Bills are subject to extensive study and debate, and are the "meat" of the 
Legislature's work. 
Bills are first introduced, then printed, and when necessary reprinted (Exhibit 111-0) fol-
lowing each significant chamber action. Different typefaces are used at each step to help 
legislators track the proposed changes, and a typeface key appears at the top of the first 
page (Exhibit 111-G). 
Bills-like all resolutions-may be introduced only by members of the Legislature, and 
only in the legislator's chamber. There are three general types of bills. 
Committee bills (Exhibit 111-H) are those introduced or sponsored by standing or special 
legislative committees. Many times, committees agree to introduce proposed law changes 
at the request of the governor, other state agency officials, individuals, or groups. The in-
troduction of a bill by a committee is not an endorsement; in fact, the bill is usually re-
ferred to the sponsoring committee after being introduced. A committee bill merely re-
flects an agreement by the committee that the proposal merits further consideration. 
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Member bills (Exhibits 111-1 and 111-J) are introduced by an individual legislator or group 
of legislators. The primary sponsor's name is listed first on the bill, followed in alphabeti-
cal order by the names of members willing to be listed as co-sponsors. The lending of 
one's name to a bill gives the appearance of support, but legislators occasionally sponsor 
a bill primarily to satisfy certain constituents. 
"By Request" bills (Exhibit 111-K) are almost always sponsored by an individual member, 
usually introduced at the request of constituents, and rarely become law. The heading of 
such bills is annotated with the words "(By Request)." This serves as a signal that the 
sponsoring legislator probably does not truly support the bill. 
Substitute Bills 
Occasionally, a bill referred to a committee will require so many modifications that the 
committee replaces it with a substitute bill (Exhibit 111-L). The substitute bill retains the 
same number as the original, but is referred to as "Substitute for [bill number]." The sole 
purpose of a substitute bill is to ease the committee amendment process. The heading of a 
substitute bill lists as author the name of the committee that created it, regardless of the 
original bill's sponsors. Substitute bills are otherwise treated like any other bill. A substi-
tute bill may even be replaced with another substitute bill (Exhibit 111-M). 
Appropriations 
The Constitution requires that all monies drawn from the state treasury be pursuant to a 
specific appropriation made by law (Kansas Constitution, Article 2, Section 24). This is 
accomplished through appropriation bills, which are the principal work of the House Ap-
propriations and Senate Ways and Means committees. Appropriations may originate in 
either chamber, unlike the federal procedure in which all appropriations must originate in 
the House. The assignment of a member to the appropriation committee of his or her 
chamber is a prestigious and powerful appointment. 
Appropriation bills usually include several agencies that share a common function (state 
charitable institutions, corrections facilities, institutions of higher education, and so forth). 
An appropriation, such as for a specific program, occasionally may appear in the bill es-
tablishing that program. 
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To begin the appropriation process, the revisor of statutes assists the Division of the Bud-
get in the preparation of the appropriation bi as. The budget division prepares a first draft, 
which is then reviewed by the revisor's staff and typed into the legislative bill drafting 
system. Changes to the draft are made after consultation between revisors and the budget 
division, and a final draft for introduction is developed. 
The original bill is the governor's budget recommendation, based on agency requests and 
the advice of budget analysts in the Division of the Budget (Exhibit III-N). 
The chairpersons of the Appropriations and Ways and Means committees coordinate 
which chamber will originate each appropriation bill. The house of origin alternates, al-
though there is no statutory or constitutional requirement that appropriation bills be split 
between the two chambers. Rather, there is a constitutional "permission" that the cham-
bers may each originate appropriation bills. This is aimed toward completing the appro-
priations work with as little duplication of effort as possible, given the number of commit-
tee members available. 
After being introduced by its originating committee, an appropriation bill is referred back 
to that committee for study, and the standard bill processing procedure follows. 
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Exhibit III-A 
COMMON USES OF CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
1. Calling joint sessions of the Legislature 
2. Adopting or amending joint rules 
3. Memorializing the President of the United States 
4. Memorializing the Congress of the United States 
5. Memorializing state officers or agencies 
6. Extending the length of the session beyond 90 calendar days during even-numbered 
years 
7. Ratifying amendments to the United States Constitution 
8. Proposing amendments to the Kansas Constitution 




SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION AMENDING JOINT RULES 
Session of 1985 
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 1607 
By Senators Talkington and Johnston 
1-24 
0011 A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION relating to the joint rules for 
0018 the senate and house of representatives for the 1985-1986 
0019 biennium. 
0020 Be it resolved by the Senate of the State of Kansas, the House 
0021 of Representatives concurring therein: That the following joint 
0022 rules shall be the joint rules of the senate and house of repre-
0023 sentatives for the 1985-1986 biennium: 
0024 JOINT RULES 
oo~ OF THE 
0026 SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
0027 1985-1986 
0028 Joint rule 1. Application and date of expiration; adoption, 
0029 amendment, suspension and revocation of joint rules.-Joint 
0030 rules are adopted under the authority of section 8 of article 2 of 
0031 the Constitution of the State of Kansas and shall govern matters 
0032 made subject thereto except when otherwise specifically pro-
0033 vided by joint rule. Joint rules shall expire at the conclusion of 
0034 the terms of representatives. Joint rules shall be adopted, 
0035 amended, suspended and revoked by concurrent resolution of 
0036 the two houses of the legislature. Concurrent resolutions adopt-
0037 ingjoint rul~s shall receive the affirmative vote of not less than a 
0038 majority of the members then elected (or appointed) and quali-
0039 fled in each house. After one day's previous notice, joint rules 
0040 may be amended, suspended or revoked by the affirmative vote 
0041 of not less than a majority of the members then elected (or 
0042 appointed) and qualified in each house. Upon the filing of such 
0043 notice in either house, a message shall be sent to the other house 
0044 advising of the filing of such notice and the reading of the 
0045 message shall constitute notice to the members of such house. If 




SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RATIFY 
A U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
Session of 1985 
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 1611 
By Senators Anderson, Daniels, Feleciano, Francisco, Hoferer, 
Johnston, Karr, Martin, Mulich, Norvell, Parrish, Reilly, 
Strick, Walker, Winter and Yost 
1-30 
0019 A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION relating to and ratifying the 
0020 proposed amendment to the constitution of the United States 
0021 relating to representation of the District of Columbia in the 
0022 congress. 
0023 WHEREAS, At the second session of the ninety-fifth congress 
0024 of the United States of America, begun and held at the city of 
0025 Washington on Thursday, the nineteenth day of January, 1978, it 
0026 was resolved by the senate and house of representatives in 
0027 congress assembled {two-thirds of each house concurring 
0028 therein) that the following article be proposed as an amendment 
0029 to the constitution of the United States, which when ratified by 
0030 the legislatures of three-fourths of the several states, shall be 
0031 valid to all intents and purposes as a part of the constitution: 
0032 "HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 554 
0033 "Joint Resolution proposing an amendment to the constitution 
0034 to provide for representation of the District of Columbia in the 
0035 congress. 
0036 "Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
0037 United States of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of 
0038 each House concurring therein), That the following article is 
0039 proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of the United 
0040 States, which shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of 
0041 the Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-
0042 fourths of the several States within seven years from the date of 
0043 its submission by the Congress: 
0044 "ARTICLE -----
0045 "Section 1. For purposes of representation in the Congress, 
0046 election of the President and Vice President, and article V of this 
0047 Constitution, the District constituting the seat of government of 
0048 the United States shall be treated as though it were a State. 
Note: Contrast the wording of this resolution with the wording in the concurrent resolu-




SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROPOSE A 
KANSAS CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
Semon of 1992 
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 1632 
By Senators Bond, Burke, Winter, Bogina, Ehrlich, Frahm, 
Gaines, Hayden, Kanan, F. Kerr, Langworthy, Lee, McClure, 
Montgomery, Morris, Oleen, Rock, Salisbury, Sallee, Thiessen, 
Walker, Webb and Yost 
1-23 
11 A PROPOSITION to amend section 3c of article 15 of the constitution 
12 of the state of Kansas, relating to a state-owned and operated 
13 lottery. 
14 
15 Be it resolved by the Legislature of the State of Kansas, two-thirds 
16 of the members elected (or appointed) and qualified to the Senate 
17 and two-thirds of the members elected (or appointed) and qualified 
18 to the House of Representatives concurring therein: 
19 Section 1. The following proposition to amend the constitution 
20 of the state of Kansas shall be submitted to the qualified electors of 
21 the state for their approval or rejection: Section 3c of article 15 of 
22 the constitution of the state of Kansas is hereby amended to read 
23 as follows: 
24 "§ 3c. State-owned and operated lottery. (a) Notwithstand-
25 ing the provisions of section 3 of article 15 of the constitution 
26 of the state of Kansas, the legislature may provide for a state-
27 owned and operated lottery., ~ that saeh st&to ovmod 
28 lettei=y- shall Bet he epemted after June 30, !900;- UBless 
29 authorized te he operated after sueh date by a eeaeurrent 
30 i:eselutioa appreYed hf" a majority ef. all ei the members 
31 eleeted {aF appeiated) aad qaalified of eaeh hease &Bd 
32 adopted iB the l990 regular sessiea of the legislatme. Such 
33 lottery may include only the following, as defined by law: (1) 
34 Instant lottery, keno and lotto games, and electronic or com-
35 puterized versions of those games; and (2) if specifically au-
36 thorized by law, video lottery games on machines that do not 
37 dispense coins, cash or tokens. 11ie state shall whenever pos-
38 sible provide the public information on the odds of winning a 
39 prize or prizes in a lottery game. 
40 (b) One-half of the net revenues derived from any state-
41 owned and operated lottery shall be used exclusively to fund 
42 economic development in Kansas and the remaining one-half 
43 shall be used exclusively for education ... 





COMMON USES OF SIMPLE RESOLUTIONS 
1. Adopting or amending rules of the chamber 
2. Adopting or amending seating arrangements 
3. Notifying the governor that the chamber is organized 
4. Memorializing the President of the United States 
5. Memorializing the Congress of the United States 
6. Memorializing state officers or agencies 




INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND HOUSE RESOLUTIONS 
On emergency motion of Rep. Duncan, HR 6155, by Rep. Duncan, as follows, 
was adopted: 
HOUSE RESOLUTION No. 6155-
A RESOLUTION commending the spunk and perseverance of short people and 
encouraging tall people to become short. 
WHEREAS, Short people are not found upon courts of basketball and even in 
courts of law are sometimes overlooked; and 
WHEREAS, It has been said that you are tall enough if your feet can touch the 
ground, but in driving trucks and autos and buggies and things it's reassuring to 
know your feet can reach the brakes, and 
WHEREAS, Short people have to overcome many obstacles to achieve success 
in life such as bad jokes about short people, high elevator buttons, elevator shoes 
and large dogs; and 
WHEREAS, The following famous short persons overcame these obstacles and 
more: 
Pablo Picasso, Spanish painter; 
James Madison, United States president; 
Olga Korbut, Soviet gymnast, 
Mickey Rooney, United States actor; 
Marquis de Sade, French soldier and writer; 
Henri Marie Raymond de Toulouse-Lautrec, French painter; 
Saint Francis of Assisi, Italian saint; 
Dolly Parton, United States singer; and 
Engelbert Dollfuss, noted Austrian statesman: Now therefore, 
Be it resolved: That short is beautiful; and 
Be if further resolved: That all persons over five feet, four inches in height are 
repealed effective July 1, 1982, and upon passage by the Senate of a bill taxing 
anything, except that such persons have one year to reduce m size to five feet, four 
inches or less, and the extra length can be taken off either end. 




INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND HOUSE RESOLUTIONS 
On emergency motion of Rep. Darrel Webb, HR 6050, by Reps. Darrel Webb 
and Francisco, as follows, was not adopted: 
HOUSE RESOLUTION No. 6050-
By Representatives Darrel Webb and Francisco 
A RESOLUTION urging the House of Representatives to not consider any 
legislation to require Wichita State to play Kansas in basketball for five years. 
WHEREAS, On March 20, 1981, an exceptionally well played basketball game 
between Wichita State and Kansas, especially with respect to Kansas, ended in 
victory for the crippled and short-handed Shockers; and 
WHEREAS, The red-faced Jayhawk fans should not be faced with the same 
embarrassment for a five-year period of time even though the Shockers will be 
quite capable and ready to reproduce such embarrassment. Now, therefore, 
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of Kansas: That we 
urge that no legislation requiring the Shockers of Wichita State to play the 




SENATE RESOLUTION TO AMEND SENATE RULES 
se~~lOll of 1985 
SENATE RESOLUTION No. 1801 
By Senator Talkington 
1-14 
OOli A RESOLUTION relating to the rules for the Senate for the 
0018 1985-1988 terms of senators. 
0019 Be it resolved by the Senate of the State of Kansas: That 
0020 except as otherwise hereinafter provided, the Rules of the Senate 
0021 1981-1984 in effoct at the time of adjournment sine die of the 
0022 1984 regular session of the legislature shall c:onstitute the Rules 
0023 of the Senate for the 1985-1988 terms of senators; and 
0024 Be it further resofoed: That Rules 7, 12, 52 and 67 be 
0025 amended to read as follows and a new rule 77 be adopted and 
0026 constitute rules of the Senate for the 1985-1988 terms of senators: 















committee named the Committee on Organization, Calendar and 
Rules which shall consist of seven members, the chairperson of 
which shall he the president of the Senate, and the vice-chair-
person of which shall be the majority leader of the Senate. Each 
of the other five members shall be selected separately by a 
majority vote of all duly elected members of the majority politi-
cal party of the Senate. 
No hill or resolution other than resolutions adopting, amend-
ing or revoking rules of the Senate or Joint Rules of the Senate 
and House of Representatives, shall be introduced by or be 
referred to the Committee on Organization, Calendar and Rules. 
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s..ftota a/ 1991 
Exhibit 111-G(a) 
AMENDED HOUSE BILL 
As Amended by Senate Committee 
As Amended by House Committee 
HOUSE BILL No. 2082 
By Committee on Insurance 
1-30 
11 AN ACT relating to insurance; concerning unfair claim settlement 
12 practices; amending K.S.A. l-900 1991 Supp. 40-2404 and re-
13 pealing the existing section. 
14 
15 Be it enacted by the ugislature of the State of Kansas: 
16 Section 1. K.S.A. l900 1991 Supp. 40-2404 is hereby amended 
17 to read as follows: 40-2404. (6) The following are hereby defined as 
18 unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or prac-
19 tices in the business of insurance: 
20 (1) Misrepresentations and false advertising of insurance policies. 
21 Making, issuing, circulating or causing to be made, issued or cir-
22 culated, any estimate, illustration, circular, statement, sales pres-
23 entation, omission or comparison which: 
24 {at (A} (a) Misrepresents the benefits, advantages, conditions or 
25 terms of any insurance policy; 
26 W (./J.} (b) misrepresents the dividends or share of the surplus 
27 to be received on any insurance policy; 
28 {e} ((;..} (c) makes any false or misleading statements as to the 
29 dividends or share of surplus previously paid on any insurance policy; 
30 -{d} fD) (d) is misleading or is a misrepresentation as to the 
31 financial condition of any person, or as to the legal reserve system 
32 upon which any life insurer operates; 
33 {et fE) (e) uses any name or title of any insurance policy or class 
34 of insurance policies misrepresenting the true nature thereof; 
35 {{} {Pt (f) is a misrepresentation for the purpose of inducing or 
36 tending to induce the lapse, forfeiture, exchange, conversion or sur-
37 render of any insurance policy; 
38 W fG} (g) is a misrepresentation for the purpose of effecting a 
39 pledge or assignment of or effecting a loan against any insurance 
40 policy; or 
41 {ht (I/.) (h) misrepresents any insurance policy as being shares 
42 of stock. 
43 (2) False information and advertising generally. Maldng, pub-





BILL PRINTING PROCEDURE 
The Director of Printing prints all hills and resolutions by 
order of either the House of Representative~ or the Senate. The 
most recent printing of a bill or resolution will show all of the 
change~ made at a previous stage. The following is an explana-
tion and illustration of the system. 
Roman 
Type 























1. Existing law not heing changed will be shown 
in Roman type. (e.g., Roman type.) 
2. Where existing statutes or portions thereof arc 
being repealed, the material removed will be in 
Roman strike-type. (e.g., Ronul:R stffke ~.) 
3. Netc material within au existing section pro-
posed by the author will be shown in Italic 
type. When the author proposes whole new 
sections of law, the material will he shown in 
Roman type and the section heading will be 
printed in Italic type. The word "New" will 
precede the section and number. (e.g., Neu; 
Section 1 or New Sec. 2) New material will be 
shown this way regardle.ss of whether a Senator, 
Representative, or Committee is the author. 
4. Boldface type has been assigned to the House 
of Representatives. When new material is 
added by a House committee, the next printing 
will show such amendments in boldface type. 
5. [Material added by a House Committee of the 
Whole amendment will be shown in subse-
quent printings as boldface type, in brackets.] 
6. Boldface Italic type has been assigned to the 
Senate. Anytime a committee of the Senate 
adds new material, it will be shown in boldface 
Italic type in future printings. 
7. [Amendments made in the Senate by the Com-
mittee of the Whole will be shown in boldface 
Italic type, in brackets.] 
8. Whenever the HOUSE OF ORIGIN deletes 
material that had been proposed by the author 
or added at any stage after introduction, that 
material being stricken will be shown in strike 
type. (e.g., ~trilce type or .'Jtrike ty7Je.) 
9. Whenever the OTHER HOUSE deletes mate-
rial from the hill as passed by HOUSE OF 
ORIGIN, that material being stricken will be 
indicated by double-strike type. (e.g., Double 
strike~ or Datlhlc strike~.) 
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Sufton of 1992 
Exhibit 111-H 
COMMITTEE BILL 
SENATE BILL No. 528 
By Committee on Agriculture 
1-27 
8 AN ACT concerning animals; relating to spaying or neutering dogs 
9 and cats; amending K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 47-1731 and repealing the 
10 existing section. 
11 
12 Be it enacted by the ugisl.ature of the State of Kansas: 
13 Section I. K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 47-1731 is hereby amended to read 
14 as follows: 47-1731. (a) No dog or cat may be released for adoption 
15 from any pound or animal shelter, as defined by K.S.A. 47-1701, 
16 and amendments thereto,. or from any duly incorporated humane 
17 society,. unless: 
18 (1) Such dog or cat has been first surgically spayed or neutered; 
19 or 
20 (2) the adopting party signs an agreement to have the dog or cat 
21 spayed or neutered and deposits with the pound or animal shelter 
22 funds sufficient to ensure that the dog or cat will be sterilized. Any 
23 funds deposited pursuant to such an agreement shall be refunded 
24 to the adopting party upon presentation of a written statement signed 
25 by a licensed veterinarian that the adopted dog or cat has been 
26 spayed or neutered. 
27 (b) No person shall spay or neuter any dog or cat for or on behalf 
28 of a pound, animal shelter or humane society unless such person is 
29 a licensed veterinarian or a student currently enrolled in the college 
30 of veterinary medicine,. Kansas state university, who has completed 
31 at 'least two years of study in the veterinary medical cuniculum and 
32 is participating in a spay or neuter program as part of the cuniculum 
33 under the direct supervision of a licensed veterinarian who is a 
34 facul,ty member at the Kansas state university veterinary medical 
35 cen'ter. No pound, animal shelter or humane society shall designate 
36 the veterinarian which a person must use,, or a list from which a 
37 person must select a veterinarian, to spay or neuter a dog or cat 
38 adopted by such person from such pound, shelter or society, nor 
39 shall such pound, shelter or society in any way penalize a person 
40 for such person" s selection of a veterinarian to spay or neuter a dog 
41 or cat adopted from such pound, shelter or society. 
42 (c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to require sterili-




MEMBER BILL-SINGLE SPONSOR 
Sufton of 1002 
SENATE BILL No. 527 
By Senator Doyen 
1-24 
8 AN ACT relating to county roads and highways; concerning township 
9 equipment and road machinery; amending K.S.A. 68-594 and re-
10 pealing the existing section. 
11 
12 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
13 Section 1. K.S.A. 68-594 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
14 68-594. Upon the adoption of the provisions of this act by any county,, 
15 the township boards of all townships in such county shall forthvlith 
16 mm- e¥er- &Bd deliver ta~ eeam ef. eounty commissioners ef 
17 sueh eonnty may dispose of any and all road machinery and equip-
18 ment which such township has acquired for the purpose of con-
19 structing and maintaining township roads in the following manner: 
20 (a) Donate such road machinery and equipment to such county; 
21 (b) sell such road machinery and equipment to such county; or 
22 (c) sell such road machinery or equipment to any other party. 
23 Sec. 2. K.S.A. 68-594 is hereby repealed. 
24 Sec. 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 




MEMBER BILL-MULTIPLE SPONSORS 
HOUSE BILL No. 2779 
By Representatives Chronister, Amos, Baker, Bradford, Brown, 
Corbin, Cornfield, Crowell, Dawson, Douville, Empson, Flott-
man, Flower, Fuller, Gatlin, Glasscock, Hayzlett, Heinemann, 
Hendrix, Jennison,. King, B. Lawrence,. Lloyd, Long, Lowther, 
Mead,. Miller, O"Neal, Pottorff, Praeger, Ramirez, Roe, Samuel-
son, Scott, Sluiter, Snowbarger,. Weimer and Wells 
1-27 
13 AN ACT relating to city and countywide retailers' sales truces; al-
14 lowing rate increases for funding of local health care services; 
15 amending K.S.A. 12-187 and 12-189 and repealing the existing 
16 sections. 
17 
18 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
19 Section 1. K.S.A. 12-187 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
20 12-187. {a) (1) No city shall impose a retailers' sales tax under the 
21 provisions of this act without the governing body of such city having 
22 first submitted such proposition to and having received the approval 
23 of a majority of the electors of the city voting thereon at an election 
24 called and held therefor. The governing body of any city may submit 
25 the question of imposing a retailers' sales true and the governing body 
26 shall be required to submit the question upon submission of a pe-
27 tition signed by electors of such city equal in number to not less 
28 than 10% of the electors of such city. 
29 (2) The governing body of any city may submit the question of 
30 imposing a retailers' sales tax at the rate of .25%, .5%, . 75% or 1% 
31 and pledging the revenue received therefrom for the purpose of 
32 financing the provision of heal,th care seroices, as enumerated in the 
33 question, to the electors at an election called and held thereon. The 
34 tax imposed pursuant to this paragraph shall be deemed to be in 
35 addition to the rate limitations prescribed in K. S.A 12-189, and 
36 amendments thereto. As used in this paragraph, heal,th care services 
37 shall include but not be limited to the followi.ng: County health 
.38 departments, city, county or district hpspitals, city or county nursing 
.39 homes, preventive heal,th care services including immunizations, pre-
40 natal care and the postponement of entry into nursing homes by 
41 home health care seroices, mental health seroices, indigent health 
42 care, physician or health care worker recndtment, health education, 




"BY REQUEST" BILL 
HOUSE BILL No. 2704 
By Representative Wiard 
(By request) 
1-16 
10 AN ACT concerning agriculture; relating to pesticides; amending 
11 K.S.A. 2-2440, 2-2448 and 2-2467a and repealing the existing 
12 sections. 
13 
14 Be it enacted by the ugis'lature of the State of Kansas: 
15 Section 1. K. S .A. 2-2440 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
16 2-2440. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (d),. it is unlawful 
17 for any pesticide business which has not been issued a pesticide 
18 business license to: 
19 (1) Advertise, offer for sale, sell or perform any service for the 
20 control of a pest on the property of another or apply a pesticide to 
21 the property of another within this state; or 
22 (2) perform any service for the control of a pest or apply any 
23 pesticide on or at the premises of another person under any com-
24 mission, division of receipts or subcontracting arrangement with a 
25 licensed pesticide business. 
26 Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require the li-
27 censing of any person applying restricted use pesticides to the prop-
28 erty of another as a certified private applicator or under the 
29 supervision of a certified private applicator. 
30 (b) Application for a pesticide business license or renewal shall 
31 be made in writing to the secretary on a designated form obtained 
32 from the secretary" s office and shall be accompanied by an application 
33 fee per category in which the licensee applies, and an additional fee 
34 for each uncertified individual employed by the applicant to apply 
35 pesticides. The application fee per category and the additional fee 
36 for each such uncertified employee shall be fixed by rules and reg-
37 ulations adopted by the state board of agriculture except that such 
38 fees shall not exceed an application fee of $100 per category in which 
39 the licensee applies and an additional fee of $10 for each uncertified 
40 individual employed by the applicant to apply pesticides. 1he ap-
41 plication fee per category and the additional fee for each uncertified 
42 employee in effect on the day preceding the effective date of this 
43 act shall continue in effect until the state board of agriculture adopts 
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Seuton uf 1991 
Exhibit III-L 
SUBSTITUTE BILL 
[As Amended by Senate on Final Action] 
Substitute for SENATE BILL No. 265 
By Committee on Transportation and Utilities 
3-7 
9 AN ACT relating to railroads; establishing the rail service assistance 
10 program; creating the rail service assistance program loan guar-
11 antee fund; amending K.S.A. 1990 Supp. 45-221 and repealing 
12 the existing section. 
13 
14 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
15 New Section 1. The legislature finds and determines that inte-
16 grated systems, including railways, highways and airways,. are nec-
17 ·essary in order to meet the economic and energy needs of the citizens 
18 of the state, both now and in the future. The legislature finds that 
19 a portion of the present railroad system in the state does not provide 
20 adequate service to citizens of the state. The legislature further finds 
21 and determines that it is in the best interest of the state to establish 
22 a rail service assistance program in order to preserve and revitalize 
23 essential rail service in the state. 
24 New Sec. 2. There is hereby established the rail service assist-
25 ance program to provide assistance for the preservation and revi-
26 talization of rail service in the state, including the guarantee of loans 
27 pursuant to section 7 of this act. 
28 New Sec. 3. There is hereby established the rail service assist-
29 ance program advisory committee hereinafter referred to as the ad-
30 visory committee. The advisory committee shall be advisory to the 
31 secretary of transportation. 
32 New Sec. 4. The advisory committee shall consist of nine mem-
33 hers appointed by the governor as follows: 
34 (a) Two shall be rail shippers; 
35 (b) two shall be representatives of railroad management, one shall 
36 represent a class I railroad and one shall represent a regional or 
37 short line railroad; 
38 (c) two shall represent railroad labor, one shall be an employee 
39 of a class I railroad and one shall be an employee of a regional or 
40 short line railroad; and 
41 (d) three shall represent the general public. A person appointed 
42 to fill a vacancy which occurs prior to the expiration of a tenn shall 




SUBSTITUTE FOR SUBSTITUTE BILL 
SENATE SUBSTITUTE FOR 
SENATE SUBSTITUTE FOR HOUSE BILL No. 2892 
AN Acr concerning school d1stncts, affecting the financing thereof and providing 
revenue therefor, relating to quality perfonnance and accountability, amending 
K.S.A 12-1677, 12-1742, 72-4442, 72-8204, 79-2929a, 79-32,110, 79-32,119, 79-
32,120, 79-3602, 79-3603 and 79-3703 and K.S A. 1991 Supp. 31-144, 72-978, 72-
1106, 72-3703, 72-4437, 72-6757, 72-7063, 72-8230, 72-8233, 72-9502, 72-9504, 79-
2959, 79-2964, 79-34, 147 and 79-3606, aml repealing the existing sections, also 
repealing KS.A 72-7030, 72-7031, 72-7032, 72-7035, 72-7036. 72-7044, 72-7048, 
72-7049, 72-70.31, 72-7052, 72-7057, 72-7058, 72-7060, 72-7061, 72-7063a, 72-706.5, 
72-7066, 72-7072, 72-7074, 72-7075, 72-7076, 72-7077, 72-7078, 72-9505 and 72-
9506 and K S.A. 1991 Supp. 72-3702, 72-3704, 72-3705, 72-3706, 72-3707, 72-
3708, 72-3709, 72-7033, 72-7034, 72-7037, 72-7038, 72-7039, 72-7040, 72-7041, 72-
7042, 72-7043, 72-7045, 72-7046a, 72-7047, 72-7050, 72-7053, 72-7054, 72-7055, 
72-7056, 72-7059, 72-7062, 72-7063, a.s amended by section 54 of this act, 72-
7064, 72-7067, 72-7068, 72-7071, 72-7081, 72-8184, 72-9507, 72-9508 and 79-
34,147a. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
New Section 1. (a) Sections I through 36, and amendments 
thereto, shall be known and may be cited as the school district 
finance and quality performance act. 
(b) The provisions of this section shall take effect and be in force 
from and after July 1, 1992. 
New Sec. 2. (a) "District" means a school district organized un-
der the laws of this state which is maintaining public school for a 
school term in accordance with the provisions of K.S.A. 72-1106, 
and amendments thereto. 
(b) "Board" means the board of education of a school district. 
(c) "State board" means the state board of education. 
(d) The provisions of this section shall take effect and be in force 
from and after J u)y 1, 1992. 





HOUSE BILL No. 2722 
By Committee on Appropriations 
1-17 
9 AN ACT making and concerning appropriations for the fiscal year 
10 ending June 30, 1993, for the adjutant general, state fire marshal,. 
11 Kansas parole board, Kansas highway patrol, attorney general -
12 Kansas bureau of investigation, youth center at Topeka, youth 
13 center at Beloit, youth center at Atchison, corrections ombudsman 
14 board, department of civil air patrol, emergency medical services 
15 board and Kansas sentencing commission; authorizing certain 
16 transfers and fees, imposing certain restrictions and limitations,. 
17 and directing or authorizing certain receipts and disbursements 
18 and acts incidental to the foregoing. 
19 
20 Be it enacted by the ugislature of the State of Kansas: 
21 Section 1. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1993, appropri-
22 ations are hereby made, restrictions and limitations are hereby im-
23 posed, and transfers, fees, receipts, disbursements and acts incidental 
24 to the foregoing are hereby directed or authorized as provided in 
25 this act. 
26 Sec. 2. 
27 ADJUTANT GENERAL 
28 (a) There is appropriated for the above agency from the state 
29 general fund the following: 
30 Operating e:.:penditures.......................................... $2,934,045 
31 Provided. 11iat any unencumbered balance in excess of $100 as of 
32 June 30, 1992, is hereby reappropriated to the operating expendi-
33 tures account for fiscal year 1993: Prooided, however. That expen-
34 ditures &om such reappropriated balance shall not exceed $73,578 
35 except upon approval of the state 6nance council: Prookkd further. 
36 That expenditures from this account for official hospitality shall not 
37 exceed U,.250. 
38 (b) There is appropriated for the above agency from the following 
39 special revenue funds all moneys now or hereafter lawfully credited 
40 to and available in such funds,. except that expenditures other than 
41 refunds authorized by law shall not exceed the following: 
42 Conversion of materials and equipment fund - military division • . • . . $0 
43 Training and support of title Ill - federal fund. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . No limit 
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Se<uitHI uf 1991 
Exhibit 111-0 
REPRINT OF A BILL 
(Reprint) 
HOUSE BILL No. 2444 
By Committee on Public Health and Welfare 
2-22 
8 AN ACT establishing the woman's educated choice and informed 
9 decision act; establishing requirements of educated choice and 
10 informed decisions relating to abortions; a~ending K. S .A. 1990 
11 Supp. 65-2837 and repealing the existing section. 
12 
13 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
14 New Section 1. Sections 1 through 5, and amendments thereto, 
15 of this act shall be known and may be cited as the woman's educated 
16 choice and informed decision act. 
17 New Sec. 2. As used in the woman's educated choice and in-
18 formed decision act: 
19 (a) "Abortion" means an act, procedure or use of any instrument, 
20 medicine or drug which is supplied or prescribed for or administered 
21 to a pregnant woman with the intent and result of producing the 
22 premature expulsion. removal or termination of the life of the pre-
23 born child within the womb of the pregnant woman, except that in 
24 cases in which the preborn child's life is threatened by the contin-
25 uation of the pregnancy,. early delivery after viability shall not be 
26 construed as abortion. 
27 (b) "Prebom child" means the offspring of human beings existing 
28 from the moment of fecundation of the ovum by the spermatozoa, 
29 through every stage of development until birth. 
30 (c) "Viable" means that stage of the preborn child's development 
31 when the preborn child's life may be continued indefinitely outside 
32 the womb by natural or artificial life-supporting systems. 
33 (d) "Physician" means any person licensed to practice medicine 
34 and surgery under the laws of this state. 
35 (e) "Qualified person assisting the physician" means a physician, 
36 psychologist, licensed social worker, registered professional counselor 
37 or registered nurse. 
38 New Sec. 3. (a) An abortion o~erwise permitted by law shall 
39 not be performed or induced except: 
40 (1) With the written acknowledgment of the woman upon whom 
41 the abortion is to be performed that she has been orally informed, 
42 by the physician who will perform the abortion or a qualified person 




CORRECTED PRINTING OF A BILL 
(Comicted) 
As Amended by House Committee 
Sarion of 1991 
SENATE BILL No. 233 
By Senators Winter,. Allen,. Anderson, Bogina,. Bond, Brady, 
Burke,. Daniels, Doyen,. Ehrlich, Frahm, Francisco, Gaines, 
Hayden, Kanan,. Karr, D. Kerr, F. Kerr, Langworthy, Lee, 
Martin, McClure, Montgomery, Moran, Morris, Oleen, Reilly, 
Salisbury ll Sallee, Strick, Thiessen, Vidricksen, Walker and Yost 
2-13 
13 AN ACT concerning erimes &Bd pl:l:Bishmeat; relating ta ¥0l-
14 UBWy iBto:deatiaa as!: defense; amending K.S.A. 21 32.08 
15 and repeeUeg the eKistiBg seetien the Kansas human rights 
16 commission; relating to statutory conflict resolution; amending 
17 K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 44-1002, 44-1015 and 44-1030 and repealing 
18 the existing sections; also repealing K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 44-1002a, 
19 44-1015a and 44-1030a. 
20 
21 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
22 Seetiea h K..S.A. 213008 is hereby amoaded ta read as 
23 folle:ws: 2.1 3208. ffi *he loot lttat ! pe:rsoa eha:rged with ! 
24 erime was m aa iBteseated eoBditioa at the time the alleged 
25 erime was eommitted is ~ defense ~ M saeh eenditien ~ 
26 iiwebmterily predueed &Bd rOBdered sueh person substantially 
27 iaeapable ef kBe'WiBg 8f: nndefStaBding the wrengfulness ef his 
28 8fMJh @BH9R' a eeaduet tmd ef. eeelorming his 8fl6h peFaen' s 
29 eeadaet t& the reguiremeBts ef. lav:. 
30 @ AB eet eommitted while in ! state ef. volu:B:tary intoxi 
31 eatiea is Bet less erimiaal !f roasoa thereef, hut whee a par-
32 tieular- iBteBt ei: ~ state ef. miBd is a eeeessary elemeBt ta 
33 eoBStimte a pertieular erime; the met ef. iBteneatioB ~he 
34 take& iBt& eoosideratieB iB delermiBiBg sueh mteat ei: state ef 
35 ~ Vewnls!!f 4Aledesff6n ffi!!t ~ be tBkeff. info eeR84d 
36 emff6,. fR. de#elW9iRiRg the eBotsooe ~ !!!1f. ef'imiRtJl tmoot 
37 ~ ia ! RBB688Sffl e'lemefft 19 eeRStifflt-e ! 19sFt'6ulsF snme. 
38 See. &.. JCS.A. 21 a.208 is hereby repealed. 
39 Seer di- +ms eet shall take effeet aBd he m. teree H=em and 
40 alter its pubiiE;tiOO m thes;Meheek - - ---- -
41 Section 1. K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 44-1002 is hereby amended to 
42 read as follows: 44-1002. When used in this act: 
43 (a) "Person" includes one or more individuals, partnerships, as-
Note: When the print of a bill contains an error, the bill is reprinted with the notation 




PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR 
P R 0 C L A M A T I 0 N 
BY the Governor 
TO THE PEOPLE OF KANSAS, GREETINGS: 
Executive Department 
State of Kansas 
Topeka, Kansas 
WHEREAS, there are over 4,600 licensed amateur radio operators in the State 
of Kansas, coming from all walks of life; and 
WHEREAS, amateur radio operators have evidenced their knowledge by passing 
an examination requiring a working understanding of International Morse Code, 
electronic theory, and operating practices; and 
WHEREAS, these operators form a pool of resources for use in emergency 
conununicationsi assisting civil defense, law enforcement, Red Cross, and other 
disaster relief agencies in time of need; and 
WHEREAS, during non-emergency periods, amateur radio operators perform 
many public service functions, including a message relay service every day of 
the year for non-business greetings and messages, with these services available 
to anyone in the United States; and 
WHEREAS, amateur radio operators perform these civic-minded functions on a 
voluntary basis without compensation of any kind; and 
WHEREAS, the weekend of October 18 and 19, 1980, Kansas radio amateurs will 
participate in the nation-wide Simulated Emergency Test sponsored by the 
American Radio Relay League, handling "emergency" messages throughout the 
nation in an annual test of their equipment and abilities: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, JOHN CARLIN, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF KANSAS, do hereby 
proclaim the week of October 13 through 19, 1980, as 
AMATEUR RADIO WEEK 
in Kansas in recognition of the skill, ability, and contributions to public 
service by amateur radio operators in Kansas. 
III-41 
DONE At the Capitol in Topeka 
Under the Great Seal of 
the State this 7th day of 
October, A. D., 1980. 
~etary ot State 




With this background, we'll tum to the protocol that governs the Kansas legislative pro-
cess. The entire process is outlined in Exhibit IV-A, to which the reader should refer dur-
ing the discussion that follows. Unless otherwise stated, the term "bill" includes the 
simple and concurrent resolutions frequently introduced into the Legislature. 
House of Origin 
The r~visor of statutes usually prepares, or writes the text of, a bill. The introducing mem-
ber then presents the bill to the chief clerk of the House or the secretary of the Senate for 
registration and assignment of a bill number. During the next meeting of the originating 
chamber, the reading clerk reads the title of the bill under the calendar item Introduction 
of Bills. The presiding officer of the chamber then refers the bill to a standing committee 
(under the calendar heading Reference of Bills and Concurrent Resolutions). 
The two-year term of representatives is significant in the life of a bill. Bills that remain 
under study at the end of the first (odd-numbered) year stay alive, and carry over for con-
sideration during the second (even-numbered) year. Bills that remain unpassed at the con-
clusion of the even-numbered year are "dead." This means that at the beginning of each 
biennium, the Legislature has a clean slate and all work must begin anew. 
Chapter VIII is a case study of the history of one bill that did not, in two years of delib-
eration, achieve passage. This particular bill highlights some examples of procedural ac-
tions that may occur during a bill's consideration. 
Committee Consideration 
For all its glamor, the chamber-abuzz with floor debate and voting-is not where most 
legislative work gets done. In reality, most legislative study occurs in the less visible com-
mittee meetings, and citizen input is most persuasive there. Thus, early efforts to affect 
legislation are concentrated at the committee level. Committee schedules are posted on 
official bulletin boards in the Statehouse, printed several days in advance in the appropri-
ate chamber's calendar, and available on the Internet. All committee meetings are open to 
the public. 
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Once a bill has been referred to a committee, the committee chairperson virtually controls 
the fate of the bill. The chairperson may assign the bill to a subcommittee of as few as 
two members for detailed study, and may schedule open hearings to receive testimony on 
the bill. After study, hearings, and discussion, the committee may decide that a few 
amendments are necessary, a substitute bill should be offered, or no changes are required. 
The chairperson then may leave the bill in committee or report it back to the chamber. 
Committee reports are made in general session under the calendar heading Report of 
Standing (or "Select") Committees. A committee may recommend that a bill: 
1) Be passed as referred to the committee (no changes); 
2) Be 'passed as amended by the committee; 
3) Be not passed (adversely reported); 
4) Be referred to another committee; 
5) Be replaced by a substitute bill; 
6) Be reported without recommendation. 
Chamber rules may provide for the withdrawal of a bill from committee if the committee 
or its chairperson is unwilling to report the bill out. Generally, a bill may be forced out 
with a two-thirds majority vote to withdraw the bill and place it on the calendar under the 
General Orders heading. [There are slight differences in the House and Senate rules; the 
legislative observer should be familiar with these differences.] 
A committee may also recommend that a bill be placed on the Consent Calendar. This 
fast-track procedure allows a bill to bypass floor debate in the chamber. Only non-contro-
versial bills are placed on the Consent Calendar, and the bills must appear on that calen-
dar for at least three days before being advanced to final action. Any member may object 
to a bill's presence on the Consent Calendar during this three-day period, and cause the 
bill to be moved to General Orders for debate. If no objections are received, the bill usu-
ally is advanced to a vote on final action on the third day. 
The calendar heading Bills Adversely Reported lists bills reported by the committee with 
the recommendation of "Be not passed." Bills appear under this heading for one day 
only, and are killed unless a two-thirds majority vote in the chamber moves the bill to 
General Orders for debate. 
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Committee of the Whole Consideration 
The television and radio "sound bites" prevalent during the legislative session often come 
from floor debates that take place under the General Orders category of the calendar. At 
this point, the chamber becomes a Committee of the Whole under the leadership of a 
member appointed by the presiding officer. (This duty usually rotates among the mem-
bers.) During this time for floor debate and discussion, pending bills are considered in the 
order of their appearance on the calendar under General Orders. The chamber is not act-
ing as the House (or Senate), but as a "Committee of the Whole House" (or Senate), with 
every member permitted the opportunity to speak, make amendments, or debate the bill. 
Although the public may view the proceedings, only members may participate in the ac-
tual d.ebate. No direct public input is permitted at this point in the process. 
The Committee of the Whole may vote, by simple majority, to amend bills for recommen-
dation to the chamber for final action, or make most other standing committee recommen-
dations. An important exception is that bills may not be recommended for the Consent 
Calendar; they must either return to General Orders or be advanced to Final Action. 
Final Action and Voting 
At the conclusion of Committee of the Whole action, the presiding officer resumes the 
chair and receives the report from the Committee of the Whole. Final action may be taken 
on bills appearing on the calendar under the Final Action heading or appearing on the 
Consent Calendar for the third day. 
Ordinarily, a bill is considered on final action only in its entirety. However, a bill may be 
subject to further debate on a section-by-section basis if it has been placed on final action 
"subject to amendment and debate," or if it has bypassed Committee of the Whole debate 
by being "emergencied to final action" in accordance with the rules of the chamber. The 
latter option is intended to permit the speedy adoption of laws during an emergency, but it 
is commonly used to bypass Committee of the Whole consideration u~der other condi-
tions, as well. 
When a bill is being considered on final action, the reading clerk reads the title of the bill 
(without statutory amendment citations). The presiding officer asks the members, "Shall 
the bill (resolution) pass?" Unless subject to amendment and debate, the bill may not be 
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debated. Except for a motion to have a Call of the House (or Senate), or a motion to ad-
journ, no other motions are permitted when a vote is pending. 
In the House, votes are tabulated electronically and displayed on a large scoreboard at the 
front of the chamber. In the Senate, all votes are cast on a voice roll call. 
A simple majority vote of the membership is required for a bill to pass. (In the House, 63 
votes are required; in the Senate, 21.) Some actions, such as proposed amendments to the 
Kansas Constitution and ratifications of amendments to the United States Constitution, 
may require a two-thirds majority vote. If the required majority vote is not attained, the 
measure is declared lost. (Note that it takes a majority of the membership and not a ma-
jority of members present to pass a bill.) 
As a time-saving feature, the presiding officer may "bulk" several bills for consideration 
on final action. When this is done, the reading clerk reads the titles of all bills to be voted 
on and the question is put to the membership by the presiding officer. If members do not 
wish to vote the same on all bills bulked together, they retain the right to vote on indi-
vidual bills. 
Explanation of Vote and Protest 
All members have the right to explain their votes. The explanation becomes part of the 
official record through inclusion in the chamber's journal following the recording of the 
"yeas" and "nays." In the House, all members are permitted one minute to explain their 
vote; Senate rules allow two minutes. There is a limit as to how many words will be pub-
lished in the journals as an "Explanation of Vote." 
If members are particularly vehement about an action, they have a constitutionally guaran-
teed (but rarely used) right to issue a Protest. Protests are published in the journal in their 
'" 
entirety, regardless of length. A protest does not change the outcome of a vote on final 
action; it merely reflects the ideas of its signatories. Samples of protests appear in Exhibit 
Vl-B(c) and Section IX, pages IX-26 through IX-28. 
Call of the House (or Senate) 
Another infrequent tactic, used to ensure that enough votes are available or to force the 
revelation of each member's loyalty on an issue, is a Call of the House (or Senate). 
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Upon request of 10 representatives (or five senators), a Call must.be made. Never taken 
lightly, a Call: 
1) requires all members present to vote and requires that all absent members be sum-
moned to the chamber and required to vote; 
2) requires closure of the chamber's doors, prohibiting further admittance or exit (in-
cluding the observation galleries), and requires members to remain at their desks 
until the Call is lifted; 
3) requires the sergeant-at-arms to search for absent members and escort them to the 
chamber to vote (House rules use the term "take into custody"); and 
4) may result in sanctions against a member who fails to comply with the Call. 
In the House, the failure of a member to comply with a Call (without a two-thirds vote of 
the members present excusing the missing member) renders the representative subject to 
censure or expulsion. A senator fairs little better, as failure to comply with a Call results 
in "reproval" by the president of the Senate (unless the missing member is excused from 
Call compliance by a majority of the senators present). A senator may be found to be in 
contempt for failure to comply. 
Legislative legend has it that a Call once resulted in the Highway Patrol conveying an 
absent member to the Capitol-from a hospital bed 100 miles away-at speeds approach-
ing 100 miles per hour. The sense of urgency generated by a Call is obviously intense. 
Although nearly every session yields a few Calls, this procedural action is used judi-
ciously. 
Reconsideration 
As members observe which way the political wind is blowing, they have the opportunity 
to change their vote until the final tabulation is announced. This tactic may be exercised 
to ensure the ability to reconsider the chamber's action. 
After a measure has been lost on final action, a long (and sometimes painstaking) proce-
dure may be undertaken to revive the bill. A person who voted on the prevailing side may 
make a motion to reconsider on the same or the following legislative day. Consequently, 
members sometimes begin by voting against their actual stand on an issue. 
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Any action may be taken on a bill being reconsidered. A successful motion to reconsider 
the bill, and a subsequent final action vote securing the needed majority "yea" vote, is 
sufficient to cause the bill to pass. 
House rules provide that a bill may be reconsidered only once, except upon unanimous 
consent. Senate rules prohibit any reconsideration of defeated appropriation bills, or re-
consideration of any bill more than once. 
Consideration by the Other Chamber 
After a bill has successfully navigated its way through the house of origin, it is received 
by the other chamber for consideration. It is then treated as any other bill originating in 
that chamber, and goes through the same steps previously outlined. 
If no changes are made to the bill and it is approved on final action, it proceeds to the 
governor for approval. If the bill is defeated on final action, it is dead and no further ac-
tion is possible (other than reconsideration in accordance with the chamber's rules.) 
Conf ere nee Committee Action 
When the second chamber amends a bill, changing the language approved by the house of 
origin, the bill is returned to the house of origin for consideration in its amended form. 
If the originating chamber concurs in the amendments by majority vote, the bill is passed 
and goes to the governor for approval. But if the house of origin nonconcurs in the 
amendments, the chamber may request the appointment of a conference committee. If 
there is a successful motion to nonconcur but not ask for a conference, the bill is lost. 
When a chamber nonconcurs and requests a conference committee, the presiding officer 
assigns three members to confer with three members of the other chamber, in the hope of 
hammering out a compromise between the two versions of the bill. (This presumes the 
second chamber accedes to the request for a conference; if not, the bill may be lost.) 
A conference committee is a special joint committee. Conference committee meetings are 
open to the public, but meeting schedules are not published in the calendar. For this rea-
son, conference committee activity is often difficult to observe. Sometimes public com-
ment is allowed, but a conference committee usually does not hold hearings again on the 
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bill. The time and place of conference committee meetings usually is announced by mem-
bers when the Senate and House are in session. 
The conference committee makes one of the following recommendations, which is then 
taken to each chamber's membership for concurrence or nonconcurrence. The conference 
committee may agree: 
1) that the second chamber will recede from its amendments to the bill;· 
2) that the chamber of origin will concur with the second chamber's amendments; 
3) to make further amendments that are acceptable to both chambers; or 
4) to disagree, in which case a new conference committee is usually recommended 
(although it frequently is composed of the same representatives from each cham-
ber!). 
An agreement "to agree to disagree and request a new conference committee be ap-
pointed" means that, for the second or subsequent conference committee, only a majority 
of the members of the conference committee from each house are required to sign the 
conference committee report. The initial conference committee report (other than an 
"agree to disagree") would have to be signed by all the members of the conference com-
mittee Goint rule 3). 
Only when both chambers accept the conference committee report, agreeing on the bill's 
wording, does it proceed to the governor for approval. 
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PRESENTATION TO THE GOVERNOR 
When a bill has successfully passed both chambers, it must proceed within 10 days to the 
governor for consideration. When the bill is received in the governor's office, a receipt is 
executed. This determines the date from which the veto deadline of 10 days is calculated. 
Gubernatorial Approval 
If the governor approves a bill, he or she signs the enrolled copy, which is printed on 
parchment and bears the signatures of the speaker of the House, president of the Senate, 
chief clerk of the House, and secretary of the Senate. A message detailing the governor's 
action is dispatched to each chamber for announcement to the membership and publica-
tion in the journals. The signed act is then forwarded to the secretary of state for certifica-
tion and filing. The bill has been approved and will take effect on the date specified. 
Another option open to the governor is to take no action on the bill. If the governor nei-
ther approves nor disapproves the bill within 10 days of receiving it, the bill becomes law 
without the governor's signature (Exhibit V-A). Kansas law requires that the Legislature 
must have the opportunity to reconsider all actions vetoed by the governor. The so-called 
"pocket veto," available to United States presidents, is not allowed. 
Vetoes and Overrides 
The governor may have objections to the bill and choose to veto it. In this case, the gov-
ernor returns the unsigned bill to the house of origin along with a veto message explain-
ing the reasons for the veto (Exhibit V-B). 
The house of origin has 30 days to consider whether to override the vetoed bill. If an 
override vote is taken, a two-thirds majority vote in favor of overriding the governor's 
veto is required. If there's a successful override, the bill is sent to the other chamber, 
which ,also has 30 days to consider the override and approve it by a two-thirds majority. A 
failed motion to override in either chamber sustains the governor's veto, and the bill does 
not become law. 
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The governor must disapprove or approve a bill as a whole. He or she may not pick and 
choose parts of the bill for approval, with the exception of appropriation bills. The gover-
nor may line item veto specific appropriation items. (See Exhibit V-C for the Session 
Laws indication of a bill upon which the governor has exercised this power.) Line item 
vetoes may be overridden in the normal manner. 
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Exhibit V-A 
BILL ALLOWED TO BECOME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE 
SENATE BILL No. 122 
.AN ACT concerning school districts; authorizing the levy of a technology education 
tax subject to certain conditions and limitations; relating to expenditures for 
which bids are required and providing for certain exemptions; amending 
K.S.A. 1990 Supp. 72-6760 and repealing the existing section. 
The Honorable Bill Graves 
Secretary of State 
State Capitol Building 
Topeka, KS 66612 
Dear Secretary Graves: 
Transmitted herewith for deposit in the Office of the Secretary of State is 1991 
Senate Bill 122 which I have neither approved and signed, nor returned to the 
Senate of the State of Kansas with veto message, nor do I intend to so return 
the same. This bill was presented to me and will now, in accordance with K.S.A. 
45-305, become law without my signature. 
JOAN FINNEY, Governor of Kansas 




GUBERNATORIAL VETO MESSAGE 
SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL No. 227 
AN ACT concemmg children, youth and families; creating the Kansas commission 
on children, youth and families; providing for development and coordination 
of plans and programs relating to children, youth and families. 
Message to the Senate of the State of Kansas: 
The Kansas Commission on Children, Youth and Families will fill a vital need 
in today's society. I am, therefore, preparing to issue an executive order which 
will emphasize the importance of the commission and effectively and more eco-
nomically accomphsh the intent of this bill. Therefore, pursuant to Article 2, 
Section 14 of the Constitution of the State of Kansas, I am vetoing Substitute 
for Senate Bill '227. 
JOAN FINNEY, Governor of Kansas 
Dated May 9, 1991. 









Senate Bill No. 70 
SEC. 
Education. Department or. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Ch. 25] 
AN Acr making and concerning appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1992, for the department of education; authorizing certain transfers and fees, 
imposing certain restrictions and limitations, and directing or authorizing certain 
receipts and disbursements and acts incidental to the foregoing. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
Section 1. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, appropri-
ations are hereby made, restrictions and limitations are hereby im-
posed, and transfers, fees, receipts, disbursements and acts incidental 
to the foregoing are hereby directed or authorized as provided in 
this act. 
Sec. 2. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
(a) There is appropriated for the above agency from the state 
general fund the following: 
Operating expenditures (including official hospitality)................ $5,531,685 
Provided, That any unencumbered balance in excess of $100 as of 
June 30, 1991, in the salaries and wages account and any unencum-
bered balance in excess of $100 as of June 30, 1991, in the other 
operating expenditures account are hereby reappropriated to the 
operating expenditures (including official hospitality) account for fiscal 
year 1992: Provided, however, That expenditures from such reap-
propriated balance shall not exceed $76,458 except upon approval 
of the state finance council. 
State school equalization aid ..................................... . 
Fort Leavenworth school district ................................. . 
State school transportation aid ................................... . 
Bilingual education programs aid ................................. . 
Provided, That expenditures from this account shall not be made for 
any limited English proficient pupil who has been in a bilingual 





School food assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,510,486 
Area vocational-technical school program-state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,003,811 
Special education services aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122,500,000 
Provided, That expenditures shall not be made from this account for 
the provision of instruction for any homebound or hospitalized child 
unless the categorization of such child as exceptional is conjoined 
with the categorization of the child within one or more of the other 
categories of exceptionality. 
Post-secondary aid for vocational education ........................ . 
Adult basic education ........................................... . 
Community college credit hour state aid .......................... . 
Community college out-district state aid entitlement ............... . 
Community college general state aid ............................. . 









[Ch. 25 APPROPRIATIONS 
lnservice education aid ......................................... . 
Parent education program ....................................... . 
Provided, That expenditures from this account for each such grant 
shall be matched from the general fund of the school district in an 
amount which is equal to not less than 50% of the grant. 
Educable deaf-blind and severely handicapped children's programs 
aid ........................................................ . 
At risk pupil and innovative program assistance ................... . 
Provided, That expenditures from this account for each such grant 
shall be matched from the general fund of the school district in an 






Total ......................................................... $724, 712,862 
(b) There is appropriated for the above agency from the following 
special revenue funds all moneys now or hereafter lawfully credited 
to and available in such funds, except that expenditures other than 
refunds authorized by law and transfers to other state agencies shall 
not exceed the following: 
School district income tax fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No limit 
State school district finance fund.................................. $55,100,000 
[ t ] 
Conversion of materials and equipment fund ...................... . 
State safety fund ............................................... . 
Provided, That expenditures from this fund for state operations shall 
not exceed $ll5,521. 
GED credentials processing fees fund ............................ . 
Motorcycle safety fund .......................................... . 
Certificate fee fund ............................................. . 
Proprietary school fee fund ...................................... . 
Adult basic education-federal fund .............................. . 
Provided, That expenditures from this fund for state operations shall 
not exceed $70,619. 
Food assistance-federal fund .................................... . 
Provided, That expenditures from this fund for state operations shall 
not exceed $773,573. 
State operations fund-federal ................................... . 
Elementary and secondary school aid-federal fund ................ . 
Education of handicapped children fund-federal .................. . 
Provided, That expenditures from this fund for state operations shall 
not exceed $952,076. 
Vocational education amendments of 1968-federal fund ............ . 
Provided, That expenditures &om this fund for state operations shall 
not exceed $769,532. 
Job training partnership act fund-federal ......................... . 
Provided, That expenditures from this fund for state operations shall 
















PUBLICATIONS AND LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION 
Many publications to aid the legislative observer are available from the Legislative Docu-
ment Room in the Statehouse. These publications generally are free when picked up at the 
Statehouse, or may be obtained by mail through a subscription from Legislative Adminis-
trative Services. 
The legislative observer is greatly a~ded by knowing where to find relevant information 
regarding pending legislation. Following is a brief discussion of the four major publica-
tions compiled by Legislative Administrative Services for distribution in daily session 
packets. [Beginning with the 1992 session, complete daily packets are available only on a 
subscription basis.] 
Of particular interest to observers outside Topeka is the Web site sponsored by the Infor-
mation Network of Kansas. INK is a quasi-public consortium dedicated to giving in-
creased access to public services and information. What would have required a trip to the 
Statehouse document room just a few years ago can now be retrieved in seconds on one's 
own computer. The data is nearly real-time, and advanced options, such as listening to 
· House or Senate debate as it happens, are also available. The general address for state_ 
information is www.ink.org. Legislative references are available from www.ink.org/public/ 
legislative/index.cgi. 
The amount of legislative and state agency information and data available from INK is 
amazing. It is possible to access the governor's State of the State address and budget rec-
ommendation, and to listen in to the House and Senate when they are in session. Legisla-
tive information includes calendars, journals, bill text, bill tracking, committee minutes, 
legislative deadlines, committee schedules, and membership. 
Research that once may have required trips to several offices at the Statehouse, w~iting 
for information at the State Library, etc., is now available on demand in one's home or 
office at virtually no cost. Certain premium services, carrying a modest fee, are also avail-
able for "power users." Contact the Information Network of Kansas for more information 
on the premium services. Full information is available at www.ink.org/public/aboutink/ 
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subscribe.html, or from INK, 534 S. Kansas Ave., Suite 1210, Topeka, KS 66603-3406, 
toll free 800/4-KANSAS. 
Calendars 
[The reader should refer to Exhibit VI-A (or a current on-line sample) during the follow-
ing discussion.] The daily House Calendar and Senate Calendar are particularly impor-
tant for observers of chamber activities. The House and Senate calendars have substan-
tially the same format: an agenda or program outlining the anticipated sequence of the 
day's events, including important reference information. For example, the Reference of 
Bills and Concurrent Resolutions shows each bill's assigned number, unabridged title, 
sponsor, an.d the committee to which the bill is referred. 
The Consent Calendar section is where noncontroversial bills may appear for three days 
and then be advanced to final action without going through the Committee of the Whole. 
The listing under the Consent Calendar shows the bill number, unabridged title, sponsor, 
committee to which referred, committee recommendation, and day of appearance on the 
Consent Calendar. 
Following the Consent Calendar is the more inclusive heading of General Orders: items 
pending consideration by the Committee of the Whole. The same basic information is 
printed as for bills on the Consent Calendar, but the day of appearance is omitted. Bills on 
General Orders are considered in their order of appearance and may be passed over 
(skipped) upon successful motion to do so, should legislative priorities conflict with the 
published sequence. Appearance on General Orders does not guarantee consideration on 
that day, however. 
Bills that have been adversely reported are listed next, although only for one day. These 
bills all carry a committee recommendation of "Be not passed," and they die unless a two-
thirds majority vote is secured on a motion to move the bill to General Orders. If the bill 
is moved to General Orders, the negative committee recommendation remains attached, 
even though the bill will no longer appear under the heading of "Bills Adversely Re-
ported." 
With the exception of the on-line Kansas Legislative Information System, the best way to 
determine a bill's status is to check the calender section Status of Bills and Resolutions. 
This portion of the calendar lists only the bills that originated in that chamber, noting 
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whether each bill is in a House or Senate committee, was passed by the chamber, awaits 
gubernatorial action, and so forth. The listing reflects each bill's status as of the close of 
the preceding legislative day. This voluminous summary identifies bills by their assigned 
numbers only. 
Each chamber's calender also lists bills being considered by committees. Bills that origi-
nated in the other chamber or that are under committee consideration in the other chamber 
also are identified. 
Finally, each chamber's calender contains committee schedules for about one week, in-
cluding date, time, and location of committee meetings and hearings, in chronological 
order. A short agenda for each meeting lists the number and a brief description of each 
bill to be considered. 
While the calendars are generally quite accurate regarding committee meetings and agen-
das, last-minute room and topic changes sometimes occur. Therefore, it is wise to consult 
the committee bulletin boards in the Statehouse, as well. Due to the dynamics of the Leg-
islature, the calendars are of greatest value on the day they're published, and quickly be-
come obsolete. 
Journals 
[The reader should refer to Exhibit VI-B during the following discussion.] The Journal of 
the House and the Journal of the Senate are the official record for each legislative ses-
sion, and a great deal may be learned about each chamber's legislative procedure by re-
viewing its journal. 
Until 1990, the compiled and bound journals were available free of charge in December 
following each session. The bound journals still are available from the secretary of state, 
but a fee is now charged to cover production costs. However, the journals are printed daily 
in booklet form during the session, and may still be obtained for free, unbound, in the 
Legislative Document Room of the Statehouse. For those with sufficient storage media, 
they can also be accessed via INK and stored locally on your own computer disk or 
CD-ROM. 
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The journals comprise the "minutes" of chamber activity and reflect the chronological 
sequence of events for each day. Consequently, the order of events in each journal is the 
same as that of the corresponding day's calendar. 
The journals record the date and time of each session, the day number of the legislative 
session for that chamber, the presiding officer for the session, and the day's attendance. 
Absent members are listed, along with a reason for their absence. Members attending the 
session are not listed. 
By tradition each chamber has a chaplain who begins the day's activities with a prayer. 
The text of the chaplain's message is included in the journal. The Senate chaplain, Fred S. 
Holloman, 'is well-known by legislative observers for offering his prayers in poetic form. 
As mentioned previously, simple resolutions are almost always printed only in the journal 
of the originating chamber. This serves as the public record of the resolution. 
The journals publish actions taken to concur or nonconcur with the other chamber's 
amendments to previously passed bills, as well as all Committee of the Whole activity. 
[Note the appointment of a chairperson in Exhibit Vl-B(e).] The journals also include the 
report on engrossed and enrolled bills and, from time to time, communications from state 
officers and recognition of special guests. 
Petitions submitted by constituents are identified in each chamber's journal on Fridays; 
they also are included as a special order of business on the calendar (Exhibit VI-C). Peti-
tions are logged in by the clerk of the House or the secretary of the Senate upon introduc-
tion by a member. They are issued a sequential identification number, beginning each ses-
sion with "l," and then filed in the chamber's records. A petition's entry in a journal con-
tains only the petition number, the first signatory's name, and a synopsis of the topic. 
Petitions provide one vehicle for direct citizen input to the Legislature, but they are not 
formally heard, studied, or voted on. Along with telephone calls and letters, petitions in-
form the lawmakers of grass-roots political sentiment on issues under discussion. Intro-
duction of a petition by a member does not necessarily signify the lawmaker's support for 
the concept contained in the petition. 
VI-4 
The Locator 
[Note: An on-line version of this report is available through Legislative and Bill Tracking 
on INK.] Every Friday, a small booklet called the Senate and House Actions Report and 
Subject Index Report is printed. Frequently called the Locator, this publication presents 
the status of bills and summarizes all action taken on them through the preceding Wednes-
day. It includes a subject index to help identify all bills related to a given topic. It takes 
practice to learn how to use the index, because the number of subject headings has been 
kept to a minimum. 
The Locator is a useful document for reference purposes, but like the calendars it be-
comes. obsolete when the next issue is published. By using the Locator in conjunction 
with the journals and calendars, the legislative observer can construct a fairly comprehen-
sive bill history at any time. 
The Locator contains an actions report for each chamber, with bills listed in numerical 
order (Exhibit Vl-D). The report includes simple and concurrent resolutions. Petitions, 
however, are not included. Each bill listing shows the sponsor; an abbreviated title; the 
proposed effective date (or actual effective date if already approved); all dates of Senate, 
House, or gubernatorial action and a brief description of that activity; and the journal page 
on which more information (such as the roll call "yeas" and "nays") may be found. 
Also included is the Executive Reorganization Order report. This rarely used executive 
power permits the governor to reorganize executive branch agencies, subject to disap-
proval by either chamber of the Legislature. Actions on these reorganization orders are 
summarized like bill actions. An example of an ERO from the 1992 session is in Exhibit 
Vl-E. 
In the Subject Index Report (Exhibit Vl-F) a bill number that is struck through is a dead 
bill (no longer under consideration), while bold print indicates a measure that has passed 
the chamber of origin. This information can be helpful when several versions of a bill 
have been introduced. (Each year's final report differs in that bold printing indicates the 
bill was sent to the governor.) 
VI-5 
Bills 
[During the discussion that follows, the reader should observe Exhibit VI-G.] The heading 
and text of a bill contain substantial information. The upper left corner of the heading 
identifies the session in which the bill was introduced. The chamber of origin is readily 
identified in the name of the bill, along with the official registry number, which is issued 
sequentially. (See Exhibit VI-H for a chart of the Kansas bill numbering system.) The 
bill's sponsors are identified, and the numbers appearing at the bottom of the heading 
indicate the month and day the bill was filed. Some bills may be pre-filed-that is, filed 
with the secretary of state for introduction at the next regular legislative session before the 
opening of that session. Most interim committee bills are prefiled. 
Beneath the heading appears the title of the bill, which serves to express the subject of 
the bill. If the bill amends or repeals any current provisions of law, the legal citation is 
included in the title. When amending an existing provision, it is necessary to formally 
repeal, or delete, the pre-existing section of law. This is also stated in the title. 
Every bill must have an enacting clause. In fact, a successful motion to strike (or delete) 
the enacting clause kills the bill, preventing further consideration (unless a motion to re-
consider is successful). This method of terminating a bill is seldom used, the preferred 
methods being adverse reporting or non-consideration. 
Bills sometimes, though rarely, contain a preamble (Exhibit VI-G). The preamble appears 
before the enacting clause. 
After the enacting clause comes the body of the bill, which contains the specific wording 
relative to the proposed law. Actions contained within each section may be classified in 
one of three ways: 
1) The action may provide a new provision of law (Exhibits VI-I and VI-J); that is, it 
does not amend a law but adds to the existing body of law. 
2) The action may be amendatory (Exhibit VI-K), changing a current provision of 
law. 
3) The action may repeal, deleting a current legal provision (Exhibit Vl-L). A bill 
may contain a combination of these types of actions. 
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The last section of a bill specifies the proposed effective date of the act. The vast major-
ity of bills become effective upon publication in the statute book. (July 1 is the date the 
Session Laws are published.) Some bills become effective on an unspecified date referred 
to as "publication in the Kansas Register," a compilation of state legal notices issued by 
the secretary of state. The effective date may also be farther in the future, such as the be-
ginning of the next calendar year ("January 1, 20xx"). 
The numbering of bills is significant. Through its number, the nature of a document may 
be readily determined without a full reference. For example, if floor or committee discus-
sion ensues regarding "1634," an experienced legislative observer knows that the reference 
is to a Senate Concurrent Resolution, and that it possibly is a proposed state constitutional 
amendment. 
Supplemental Notes 
Supplemental notes (bill briefs) sometimes are distributed with a bill to explain the bill's 
impact and clarify proponents' and opponents' arguments (Exhibit Vl-M). Because supple-
mental notes are written by Legislative Research staff, they carry a disclaimer that denies 
a conveyance of legislative intent. However, Legislative Research staff members do have a 
unique opportunity to listen to and provide input to deliberations, and they often are in-
sightful about the cloudy world of legislative intent. Therefore, despite the disclaimer, 
many observers consider supplemental notes as describing that intent! 
Bills and bill briefs are available on-line from INK at no cost. The same format and fonts 
for legislative actions are used as in the hard-copy versions. 
Engrossment and Enrollment 
The terms engrossment and enrollment are seen frequently in the journals and the Senate 
and House Actions Report. These terms are related to the formal printing and presentation 
of a bill at various stages of the legislative process. 
Engrossment refers to the process of incorporating changes to a bill into the bill during 
the legislative process. 
Enrollment is the process of printing the final engrossed version of the bill. The Division 
of Printing (Department of Administration) prints the enrolled version of the bill. Enroll-
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ment occurs only after the final legislative action. For a simple resolution, the final action 
is adoption; for bills and concurrent resolutions, the final action is agreement by both 
chambers to the same version of the bill or resolution. In the case of simple resolutions, 
the presiding officer signs the enrolled copy. Bills and concurrent resolutions are signed 
by both the speaker of the House and the president of the Senate. The chief clerk of the 
House and the secretary of the Senate also sign the enrolled copy as attesters. 
In the case of bills, spaces are provided for the signatures of the governor and the secre-
tary of state, who attests the filing of the executed bill. 
Enrollment technically means "printing on parchment," but a high-quality card stock paper 
is now used instead of true parchment. An example of an enrolled Senate resolution is 
shown in Exhibit VI-N. (Compare to the journal entry in Exhibit Vl-0.) 
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Exhibit Vl-A(a) 
SAMPLE HOUSE CALENDAR 
HOUSE CALENDAR 
No. 11 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1992 
HOUSE CONVENES AT 11:00 A.M. TODAY 
ROLL CALL 
INVOCATION 
READING AND CORREC110N OF JOURNAL 
INTRODUCTION OF BILL.5 AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
Reference of Bills and Concurrent Resolutions 
z77a-
House bill No. 2776, An act authorizing imposition of countywide retailen1 sales 
taxes to finance rural highway mpenditures in Pottawatomie county; amending 
K.S.A. 12-187 and repealing the existing section. 
Representative Rezac 
2777-
House bill No. 2777, An act relating to insurance; property and casualty insurance; 
insurance broken; conbolled transactions. 
ConunJttee on Insurance 
Z778-
House bill No. 2778, An act conoeming health care; relating to abortion; prohib-
iting certain acts with regard to abortion and prescribing penalties therefor; re-
quiring counseling before perfonmnce of abortions on certain minors; prohibiting 
certain icts with regard to certain health care facilities and providing penalties 
and remedies therefor; imposing certain prohibitions on political subdivisions; 
repealing K.S.A. 21-3407. 
Z779-
Committee on Federal and State Affairs 
(Fedanl ad Stale A&aln) 
House bill No. 2779. An act relating to city and countywide retailers" sales taxes; 
allowing rate increases for funding of local health care services; amending IC:.S.A. 
12-187 and 12-189 and repealing the emtfng sections. 
Representatives Chronister. Amos. Baker, Bradford. 
2780-
Brown. Corbin. Comfteld. Crowell. Dawson. Douville. Empson. 
Flottman. Flower, Fuller, Gatlin. Glasscodc. Hayzlett, 
Heinemann, Hendrix, Jennison. King. B. Lawrence. Uoyd. Long. 
Lowther. Mead. Miller, O"Neal, Pottorff, Praeger. Ramirez. Roe. 
Samuelson. Scott, Sluiter. Snowbarger, Weimer and Wells 
(l'uallaa) 
House bill No. 2780. An act relating to schools and school districts: dissolving all 
unified school districts; establishing county school districts; tenninating certain 






administrator contracts; relating to continuing teacher contracts and assigning re-
sponsibility therefor; providing for continued payment of bonded indebtedness; 
school district finance and tax levies; amending K.S.A. 72-5436, 72-5437, 72-7032 
and 72-8202b and K..S-A. 1991 Supp. 72-7038, 72-7039, 72-7055, 72-7063, 72-7071 
and 72-8801 and repealing the existing sections; also repealing K.S.A. 72-5410 




House bill No. 2781, An act concerning certain state officers and employees; 
relating to the state drug screening program; amending K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 75-
4363 and repealing the existing section. 
2782-
Committee on Govenunental Organization 
{Labor md IDdwby) 
House bill No. 2782, An act concerning the state civil service board; relating to 
the compensation of the memben thereof; amending K.S.A. 75-2929b and re-
pealing the existing section. 
2783-
Committee on Governmental Organiution 
(Govemmental Orpnlzadoo) 
House bill No. 2783, An act concerning the dismissal, demotion or suspension of 
employees in the classified service; amending K.S.A. 75-2949e and 75-2949£ and 
repealing the existing sections. 
2784-
Committee on Governmental Organization 
{Llbor Ind lndustiy) 
House bill No. 2784, An act concerning district courts; relating to district court 
budgets; amending K.S.A. 20-349 and repealing the existing section. 
Committee on Judiciary 
REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITrEES 
MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR 
COMMUNICATIONS FROM STATE OFFICERS 
MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 
Reference of Senate Bills and 
Concurrent Resolutions 
INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND HOUSE RESOLUTIONS 
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS OFFERED ON A PREVIOUS DAY 
DR8016-




HOUSE CALENDAR 3 
Shawnee Mission North girls' softball team and coach Bev Plump for winning the 
1991 Class 6A Kansas State Softball Championship. 
Representatives Amos. Beolon, Blumenthal and Thompson 
THE UNFINISHED BUSINESS BEFORE THE HOUSE 
Consent Calendar 
Final Action on Bills and Concurrent Resolutions 
zaa-
Bills Under Consideration to 
Concur or Nonconcur 
General Orders 
Senate bill No. 233. An act concerning crimes and punishment; relating to vol-
untary intoxication as a defense; amending IC:.S.A. .21-3208 and repealing the 
existing section. 
Senators Winter. Allen. Anderson. Bogin.a. Bond. Brady. Burke. Daniels. 
Doyen. Ehrlich, Frahm, Francisco. Gaines, Hayden, Kanan, Karr, D. 
2486-
Kerr, F. Kerr, Langworthy, Lee, Martin, McClure. Montgomery, 
Moran, Morris, Oleen, Reilly, Salisbury, Sallee, Strick. Thiessen, 
Vidriclcsen, Walker and Yost 
House bill No • .2466, An act concerning certain Indian nations; relating to criminal 
jurisdiction thereof. 
Committee on Judiciary 
Zl02-






through high school; amending K.S.A. 1990 Supp. 38-1121 and 60-1610 and re-
pealing the existing sections. 
Qudidary) 
(Bo paaed u amended) 
(Committee oC the Whole) 
Committee on Judiciary 





(Bo pu-1 u amended) 
(Committee oC the Whole) 
(Modou to PICOOUllellll liavonbly Car puuge &fled) 
(Ro-referred) 
(Judiduy) 
(Bo pu-1 u .meuded) 
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITIEES 





Status of Bills and Resolutions 
Bouae bill• paaaed and aant to Senate: Nos. 
Bouae l>i.1la killed: Nos. 2024, 2088, 2246, 2294, 2525 
Bouae bllla paa•ed by tbe senate: Nos. 
Boua• billa 1n ~er.nee: Nos. 2107, s Sub 2376, 2594 
Bouae blll.8 tilled ill Senate: Nos. 2437 
Bouae billa aigned by tba go'\MJ:'DOr: Nos • 
Bouae JU1l.a vetoed by govaz:nor: Nos. 
Bou.a bll1• lina it- Tatoed by goTerDOr: Nos. 
5 
Bouaa billa beomn:t 1MJ 1av without govaz:nor' • •1.IJD&ture : 
Nos. 
llouae bil.la publiaW in S•0 •- llegiater: Nos. 
Bouae re80lutioaa adopted: Nos. 6001, 6002, 6003, 6004, 
6005, 6006, 6007, 6008, 6009, 6010, 6012, 6013, 6014, 6015 
llouae reaolutioaa killed: Nos. 
Bouae OODOU.a:'eDt reaoluti.on. adopted: Nos • 5 O 3 3, 50 3 4 
Bouae oonaurrmat reaolutioaa adopted by a.nate: Nos. 5033, 
5034 
Bouae aoaournnt reaoluti.oaa i.D ~erenoe: Nos. 
Bouae ~t reaoluti.OD8 lilled: Nos. 
Bouse aonauc:ent reaolutiona ki.lled by a.nate: Nos. 
~i."N ~1:ati.on Oz:dar• approved: Nos. 
becuti'ft ~1:ation C>Dlara cliaapprcw.d: Nos. 
Senate b.11.l• paaaed in Bou.a: Nos. 
Senate bill• 1D ooAfaz.noe: Nos. 169, 249, 413 
Senate bill• killed iD tbe Bouae: Nos. 
a.nate ~t reaoluti.ona adopted i.n tbe Bou.a: Nos. 
Senate oonaurrent reaolutiona 1.n ~ere.nae: Nos. 
a.nate OODOQ.1%9Dt re•olutiona lil.led in tb9 Bouae: Nos. 
House and Senate Bills in 
Bouse Committees 
Agri.cm1ture--
House bills: Nos. 2356, 2357, 2417, 2522 (re-referred), 
2704, 2725, 2737 
Senate bills: Nos. 203 
Appropriatiom--
Hous e bills: Nos. 2016, 2094 (re-referred), 2095 (re-
referred), 2103 (re-referred), 2177 (separately), 2223, 
2258, 2263, 2264, 2266, 2267 I 2268, 2269, 2270, 2293, 
2339, 2387 (re-referred), 2445, 2477, 2478, 2479 (re-
referred), 2516 (re-referred), 2548, 2564, 2572, 2574 (re-
referred), 2600 (re-referred), 2603 (re-referred), 2604 
(separately), 2613 (re-referred), 2632, 2633, 2635, 2638, 
2639, 2641, 2649, 2651, 2652, 2661, 2662, 2674, 2675, 
2676, 2678, 2679, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2708, 2715, 2717, 





House Committee Agenda 
Week of January 2f"/ • 31, 1992 
9 
The following is a t.entative ec:hedule of Committees and is subject to 
change day to day. Committ.ees not listed have no meetings scheduled. 
Material shown in italics is new or changed from the previous day's Agenda. 
On call Committees and Joint Committees will be listed at the end of 
the Agenda. Sub-Committee11 are listed at the time of the Committee'• 
regular meeting. 




Labor and lndwstry 
Tasation 
Apiculture 
9:00 a.m.. Pat Brunton, Sec. - 7655 
Tneaday. alm2a.lm 
Fact finding hearings on FNe Trade with Mexico 
Wedneaday alamwx 2&.JJE 
Fact finding hearinp on Free Trade with Mexico - continued 
Tb»ndax . .Imwm Bl. Jm 
Hearing on: BB 1704 - relating to pesticides 
Friday ilmwx :U.Jm 
Room428-S 
Agriculture Re.earch Initiatives Project Report to Governor Finney preeented by 
Gary Hall, State Board or Agriculture 
Electiona 
9:00 a.m.. Shirley Lee, Sec. - 7678 Room 521-S 
Tuetdoy alm2a.Jm 
Bearinp on: 
BB 1161 - Limitation• on and public fUnding of certain election campaign 
apenclitur.. 
BB l230 - Election ofl"icen ta provide county precinct and election diltrict mape. 
Pinal action on: 
DB 1'111 -Amending KSA 2M328 and KSA 1991mpp.26~ and 2M83 and 
repealing the Hilting mectiou. 
Wedneeday alamwx 2S. Jm 
Rearinp on: 
HB nil - Regi.ltration of voters at the polla. 
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FORTY-SEVENTH DAY 
HALL OF THE HOUSE Of REPRE!,ENTATIVE~. 
TOPEKA, KA:-.l., March 21, 1985--10:00 a.m. 
The House met pursuant to adjournment with Speaker pro tern Heinemann in 
the chair. 
The roll was called with 125 members present. 
Prayer by Dr. George R. White, Pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, 
Atchison, Kansas, and guest of Rep. Adam. 
Almighty and Eternal God, 
We pray for renewal of !.trength in our mind!. and bodies that are 
weary from lengthy meetings and difficult decisions. 
We pray for sensitivity to the need!. of all the People of our State 
so we may rise above the shadows of politics and personal 
gain to do our work with wisdom and patience, humility and 
courage. 
Revive u~ with Your Spirit, 0 God, 
And grant us new hope and a livelier faith 
to meet the demand~ of thh day 
as Servants of the People, 
Servant~ of our Go\'ernment, 
Servants of God who i!. our !.Ource of love. 
Through Jes us Chri~t our Lord. Amen. 
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
The following hill was introduced: 
HB 2576, by Committee on Federal and State Affair~: An act concerning the 
i.tate park and resource~ authority; relating to the .. tate park system; amending 
K.S.A. 1984 Supp. 74-45012. and 74-4510 and repealing the existing sectiom; also 
repealing K.S.A. 1984 Supp. 74-4550. 
REFERENCE OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
The following hills and re!>olution' were reforred to Committees as indicated: 
Education: HB 2572. 
Energy and Nntnrnl Rc~ource~: HB 2575. 
Government.11 Organization: HB 2573. 
Transportation: HR 6083; SB 305. 
Ways and ~kan~: HB 2574; SB 86, 88. 
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR 
HB 2184 approVl'd on M.1rch 20, I H85. 
MESSAGE FROM THE SENA TE 
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ence and ha~ appointed Senators Reilly, Burke and Johnston as conferees on the 
part of the Senate. 
The Senate accedes to the request of the House for a conference on HB 2067 
and has appointed Senators Reilly, Burke and Johnston as conferees on the part 
of the Senate. 
Also, rejection of HB 2452. 
INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS 
On motion of Rep. Braden, the House acceded to the request of the Senate for a 
conference on SB 127. 
Speaker pro tem Heinemann thereupon appointed Reps. R. H. Miller, Hayden, 
and Shriver as conferees on the part of the House. 
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS OFFERED ON A PREVIOUS DAY 
On motion of Rep. Wunsch, HR 6078, A resolution congratulating and com-
mending the Pretty Prairie High School boys' basketball team for their out-
standing achievements during the regular season and in the 1985 state tour-
nament, was adopted. 
On motion of Rep. Brady, HR 6079, A resolution condemning the persecution 
of the Baha'is in Iran, was adopted. 
On motion of Rep. Runnels, HR 6080, A resolution memorializing Congress to 
create a Federal Commission on Youth Suicide Prevention, was adopted. 
On motion of Rep. O'Neal, HR 6081, A resolution congratulating and com-
mending the Hutchinson High School girls' basketball team and its coach, 
Richard Woodson, on winning the 1985 Class 6A State Basketball Championship 
in Kansas, wa~ adopted. 
On motion of Rep. Guldner, HR 6082, A resolution congratulating and com-
mending the Leoti-Wichita County High School boys' basketball team and its 
coach, Carlos Guzman, for an outstanding season, was adopted. 
CONSENT CALENDAR 
No objection was made to SB 65, 82 appearing on the Consent Calendar for the 
second day. 
FINAL ACTION ON BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
HB 2134, An act making and concerning appropriations for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1986, for the department of administration, state finance council, 
state park and resources authority, Kansas fish and game commission, state 
corporation commission and state historical society; authorizing certain transfers 
and fees, imposing certain restrictions and limitations, and directing or authoriz-
ing certain disbursements and acts incidental to the foregoing, was considered 
for final action. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 71, nays 54; present but not voting O; absent or 
not voting 0. 
Yeas: Adam, Apt, Barkis, Bideau, Blumenthal, Bowden, Braden, Brady, Bran-
son, Bryant, Bunten, Campbell, C., Campbell, K., Charlton, Chronister, Cribbs, 
Crowell, Cmmhaker, Dean, Dillon, Douville, Dyck, Erne, Flottman, Foster, 
Fr.mcisco, Fry, Gjerstacl, Graeber, Green, Grotewiel, Hamm, Harder, Hayden, 
Heinemann, Helgerson, Jarchow, Justice, Kline, Lacey, Laird, Leach, Littlejohn, 
Luzzati, Mainey, Miller, R.D., Nichols, Patterson, Peterson, Ramirez, Reardon, 
Rezac, Roper, Rosenau, Roy, Runnels, Sand, Schmidt, Shriver, Sifers, Solbach, 
Sprague, Sughrue, Sutter, Teagarden, Turnquist, Wagnon, Weaver, Webb, 
Whiteman, Wunsch. 
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Nays: Ac:he~on, Aylward, Baker, Barr, Brown, Buehler, Cloud, DeBaun, Dun-
can, Eckert, Fox, Freeman, Friedeman, Fuller, Goossen, Guldner, Harper, 
Hassler, Hensley, Holmes, Hoy, Jenkins, Johnson, King, Knopp, Long, Louis, 
Love, Lowther, Mayfield, Miller, D., Miller, R.H., Mollenkamp, Moomaw, Neu-
feld, O'Neal, Ott, B., Ott, K., Patrick, Polson, Pottorff, Roe, Roenbaugh, Rolfs, 
S<lllee, Shore, Smith, Snowbarger, Spaniol, Vancrum, Walker, Wilbert, Williams, 
Wisdom. 
Pre!.ent but not voting: None. 
Absent or not voting: None. 
The hill pa~sed, as amended. 
EXPLANATIONS OF VOTE 
MR. SPEAKEH: 1 vote no on HB 2134: As Coach Dick Motta formerly of the 
Washington Bullets once said-The game ain't over till the fat lady sings. 
Yesterday the fat lady hummed a few bars.-J. C. LONG, VERN WILLIA~S 
MR. SPEAKER: I vote no on HB 2134. Although I do support the funding for 
acquisition of the Indian Burial Grounds near Salina, I cannot vote for the 
$350,000 appropriation for consultants to begin the change over to a single 
vendor for state computing services. This is the first step of an estimated $16 
mil1ion expenditure which subrogates the state's cash basis law and wastes $15 
million of taxpayers dollars which are invested in our current computer system. I 
am c:onfident that the Indian Burial appropriation can be re-couped in another 
hill this !teS!tion.-]A.Yf\E AYLWARD, BOB Orr 
PROTEST 
MR. SPEAKER, 
Pursuant to Article 2, Section 10, of the constitution of the State of Kansas, we 
protest the passage of HB 2134. 
For many years, the State of Kansas has followed the cash basis tradition. The 
"pay-as-you-go" concept has served us well and has resulted in fiscal sanity and 
sound financial management. We have scoffed at our sister states as they have 
encountered financial catastrophes caused by their "borrow and spend" philos-
ophy which ic; rivaled only by the irresponsible fiscal policy of the federal 
government. 
This bill proposes a subterfuge around our cash basis law. A concept known as 
"Certificates of Participation", a euphemism for deficit financing, is endorsed in 
the bill. A debt would be levied against future legislatures to triple the size of our 
IBM computing center and install a telecommunications system which would 
allegedly save some money in the long run. If it is such a wonderful idea, we 
ought to pay for it in cash. If it doesn't rate a higher priority than mental health, 
education and the other services we provide, then we ought not have it. 
Several years from now, when payday finally arrives, we will have no choice 
hut to pay the bills. We will be paying for this system, with interest, either at the 
expense of critical state programs in state government or higher taxes. 
Few would argue that a business the size of Kansas government should not 
horrow money. However, government is in a unique situation. There is abso-
lutely no inc:entive for those in government not to borrow to the limit. For those 
who wish to increase government spending for various programs, a potential tax 
increase must alwctys he considered. When we eviserate the cash basis philoso-
phy with this hill, those policy makers will no longer consider the consequence., 
(whic:h in Kansas means higher taxes) of spending programs because they can 
simpl)' go to the well of deficit financing and let future legislators pay for their 
good intentions. 
If we c.·~umot see the wi~dom of our forefathers in adopting a pay as you go 
philoi.oph)' today, we ma}' be running head long toward the cliff of deficit 
finandng with unr hlindt>rs snugly in place. 
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How long will it he before Kani.ai., the bastion of fhcal rei.pons1hility, findi. 
her!>elf m the same boat a!> New York, California, l'vlinnesota and the othe1 !ltateo, 
who have paid the price for !ihort term spending ability. 
The propo!>al in HB 2134, punchei. a hole in the dike of gove1 nment defic1t!> 
where we have had a l>mall <:r.wk before. Tocl,1y, we can begin to re!>tore fisc.11 
sanity to om l>tate. However, the day is fast approaching when we will no longer 
be able to plug the leab in our financial dike. 
The second real.on I pwtest the pasl-..1ge of this hill is its recommend.1ticm to 
declare worthless millions in the invei.tment the l>tate has made in the develop· 
ment of a p.1yroll and accounting system. 
In 1979, the Depa1tment of Administration proposed that the st.1te ac:c1uirc a 
Sperry Univac Computer. Many objected to the prnpoi.al .1l> the Sperry Computer 
could not "talk" to our IBM computeri.. However, they acquired the equipment, 
developed a payroll and accounting l-.ystem and spent millions of the taxpayer'> 
money in the process. 
Today, the same Department, il-1 saying that was a big mii.take. 
Now, cloi.e to finishing their costly tangent, they whh to junk the work done to 
date and start from scratch. In 1979, before the taxpaye1·s put out their millions 
that might have been a ~ound decision. 
Our respome to thh proposal is .. fooled once, maybe, but never twice.·· 
While it h impractical to get into the minutae of the ii.M1e, suffice it to say that 
they propo!ie to dump the payroll system, buy a commercial software package, 
change that package to fit the state of Kansas, and roughly triple the size of the 
IBM computing center in the meantime. 
It is hard for me to !>ee how they can seriously sugge!lt that we can get by with a 
$650,000 expenditure (contained in HB 2134) in developing a pi.lyroll system 
today when om own programmers have spent millions developing the s.lme 
i.yl>tem over the period of the last six years. 
The only state which has attempted i.uch an undertaking is Louisiana and their 
experience suggests that Kamas h being i.old a bill of goods-a bill !>ome propo!>e 
we begin paying with the passage of this legislation. 
The alternative to the Department's proposal was oflered last year by the 
Director of DISC and was adopted by the House on two separate occasions. That 
proposal would simply include upgrades of existing equipment and remove some 
of the items which would place incredible computing demands on our current 
system. That alternative was dropped last year at the insistence of the Senate in 
favor of more study. 
Ironically, the Department of Administration presented this as an additional 
option on the final day the special subcommittee was considering this issue. It is 
obvious they had not considered all alternatives before recommending a costly 
change to the legislature. 
In summary, this bill il-1 fatally flawed in three instancei.. 
First, it i!i a subterfuge around our cash basis tradition and fond!> a major 
expansion of K.msas ~overnmeut with deficit finmu:ing. 
Second, it endorse!'. a plan which tl"iples the size of our IBM computer systems 
in K.Jnsas government. 
Thirdly, apparently learni11g its ways from the pentagon, it waste!> ,m invest-
ment of mjllions of dollars. 
We cote"" ma HB 2134.-ED C. ROLF~. jA\'NE An.WAUD, Et.IZAHETll BAKEH, 
G1:'\GEH 8.\1m, W. B1t\'A:'I.,". Buarr DEBAtiN, J. S. DuNCA:'\:, R. E. ECKERT, Rof'll Fox, 
JEn,. FnEE\IAN, G. R. FmEDl::~IAN, D. A. Gcms~EN, H~x Hor, MA1m1A JEl\K111:s, 
KE!liNETII K1!'.:<:, J. C. LONG, DAVID F. Lou1~. JAMES E. LowTmm, DAvm G. 
1\111.1.En, RoanmT H. Mn.um, KENT OTT, Kt-.:mn· PATHI<:K, Ki-:1T11 Rm:, D. SALl.EE, 
MAH\'IN S~ll'm, DEN~ts SPAN101. 
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ing thereto and prov1dmg penalties for violations, amending K.S.A. 41-715 and 
K.S.A. 1984 Supp. 41-2721 and repealing the existing sections, was considered 
for final action. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 120, nays 5, present but not votmg 0, absent or 
not voting 0. 
Yeas: Achei.on, Adam, Apt, Aylward, Baker, Barkis, Barr, Bideau, Blumenthal, 
Bowden, Braden, Brddy, Branson, Brown, Bryant, Buehler, Bunten, Campbell, 
C., Ccimpbell, K., Charlton, Chronister, Cloud, Cribbs, Crowell, Crumbaker, 
Dean, DeBaun, Dillon, Douville, Duncan, Dyck, Eckert, Flottman, Foster, Fox, 
Franc1sc:o, Freeman, Friedeman, Fry, FulJer, Gjerstad, Goossen, Graeber, 
Green, Grotew1el, Guldner, Hamm, Harder, Harper, Hassler, Hayden, Heine-
mann, Helgerson, Hensley, Holmes, Hoy, Johnson, Justice, King, Kline, Knopp, 
Lacey, Laird, Leach, Littlejohn, Long, Louis, Lowther, Luzzati, Mainey, May-
field, Mill~r, D., Miller, R.D., Miller, R.H., Mollenkamp, Moomaw, Neufeld, 
Nichols, 0 Neal, Ott, B., Ott, K., Patrick, Patterson, Peterson, Polson, Pottorff, 
Ramirez, Reardon, Rezac, Roe, Roenbaugh, Rolfs, Rosenau, Roy, Runnels, Sal-
lee, Sand, Schmidt, Shore, Shriver, Sifers, Smith, Snowbarger, Solbach, Spaniol, 
Sprague, Sughrue, Sutter, Teagarden, Turnquist, Vancrum, Wagnon, Walker, 
Weaver, Webb, Whiteman, Wilbert, Williams, Wisdom, Wunsch. 
Nays: Erne, Jarchow, Jenkins, Love, Roper. 
Present but not voting: None. 
Absent or not voting: None. 
The bill passed, as amended. 
SB 128, An act concerning alcoholic beverages; prohibiting certain practice!> 
with relation to sales thereof; providing penalties for violations, was considered 
for final action. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 112, nays 13; present but not voting O; absent or 
not voting 0. 
Yeas: Acheson, Adam, Apt, Aylward, Baker, Barkis, Barr, Bideau, Blumenthal, 
Bowden, Braden, Brady, Branson, Brown, Bryant, Buehler, Bunten, Campbell, 
C., Campbell, K., Charlton, Chronister, Cloud, Crowell, Crumbaker, Dean, 
DeBaun, Douville, Duncan, Dyck, Eckert, Flottman, Foster, Fox, Francisco, 
Freeman, Friedeman, Fry, Fuller, Goossen, Graeber, Green, Guldner, Hamm, 
Harder, Harper, Hassler, Hayden, Heinemann, Helgerson, Hensley, Holmes, 
Hoy, Jenkins, Johnson, Justice, King, Kline, Knopp, Lacey, Laird, Leach, Little-
john, Long, Louis, Love, Lowther, Mayfield, Miller, D., Miller, R.D., Miller, 
R.H., Mollenkamp, Moomaw, Neufeld, Nichols, ffNeal, Ott, B., Ott, K., Patrick, 
Patterson, Peterson, Polson, Pottorff, Ramirez, Reardon, Rezac, Roe, Roenbaugh, 
Rolfs, Rosenau, Roy, Runnels, Sallee, Sand, Shore, Shriver, Sifers, Smith, Snow· 
barger, Solbach, Sprague, Sughrue, Sutter, Teagarden, Turnquist, Wagnon. 
Walker, Weaver, Webb, Whiteman, Wilbert, Wisdom, Wunsch. 
Nays: Cribbs, Dillon, Erne, Gjerstad, Grotewiel, Jarchow, Luzzati, Mainey, 
Roper, Schmidt, Spaniol, Vancrum, Williams. 
Present but not voting: None. 
Absent or not voting: None. 
The hill passed, as amended. 
On motion of Rep. Braden, the House went into Committee of the Whole, with 
Rep. Louis in the chair. 
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 
On motion of Rep. Louis, Committee of the Whole report, as follows, wai. 
adopted: 
Recommended that SB 183 be passed. 
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amend, Rep. Duncan offered a suhstitnte motion to amend and HB 2154 be 
amended on page 1, preceding line 55, by inserting the following material to read 
as follows: 
"Provided, That no expenditures or encumbrances of any money which is in 
this account and which is appropriated by this section may be made and no 
contract may be let or entered into for which any such expenditure or encum-
brance is contemplated or required until the legislature has passed and the 
governor has signed 1985 House Bill No. 2134."; and the hill he passed as 
amended. 
Committee report to SCR 1605 be adopted; also, on motion of Rep. Harper to 
amend, Rep. Rosenau offered a substitute motion to amend which did not 
prevail. Rep. King offered a substitute motion to amend which also did not 
prevail. The question then reverted back to the original motion of Rep. Harper to 
amend which was withdrawn and SCR 1605 be adopted as amended. 
INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS 
On emergency motion of Rep. Braden, SB 183; HB 2154; SCR 1605 were 
advanced to Final Action on Bills and Concurrent Resolutions. 
FINAL ACTION ON BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
SB 183, An act concerning school districts; providing for appeals to exceed 
budget hm1tat1ons for continued operation of certain programs; amending K.S.A. 
72-7071 and repealing the existing section, was considered for final action. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 101, nays 24; present but not voting O; absent or 
not voting O. 
Yeas: Acheson, Adam, Apt, Aylward, Baker, Barkis, Barr, Bideau, Blumenthal, 
Bowden, Braden, Branson, Brown, Bryant, Buehler, Bunten, Campbell, C., 
Campbell, K., Charlton, Chronister, Cloud, Cribbs, Crowell, Crumbaker, Dean, 
DeBaun, Dillon, Douville, Duncan, Dyck, Eckert, Erne, Flottman, Foster, 
Freeman, Fry, Gjerstad, Goossen, Graeber, Green, Grotewiel, Hamm, Harder, 
Harper, Hassler, Hayden, Heinemann, Helgerson, Hensley, Hoy, Jarchow, Jen· 
kins, Johnson, Justice, Kline, Knopp, Lacey, Laird, Leach, Louis, Love, Lowther, 
Luzzati, Mainey, Mayfield, Miller, D., Miller, R.D., Nichols, O'Neal, Ott, B., Ott, 
K., Patterson, Peterson, Pottorff, Ramirez, Reardon, Rezac, Roper, Rosenau, Roy, 
Runnels, Sand, Schmidt, Shriver, Sifers, Snowbarger, Solbach, Sprague, Sugh-
rue, Sutter, Teagarden, Turnquist, Wagnon, Walker, Weaver, Webb, Whiteman, 
Wilbert, Williams, Wisdom, Wunsch. 
Nays: Brady, Fox, Francisco, Friedeman, Fuller, Guldner, Holmes, King, 
Littlejohn, Long, Miller, R.H., Mol1enkamp, Moomaw, Neufeld, Patrick, Polson, 
Roe, Roenbaugh, Rolfs, Sallee, Shore, Smith, Spaniol, Vancrum. 
Present but not voting: None. 
Absent or not voting: None. 
The bill passed. 
EXPLANATION OF VOTE 
MR. SPEAKER: As a strong supporter of education, I reluctantly vote No on this 
Bill; the bill could co~t local school district taxpayel's an estimated $25 million 
dollars. We have another bill in your Local Government Committee which if 
enacted could cost local taxpayers another $50 million dollars. I believe we are 
negligent in our responsibility when we simply pass the taxing authority to our 
local school boards. The State should be assisting these districts in financing 
their needs. 
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HB 2154, An a<.:t m.lkmg ,md concerning appropnations for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1985, for the department of administration, state finance council, 
state corporation c.·ommh!>ion, department ofrevenue - Homestead property tax 
refunds, depmtment of social and rehabilitation services, Kansas correctional 
institution at Lansing, state industrial reformatory, Kansas state penitentiary, 
depaitment of health ancl environment, Norton state hospital, Winfield state 
hospital and training center, Rainbow mental health facility, state park and 
resource!> authority, Kansas state boa1d of cosmetology and department on aging; 
authorizing certain tmn!>fors, imposing certain restrictions and limitations, and 
direc:tmg or authm izing certain receipts and disbursements and acts incidental to 
the foregoing, w,1s con!>idered for final action. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 86, nay!> 38; prei.ent but not voting O; absent or 
not voting I. 
Yeas: Acheson, Adam, Apt, Barkis, Bideau, Blumenthal, Bowden, Braden, 
Brady, Brnn!>on, Bryant, Buehler, Bunten, Campbell, C., Campbell, K., Charlton, 
Chronister, Cribbs, Crowell, Crumbaker, Dean, DeBaun, Dillon, Douville, 
Duncan, Dyck, Erne, Flottman, Fo!>ter, Francisco, Fry, Fuller, Gjerstad, Green, 
Grotewiel, Harder, H.1rper, Hal>sler, Hayden, Heinemann, Hensley, Jarchow, 
Jenkins, Johnson, Justice, Kline, Lacey, Leach, Littlejohn, Love, Lowther, Luz-
zati, Miller, D., Miller, R.D., Nichols, O'Nea], Ott, B., Patterson, Peterson, 
Pottorff, Ramirez, Reardon, Rezac, Roenbaugh, Roper, Rosenau, Roy, Runnels, 
Sand, Schmidt, Shore, Shri\<er, Sifers, Solbach, Sprague, Sughrue, Sutter, Tea-
garden, Turnquist, Wagnon, Wcllker, Weaver, Webb, Whiteman, Wisdom, 
Wunsch. 
Nays: Aylwclrd, Baker, Barr, Brown, Cloud, Eckert, Fox, F1eeman, Friedeman, 
Goossen, Graeber, Gulclner, Hamm, Helgerson, Holmes, Hoy, King, Knopp, 
Laird, Long, Louis, Mayfield, ~filler, R.H., Mollenkamp, Moomaw, Neufeld, Ott, 
K., Patrick, Pohon, Roe, Rolfs, Sallee, Smith, Snowbarger, Spaniol, Vanc:rum, 
Wilbert, Williams. 
Present but not voting: None. 
Ah!>ent or not voting: Mainey. 
The bill passed, all amended. 
SCR 1605, A Proposition to amend !>ection 10 of article 15 of the constitution of 
the state of Kansas, relating to intoxic,\ting liquors; authorizing the legislature to 
permit and prnvide for county option in the sale of liquor by the individual drink 
in certain public places. 
Be it resolved /Jy tlie Legislature of tlie State of Kllnsas, two-thirds of the 
members elected ("ral'J)()inted) cmd qualified to the Serrnte and two-thirds of 
tile members elected (nr lll>1>ointed) and qucilified to the House of Repre-
sentatives ccmcurring thereiu: 
Section l. The following proposition to amend the constitution of the !.late of 
Kansas shall he submitted to the qualified electors of the state for their approval 
or rejection: Section 10 of article 15 of the constitution of the state of Kansas is 
amended to read alt follows: 
"§ 10. Intoxicating liquor~. (a) The legislature may provide for the prohi-
bition of intoxicating liquors in certain areas. SttBjeet t6 ~ ftnegaieg, 
"(b) The legislature may regulate, license and tax the manufacture .md 
!.ale of intoxicating liquors, and may regulate the possession and transporta-
tion of intoxicatmg liquor!.. +he~~ trflttU -he ftftEI ¥.; ftet=eDy f&te.¥ef 
pr·ohibiteEI. 
"(c) The sale of intoxicczti11g liquor by tile individual drink in public 
places is 1>rolribited, erce1>t tlwt the legislclture may 11ennit, regulate, license 
mu/ tax the :wle of intoxicating liquor by tl1e clri11k in public places!!! ~ 
~ !:!! ttH+feJt which derive not less than 30% of their gross receipts from 
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county where the c111alified electors of tlie count!/ /wi,e deter111i11ed, hy a 
majority wte of tlwse i;otmg tlierecm, to permit tile sale of i11toxice1trng liquor 
by the drink in such public places witliin the bm111dt1ries of the co1111ty [or H+ 
tffltf eetHtl1f ttt ~where the qualified electors of the county approce, by a 
majority cote of those coting on this proposition, to adopt this proposition]." 
Sec. 2. The following 11t,itement shall be printed on the ballot with the 
amendment .1~ a whole: 
"Ex11/anatory Hatement. Thi~ proposed amendment would authorize the 
legislatme to permit, hcen11e, regulate and tax the 11ale of intoxicating liquor 
by the drink in public places ~ ~ which derive not less than 30% of their 
gross receipts from the sale of food for consumption on the premises and 
which are located in a county where the voter11 have approved its such sale in 
their county {or have appror:ed this amendment]. 
"A vote for the p10posed amendment would permit the sale ofliquor by the 
drink in public places ffi ttfiY which derive not less than 30% of their gross 
receipts from the sale onood for consumption on the premises and which are 
located in a county where the voters approve #<.such sale in their county [or 
appror;e this amendment] 
"A vote against the proposed amendment would continue the current 
prohibition again11t the sale of liquor by the drink in public places." 
Sec. 3. This aesolution, if approved by two-thirds of the members elected (or 
appointed) and qualified to the i,enate and twcHhird11 of the members elected (or 
appointed) and qualified to the house of repre11entdtive11, shall be entered on the 
journah, together with the yeas and nays. The secretary of state shall came this 
resolution to he published a'> provided hy law and !thall cau11e the proposed 
amendment to he ~ubmitte<l to the elector~ of the state at the general election in 
the year HJ86 unle11s a 11pecial election is called at a sooner elate by concurrent 
re!tolution of the legi~lature, in which case it shall be 11uhmitted to the elect0111 of 
the !ttate at the special election, was considered for fmal action. 
Call of the Hou11c w.i.s demanded. 
On roll call, the vote w,1s: Yeas 84, nays 41; pre'ient hut not votmg O; absent or 
not voting 0. 
Yeas: Acheson, Adam, Apt, Aylward, Baker, Barkill, Barr, Bideau, Blumenthal, 
Bowden, Biaden, Brady, BranM>n, Brown, Bunten, Cloud, Cribbs, Dillon, Dou-
ville, Duncan, Eckert, Erne, Foster, Fox, Francisco, Fuller, Gjeri,tad, Graeber, 
Grotewiel, Ha'i!tler, Heinemann, HelgerMm, Hensley, Hoy, Jarchow, Jenkins, 
Johnson, Justice, Kline, Knopp, Leach, Littlejohn, Long, Louis, Love, Lowther, 
Luzzati, M,1iney, Mayfield, Miller, D., Miller, R.D., Miller, R.H., Nichols, 
O'Neal, Ott, B., Patrick, Patterson, Peter~on, Pottorff, Ramirez, Reardon, Rezac, 
Rol£o;, Roper, Roy, Runnels, Sand, Schmidt, Shriver, Sifers, Solbach, Spaniol, 
Sughrue, Sutter, Teagarden, Turnquist, Vancrum, Wagnon, Webb, Whiteman, 
Wilbert, Williams, Wisdom, Wunsch. 
Nays: Bryant, Hnehlc1, Cmnphell, C., Campbell, K., Charlton, Chronister, 
Crowell, Crumhakcr, Dean, DeBmm, Dyck, Flottman, Freeman, Friedeman, 
Fry, Goos11cn, Green, Guldncr, Hamm, Harder, Harper, Hayden, Holmes, King, 
Lacey, Laird, Mollcnkamp, Moomaw, Ncufolcl, Ott, K., Pohon, Roe, Roenbaugh, 
Ro!>cnau, S,1Jlce, Shore, Smith, Snowharger, Sprague, Walker, Weaver. 
Present hut not voting: None. 
Ahi,ent or not voting: None. 
A two-thircb majority of the members elected to the House having voted in the 
affirmative, the rci.olution was adopted, as amended. 
t:Xl'LAl':ATIOS~ OF VOTE 
Mn. SJ't::AKJ::H: I vote no on thh amendment to our constitution, SCR 1605. A~ a 
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!>tc\nd 1:. known. This bec.tme the :.ingle maJOr i:.:.ue in my campaign, co!.ting me 
votes and endor~ement:.. 
The American Medical Ai.sociation has called ,\lcohol our most abused drug. 
This Legislature ha~ spent ddys trying to deal with alcohol-related problems. 
Alcoholism is a major societdl problem. I the1efore have difficulty voting for a 
measure which will increase access and will most likely increase consump-
tion.-VINCE SNOWBARGEH 
MH. SPEAKER: As Abraham Lincoln replied to the Missouri Committee of 
Seventy in 1864: 
"I de!. ire so to conduct the affairs of this [office] that if at the end, when I come 
to lay down the reins of power, I !.hall at least have one friend left, and that friend 
shall be down inside me." 
I vote Yes on SCR 1605.-jJ~I PATIERSON · 
MR. SPEAKEll: Though admiring those folks in the beer commercials, 
And the low calorie brnws they tout, 
I find both my taste and my figure 
Are still inclined toward the stout-
Therefore, I put all my considerable weight behind a "yes" vote, on SCR 1605, 
to allow the people of Kansas the opportunity to decide, in their own best 
wisdom, whether the Kansas Constitution should be amended.-VERNON L. 
WILLIAMS 
MR. SrEAKl.::R: I vote re~ on SCR 1605 to give the people a chance at directing 
their own destiny. I never belie\'ed in legislating morality as an individual has to 
live with her or his own conl>cience. Many of the No votes are being done 
hypocrisy-drinking at every water hole and voting No with hangoveri.. I don't 
drink alcohol hut, I would imagine, Kansans because of hypocrisy, will be the 
poorest people in Hell!-N. E. jUSTICI:: 
MR. SPEAKER: I vote yes on SCR 1605. Though I will be criticized by many 
good-intentioned constituents who h&we been led to believe that a yes vote on 
this rei.olution ii. a vote for liquor-by-the-drink and increased alcohol consump-
tion and suffering, I am voting yes because of my belief in the fundamental right 
of my constituents to decide thii. issue on their own. My votes in favor of tougher 
drunk-driving and liquor laws this year are evidence of my conviction that we can 
and will address the issue of liquor consumption head on.-MICllAEL R. O'NEAL 
MR. SPEAKER: I vote NO on SCR 1605. 
I have rec:eived more conununic:ation from constituents on "liquor by the 
drink" than any issue in the last llve·years. This )'ear, 1985, I received 461 who 
opposed and 116 who favored liquor by the drink. For 1983-84 those who 
opposed was 254 compared to 118 that favored. The totals 1983-84-85 were 234 
communications that favored and 715 that opposed. 
Many of those who have opposed have indicated they have been disappointed 
with the death, and the outcome of the court verdict on the .. Driving while 
Intoxicated" trial that involved the death of Kathy Bahr on NW 46th Sheet.-
MARVIN E. SMITH 
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 
Committee on Education recommends SB 27, 53, 259 be passed. 
Committee on Insurance recommends SB 19, 262 be passed. 
Al~o. recommends SB 285 he amended on page 2, in line 68, by inserting after 
''thereto" the following: ",and org<mizatilm' preempted from state jurisdiction as 
a result of compliance with both the employees retirement income security ,\ct of 
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:,ec.:tion (c) of ~ection SCH of the internal revenue code", and the bill be passed a:. 
amended. 
Committee on Judiciary recommends SB 63, 109 be passed. 
Also, SB 33 be amended on page 1, in line 35, before "The" by inserting (a); m 
line 36, by strikmg. "mclud-'', by ~tnking all ofline 37 before "upon"; in line 38, 
by striking "The court"; by stiiking all of hnes 39 and 40; in line 41, by striking 
all before "If' and inserting "(b)", also in line 41, by !>triking "section 2" and 
inserting "~ub!>ec:tion (a)"; in line 42, by striking all after "mediator", by striking 
all of lines 43 through 46; 
On page 2, by stnking all of Imes 47 through 52; m line 53, by striking 
"consider" and ime1 ting '\hall be a person agreed upon by the two parties. If the 
patties cannot ag1ee, the court shall appoint a medmto1, taking into consideration 
the following"; 
By renumbe1ing M::ctiom 4 through 11 as ~ection~ 3 through 10; 
Also on page 2, by striking all of lines 77 and 78; in line 79, by striking "(7)" 
and inserting "(6)"; in line 80, by striking "(8)" and inserting "(7)", in line 83, by 
striking .. (9)" and inse1ting "(8)"; 
On page 3, in line 86, by ~triking "(10)" and inserting "(9)"; in line 94, after the 
period, by inserting "A copy of the :.ummary shall be provided to the parties and 
their attorneys, if any."; in line 96, by ~triking all after the period; by striking all 
ofline 97 through 99 and iniierting "Any understanding reached by the parties as 
a result of mediation shall not be binding upon the parties nor admissible in court 
until reduced to a written stipulation and approved by the parties, their attorneys, 
if any, and the court."; in line 106, by striking all after .. 5."; by ~triking all ofline 
107; in line 108, by striking "(b)" and inserting "(a)"; in line 114, by striking .. (c)" 
and inserting "{b)''; and the bill be passed as amended. 
Committee on Local Government recommends SB 13, 14 be passed. 
Also, recommend~ SB 212 be amended on page 3, after line 92, by adding a 
new section to read as follows: 
"New Sec. 2. From and after October 3, 1984, all moneys received as interest 
and all money!> received in lieu of interest pursuant to judgments or judicial 
settlements involving property tax disputes shall be credited to the general fund 
of the county levying such taxes. The board of county commissioners and the 
governing body of any taxing subdivhaon within or partially within the county 
may enter into agreements providing for the distribution of such moneys in any 
manner agreed upon by the part1eii to such agreements."; in line 93, by striking 
"Sec. 2" and inserting "Sec. 3"; in line 94, by striking "Sec. 3" and inserting 
"Sec. 4"; in line 95, by striking "statute book" and inserting "Kansas register"; 
In the title, in lme 18, after "concerning" by inserting "property"; in line 19, 
after the semi-colon, by inserting "relating to interest paid on tax judgments and 
settlements;"; and the bill be passed as amended. 
Upon unanimous consent, the House referred back to the regular order of 
business, Introduction of Bill:. and Concurrent Resolutions 
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
The following bill was introduced: 
HB 2577, by Committee on Ways .mcl Means: An act concerning the depart-
ment of :.ocial and rehahiht.1tion services; relating to the form of budget estimates 
and request:. and the provisions of the governor's l>udget reports and recom-
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INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND HOUSE RESOLUTIONS 
The following reo,olutioni. were introduced and 1ead by title. 
HOUSE RESOLUTION No. 6084-
By Representative Pottorff 
A RESOLUTION congrdtul.1tmg Kandi CJubine on being chosen to compete at 
the Internation,11 Winter Special Olympic Games. 
WHEREAS, Kandi Cluhine h.1s been chosen to compete at the International 
Winter Spec1,1l Olympic Games in Utah on March 24-29; and 
WHEREAS, Kandi w,1s one of only nine Kans.llls chosen to compete. She was 
chosen on the basis of .1lnlity and competitive skill and will be competing in the 
alpme i.kiing event!.; and 
WHEREAS, Kandi won a silve1 med.ti in alpine skiing last year and has won 
two bronze medals in slalom and giant slalom competition this year; and 
WHEREAS, K,mdi has i.hown !.pecial talent and rare courage through compe-
tition in the Special Olympici.: Now, therefore, 
Be it resofoed /JU tlze House of ReJ)resentatives of t11e State of Kansas: That 
we congmtul,1te Kandi Cluhine on heing chosen to compete at the International 
Wmter Specrnl Olympic Games; and 
Be it further resolved. That the Chief Clerk of the House of Repre~entatives 
be directed to provide enrolled copies of this resolution for Representative Jo 
Ann Pottorff. 
HOUSE RESOLUTION No. 6085-
By Repre!>entahve Crumbaker 
A RESOLUTION congratulating and commending the Golden Plains High 
School boys' hasketb.lll team and its coach, Jerry Livingston, on winning the 
1985 Chm IA State Basketball Championship in Kansas. 
WHEREAS, The Golden Plains High School boys' basketball team won the 
1985 Kamai. State High School Activities Association Class IA State BasketbaJJ 
Championship, their first state crown; and 
WHEREAS, The Bulldogs won the state champrnnship with a thrilling 44-42 
victory over Pretty Prairie High School in the state championship game; and 
WHEREAS, The Golden Plains High School boys' basketball team, with a 
perfect 26-0 record, were the Western Kansas League champions; and 
WHEREAS, The member!. of this oubtanding basketball team have received 
statewide recognition for their fine sportsmanship and athletic abilities; and 
WHEREAS, The success of this team is due to the players' teamwork, strong 
competitive spirit and determination to win, and the exceJJent support of the 
school'i. administrators mul faculty, the players' parents and the many area 
-citizens; and 
WHEREAS, Each player of this team, the coaching staff, the school adminis-
trator!. and faculty and every citizen of this proud community who vigorously 
suppcnted and encournged the te,un · s success should be recognized and ac-
claimed for this honor; Now, therefore, 
Be it resolved 11!1 tlw House of RepresentC1tives of tire State of Kau.w1s: That 
the Golden Plains High School boys' bai.ketball te,un, its coach, Jerry Livingston, 
and hiii staff, the students and the school's officials and faculty be congratulated 
and commended for their outi.tanding achievement in winning the 1985 Kansas 
State High School Activities Ai.sociation Clas~ lA State Bai.ketball Champiou-
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Be it further resolved. That the Cluef Clerk of the House of Repre!>ent,ttive!> 
be directed to send enrolled copie!t of tlu!> resolution to Principal Pat Happer, 
Coach Jerry Livingston, Assistant Coach Larry Wahlmeier, the managers and 
each of the team member!>, all in care of Golden Plaim High School, Box 100, 
Rexford, Kansas 67753. 
HOUSE RESOLUTION No. 6086-
By Repre!tentative Cmmbaker 
A RESOLUTION congratulatmg and commen<lmg Golden Plam!> High School 
for winning the sportsmanship trophy m the 1985 boys' Clas!> lA State 
Ba!tkethall Championi.hip. 
WHEREAS, Golden Plaim High School won the 1985 Kansas State High 
School Activities A!tsociation Class IA spoi t!tmamhip trnphy in the boy!t' hai.-
ketball tournament in Hays; and 
WHEREAS, The four schools in the semifinals of each division were evalu-
ated by a special committee; and 
WHEREAS, Each school'!> cheerleadero;, cheering !tection, team and coache!> 
were appraised. They were judged hy a number of factors, including !>po11s-
manship, courteo;y and 1e!>pect; and 
WHEREAS, The Golden Plains boys' basketball team, coaching stafl, cheer-
leaders, cheering !tections and the entire community of Rexford should be 
recognized and acclaimed for winning the 1985 Kansas State High School 
Activities Associntion Class IA sport!>m.mship trophy in the boys' basketball 
tournament: Now, therefore, 
Be it resofoed by the House of Representatii;es of tlie State of Kanslls: That 
Golden Pl,1ins High School, its students and faculty, and the community of 
Rexford be congratulated and commended for their outo;tanding achievement in 
winning the !tpOJt!>man!>hip trophy in the 1985 Kan!>as State High School Activi-
ties As!tociation Class IA State Basketball Championship; and 
Be it further resolved: That the Chief Clerk of the House of Representative!> 
be directed to send enrolled copie-. of this reM>luhon to Princip.il Pat H,1pper and 
Coach Jerry Living .. ton, hoth in c.tre of Golden Plaim. High School, Box 100, 
Rexford, Kansas 677.5.3. 
REPORT ON ENGROSSED BILLS 
HB 2134 reported correctly engrossed March 2I, 1985. 
REPORT ON ENROLLED RESOLUTIONS 
HR 6072, 6073, '6074, 6075, 6076, 6077 reported correctly enrolled and prop-
erly signed on March 2I, 1985. 
On motion of Rep. Braden, the House adjourned until 10:()() a.m., Friday, 




CALENDAR SHOWING "PETITIONS" HEADING 
HOUSE CALENDAR 
No. 9 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1992 
HOUSE CONVENES AT 11:00 A.M. TODAY 
ROLL CALL 
INVOCATION 
READING AND CORRECTION OF JOURNAL 
PETITIONS 
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLunONS 
Reference of Bills and Concurrent Resolutions 
Z744-
House bill No. 2744. An act relating to banks and banking; concerning trust 
authority for branch banks; amending K.S.A. 9-1111 and repealing the existing 
section. 
Z745-
Committee on Commercial and Fimncial Institutions 
{Commaml md. FiaaDclal lmtitudom) 
Howe bill No. 274.5, An act relating to banks and banking; concerning surety -
bonds for certain officers and employees of banlcs and bust companies: amending 
IC.S.A. 9-1115 and repealing the msting section. 
2748-
Committee on Commercial and Financial Institutions 
(CammadU md. Flamdal IDlt.ttutialll) 
House bill No. 2746, An act amending the unifonn consumer credit code; con-
cerning additional charges; amending K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 16a-2-501 and repealing 
the existing section. 
Z747-
Conunittee on Commercial and Financial Institutions 
(eom-dal ud FIDandal Jmtitutialll) 
House bill No. 2747, An act amending the unifonn commercial code; concerning 
financing statements; amending LS.A. 84-9-402 and repealing the existing section. 
Z748-
Conunittce on Commercial and Financial Institutions 
(Cammerdal IDd FiaaDdal Imlitutialll) 
House bill No. 2748, An act relating to investment companies; concerning in-




SAMPLE SENATE ACTIONS REPORT 
S 0141 Bill by Ways and Means 
Appropriations for FY92, department of corrections and correctional In-
stitutions and facilities. Effective date: 7/1/91. 
02106/91 Senate-lntroduced--SJ 96 
02107/91 Senate-Referred to Ways and Means--SJ 103 
03/04/91 Senate-CR: Be passed as am. by Ways and Means--SJ 222 
03/11/91 Senate-COW: CR be adptd; be further am.: be passed as am.--SJ 
296 
03/12/91 Senate-FA: Passed as am.; Yeas 31 Nays 7-SJ 301 
03/13/91 House-Received and introduced--HJ 390 
03/14/91 House-Referred to Appropriations--HJ 412 
04/03/91 House-CR: Be passed as am. by Appropriations--HJ 625 
04/05/91 House-COW: CR be adptd; be passed as am.-HJ 699; EFA: Passed 
as am.: Yeas 98 Nays 24--HJ 725 
04/08/91 Senate-Nonconcurred; CC requested; apptd Bogina, Allen, Gaines-
-SJ 567 
04/08/91 House-Acceded; apptd Teagarden, Adam, Chronister--HJ 747 
04/12/91 House-Adptd CCR; Yeas 103 Nays 20--HJ 825 
04/13/91 Senate-Adptd CCR on senate bilr; Yeas 37 Nays 3-SJ 697 
04/18/91 Senate-Enrolled and presented to gov.-SJ 764 
04/25/91 -Approved by gov. 
04/25/91 Senate-except line item veto: part of Sec.2(b)-SJ 779 
05/28/91 Senate-Line item vetoes sustained-SJ 1045 
s 0142 Bill by oreen 
Conveyance of certain land to the city of Ogden. Effective date: 7/1/91. 
02/06/91 Senate-Introduced-SJ 97 
02/07/91 Senate-Referred to Local Government-SJ 103 
02/19/91 Senate-CR: Be passed by Local Government-SJ 152 
02/21/91 Senate-:-COW: Be am.; be passed as am.--SJ 170; EFA: Passed as 
am.; Yeas 39 Nays 0--SJ 170 
02/22/91 House-Received and introduced--HJ 21 O 
02/25/91 House-Referred to Appropriations-HJ 218 
03/25/91 House-CR: Be passed by Aopropriations--HJ 485 
03/27/91 House-COW: Be passed-HJ 517 
03/28191 House-FA: Passed: Yeas 124 Nays 0--HJ 532 
04/01/91 Senate-Enrolled and presented to gov.--SJ 436 
04/11/91 -Approved by gov.-SJ 645 
Note: This shows Locator bill listings. Note line item vetoes and conference committee 







































EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION ORDER 
Executive Reorganization Order No. 24 
By Governor Joan Finney 
Transmitted January 17, 1992 
Section 1. In order to reorganize the administration and super-
vision of savings and loan associations, the savings and loan depart-
ment and the office of savings and loan commissioner created by 
K.S.A. 74-3104 and amendments thereto are hereby abolished. Ex-
cept as otherwise provided by this order, all of the powers, duties 
and functions of the existing savings and loan deparbnent and the 
existing savings and loan commissioner are hereby transferred to and 
conferred upon the office of state bank commissioner created by 
K.S.A. 75-1304 and amendments thereto. 
Sec. 2. The state banking board created by K.S.A. 74-3004 and 
amendments thereto, and the savings and loan board created by 
K.S.A. 74-3113 and amendments thereto are hereby abolished. Ex-
cept as othelWise provided by this order, all of the powers, duties 
and functions of the existing state banking board and the existing 
savings and loan board are hereby transferred to and imposed upon 
the state banking and savings and loan board established by section 
3 and amendments thereto. 
Sec. 3. {a) There is hereby established the state banking and 
savings and loan board, which shall be composed of nine members 
appointed by the governor, subject to confirmation by the senate as 
provided in K.S.A. 75-4315b and amendments thereto. Five mem-
bers of the board shall be persons with not less than five years of 
banking experience in this state. No two banker members shall reside 
in the same congressional district, except that one may be appointed 
from the state at large. Two members of the board shall be persons 
with not less than five years of savings and loan type experience. 
Two members of the board shall be appointed to represent the 
general public. No member of the board who represents the general 
public shall concurrently serve as an officer, director or employee 
of a bank, savings and loan association, trust company, credit union 
or finance company. 
(b) Tenns of members appointed to the board shall be for four 
years, except that in making the first appointments three members 
shall be appointed for two years and three members shall be ap-
pointed for three years. Terms of office for all board members shall 
end on a June 30th. 






















section 6 of article 1 of the constitution of Kansas, and unless so 
disapproved, this order is to he published as and with the acts of 
the legislature and the statutes of this state. 
DONE At The Capitol in Topeka 
Under the Great Seal of the 
State of Kansas this 17th day 
of January. 1992. 
BY THE GOVERNOR 
JOAN FINNEY 
WILLIAM P. GRAVES 
Secretary of State 
RON E. THORNBURGH 




SAMPLE SUBJECT INDEX REPORT 
Tues., May 28, 1991 
SUBJECT INDEX REPORT 
Abortion 
page 1 
Crimes, Criminal Procedure and Punishment, this index 
Bold Nos.-To Governor 
Strike Nos.-Dead Biiis 
Minors ..•........•................................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · s.±4+ 
Public funds and facilities, use of ......................................... H2259 
Reports, medical care facilities ............................................ S4lQ 
Woman's educated choice and informed decision act ...................... H2444 
Abuse 
Adults, protective custody ................................................. S269 
Accountants and Accountancy 
Professional investment advice, client referrals ............................. H2272 
Administration, Department of 
Budget, division of the, 
Agency perfonnance indicators, evaluations. reports ..................... H2270 
Child care centers, 
Operation in state buildings .................................... H2331,H2332 
Program to establish, state employees' children ......................... H2330 
Space provided for, capital improvement projects ....................... H2332 
Kansas Development Finance Authority, this index 
Organization, power of secretary to reorganize ...... _ ....................... H2623 
Public employees whole life plan, payroll deductions ....................... H2622 
Purchase and sale, homes of reassigned troopers and corrections 
officers ......................•................................. H2182 
Purchasing, division of, 
Specifications for bids ......................................... H2268,H2299 
State capitol, lease of space .....................•........................ Sl38 
State engineering services ................................................ H2633 
Adult Care Homes 
Civil penalties authorized ...............•.................................. S182 
~r~:1d?aie ·care ·faciiitias ·iar· menia1.tieaitti. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .H2421 
certification .......•.......•..................................... H2229 
Long-te.rm care planning commission created ............................... S377 
Medicaid, long-term care beds ........................................... H2567 
Screening, prior to admission ••....•...................................... H2566 
African-Americans 
Advisory committee, establishment ........................................ H2283 
Aged Persons 
Homecare, in-home services .•.••........................................... S54 
Property tax deferral program ............................................. H2276 
Aging, State Department on 
Homecare. in-home services .•.••......•.........................•.......... 854 
Agriculture 
Animal dealers .......••......••..•.•...........•.......................... S78 
Aquaculture, taxation, employment practices ................................ 8203 
Chemicals, 
An~~~~~1~0~1~ers ................................................ S309 
Discount certificate program .......................................•.... S322 
Pesticides, 
Application by .powered equipment. ...............................•.. 8219 
Commercial feed stuffs .................................................... S316 
Cooperative marketing act. .......•......................................... S73 
Dairy law, 
Unfair trade practices ................................................. H2359 
Dairy, milk inspection .••....••....•....................................... S311 
Disaster loans .•...•.......•••............................................ $451 
Extension services, 
Districts, establishment ...••••................•........................ H2020 
FACTS. expiration extended ...•.......................................... H2on 
Farm equipment. contracts to maintain stock ............................... H2357 
Grain inspection dept., conflict. ............................................ S129 
Kansas state university experiment stations, 
Capital improvements fund ............................................. S130 
Livestock dealers, annual report .......................................... H2356 
Marketing, cooperative act ................................................. S73 




HOUSE BILL, INCLUDING PREAMBLE 
Session of 1985 
HOUSE BILL No. 2417 
By Representatives Wunsch, Acheson, Adam, Barkis, Bideau, 
Blumenthal, Brown, Buehler, C. Campbell, DeBaun, Dou-
ville, Eckert, Erne, Francisco, Freeman, Grotewiel, Hamm, 
Harper, Hayden, Leach, Long, D. Miller, R. D. Miller, Moo-
maw, O'Neal, B. Ott, Polson, Pottorff, Reardon, Rezac, Sallee, 
Schmidt, Solbach, Spaniol, Teagarden, Walker, Webb and 
Whiteman 
2-13 
0023 AN ACT designating milk as the official state drink. 
0024 WHEREAS, Milk, one of nature's most inspiring wonders, is 
0025 readily available in Kansas for everyone; and 
0026 WHEREAS, Milk serves Kansans of all ages as an essential 
0027 component of good nutrition providing Protein, Calcium, Vita-
0028 min A, Riboflavin, Phosphorous and Magnesium; and 
0029 WHEREAS, In the state of Kansas there are over 5,000 milk 
0030 producers who produce over 1.38 billion pounds of milk a year 
0031 with the dutiful cooperation of 125,000 dairy cows; and 
0032 WHEREAS, Milk constitutes the foundation of good health 
0033 and nutrition that enables the people of the state of Kansas to 
0034 possess the strong minds and bodies that are so characteristic of 
0035 our citizens; and 
0036 WHEREAS, It is appropriate to declare milk as our official 
0037 state drink at a time when all Kansans are concerned with 
0038 enhancing the state's image: Now, therefore, 
0039 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
0040 ' Section 1. Milk is hereby designated as and declared to he 
0041 the official drink of the state of Kansas. 
0042 Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and 
0043 after its publication in the statute book. 










KANSAS LEGISLATIVE BILL NUMBERING 
Senate Bills 
Senate Concurrent Resolutions 
Senate Resolutions (reused annually) 
House Bills 
House Concurrent Resolutions 




NEW PROVISION MEMBER BILL 
HOUSE BILL No. 2686 
By Representative Hendrix 
1-13 
7 AN ACT concerning school districts; establishing the Kansas system 
8 transformation achievement reward program. 
9 
10 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
11 Section 1. As used in this act: 
12 (a) .. Kansas system transformation achievement reward program" 
13 or "K-STAR program" means a program under which the state iden-
14 tifies, recognizes and rewards' STAR schools for outstanding contri-
15 bution to successful achievement of the mission for Kansas education 
16 by transformation of school district educational systems through de-
17 velopment and implementation of exemplary building-based educa-
18 tion plans. 
19 (b) .. ST AR school" means a school in which a school building 
20 employees unit has developed and implemented an exemplary build-
21 ing-based education plan. 
22 (c) .. School" means a school building in which the instructional 
23 program is offered and maintained pursuant to and in accordance 
24 with a building-based education plan. 
25 (d) .. School building employees unit" and "building-based edu-
26 cation plan" have the meanings respectively ascribed to such terms 
27 in K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 72-9801, and amendments thereto. 
28 Sec. 2. (a) The board of education of every school district in 
29 which one or more building-based education plans have been de-
30 veloped and implemented may apply, on behalf of any one or more 
31 school building employees units, for identification and recognition 
32 of the schools for which such units are responsible as STAR schools. 
33 (b) In order to be eligible for participation in the K-STAR pro-
34 gram, a board of education shall submit to the state board of edu-
35 cation an application for participation and a description of the 
36 building-based education plan or plans upon which the board bases 
37 its application. The application and description shall be prepared in 
38 such form and manner as the state board shall require and shall be 
39 submitted at a time to be detennined and specified by the state 
40 board. 
41 Sec. 3. (a} The state board of education shall adopt rules and 
42 regulations for the administration of this act and shall: 




NEW PROVISION COMMITTEE BILL 
SENATE BILL No. 481 
By Legislative Budget Committee 
Re Proposal No. 17 
12-23 
IO AN ACT concerning the state treasurer; establishing qualifications 
11 for such office; designating the state treasurer as the cash man-
12 agement officer for the state. 
13 
14 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
15 Section 1. (a) The state treasurer shall be an elector of this state; 
16 shall have a minimum of .&ve years' experience as a certified public 
17 accountant> or shall have a minimum of five years' experience as an 
18 executive manager in a financial institution or shall have a minimum 
19 of five years' financial experience in the public or private sector; 
20 and shall give personal presence and attention to the duties of the 
21 office of state treasurer. 
22 (b) In no case shall the state treasurer> upon assuming the office 
23 of state treasurer> be in the employment of any financial institution 
24 or have any official connection with any financial institution or any 
2.5 financial interest in a financial institution other than as a depositor. 
26 As used in this subsection> "financial institution" means bank> savings 
27 bank and savings and loan association as the terms "bank>" .. savings 
28 hank" and "savings and loan association" are defined under K.S.A. 
29 75-4201 and amendments thereto. 
30 Sec. 2. (a) The state treasurer is designated the cash management 
31 officer for the state and charged with the coordination and supervision 
· 32 of procedures providing for the efficient handling of financial assets 
33 under the control of the state treasury and each of the various state 
34 agencies. 
35 (b) The state treasurer shall designate a cash manager to perform 
36 cash management consultations with state agencies. The cash man-
37 ager shall schedule a cash management consultation by directing a 
38 request for a cash management consultation to the appropriate state 
39 agency head. The request shall include> but is not limited to> the 
40 following: Permission to initiate the review; the purpose of the con-
41 sultation; a commencement date; the documents and information 
42 necessary to perform the review; request for staff assistance for the 
43 review; and the expected estimated time required to complete the 
Note that this bill is proposed by a special interim study committee. 
VI-61 

Sanon of 1992 
Exhibit VI-K 
AMENDATORY BILL 
BOUSE BILL No. 2781 
By Committee on Governmental Organization 
1-27 
8 AN ACT concerning certain state officers and employees; relating to 
9 the state drug screening program; amending K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 
10 75-4363 and repealing the existing section. 
11 
12 Be it enacted by the ugislature of the State of Kansas: 
13 Section 1. K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 75-4363 is hereby amended to read 
14 as follows: 75-4363. The director of personnel services of the de-
15 partment of administration may establish and implement aa aleehol 
16 aed- a drug testing program for applicants for and employees of 
17 institutions of mental health. Implementa~ continuation or ex-
18 pansion of such program shall be subject to appropriation of nec-
19 essary fonding. Such program shall be established, implemented and 
20 administered in the same manner and subject to the same conditions 
21 and limitations as the drug screening program established and im-
22 plemented under K.S.A. 75-436~ and amendments thereto, and any 
23 rules and regulations and any administrative policies and procedures 
24 adopted pursuant to such section. As used in this section., .. institution 
25 of mental health'" means an institution as defined by K.S.A. 76-
26 12a0~ and amendments thereto. 
27 Sec. 2. K.S.A. 1991 Supp. 75-4363 is hereby repealed. 
28 Sec. 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 
29 its publication in the statute book. 
VI-63 

Semon of 1991 
Exhibit VI-L 
REPEALING BILL 
SENATE BILL No. 283 
By Committee on Transportation and Utilities 
2-21 
8 AN ACT repealing K.S.A. 79-34,148; concerning reports of estimated 
9 sales tax revenues from retail sale of new and used motor vehicles. 
10 
11 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
12 Section 1. K.S.A. 79-34,148 is hereby repealed. 
13 Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 





SESSION OF 1992 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTE ON SENAIB BILL NO. 233 
BrieP 
As A1Dended by House Committee on 
Judiciazy 
S.B. 233 clarifies that the official body that governs civil rights issues is the 
Kansas Human Rights Commission. Those statutes that refer to the Kansas 
Commission on Civil Rights would be repealed. 
Background 
The original bill dealing with voluntary intoxication was supported by the 
Bourbon County Attorney. A Fort Scott man charged with taking indecent 
liberties with a minor was acquitted after claiming he was too drunk to remember 
molesting a 13-year-old girl. The bill was also supported by the Kansas Child 
Abuse Prevention Council and others. 
The House Committee amended the bill to address a problem with the 
statutes regarding the Human Rights Commission. Some statutes that refer to the 
Commission on Civil Rights are still on the books creating confusion as well as 
operational problems for the Human Rights Commission. 
There are other bills, H.B. 2288 and H.B. 2289, dealing with the elimination 
of the defense of voluntary intoxication. 
• Supplemental Notes are prepared by the Legislative Research Department 
and do not express legislative intent. 
This supplemental note was prepared by Legislative Research Department staff. Note dis-




ENROLLED SENATE RESOLUTION 
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g:F SENATE RE OLUTION o. 1853 :<=? 
~ A 8i:!"~:n~hc;::r:~~~ii'ort~o :::.~i:~~~~= .. ~~:'.~~·~=~·u~:Ct!:::i"11: ~ 
0.-- apace •huttle Columbia 
% 
g::::: WHEREAS, Amateur radio opel'lltors throughout Kansas at- ::::::g g::: tempted to contact a fellow ham durin& the recent mission of the :::::2 g:::: space shuttle Columbia, officially designated as STS-9, and :;:::6 
g::::: WHEREAS, Crew member and amateur radio operator Dr. -=-g:>: Owen Garnott, WSLFL. operated during his off-periods from the ~ 
~ Columbia to contact as many ham operators as possible, and ...
c:::. 
~ WHEREAS, This activity mark.~ the first time In the historY of ::2 
·:=>'""" the manned spaceOight program that active panicipat1on was ~
 
~ pouible by a major segment of the U.S. populous, and ~ 
~ WHEREAS, Transmissions from the Columbia were well- :::;:5 
._ - heard throughout the state of Kansas; and -;:g 
WHEREAS, Through demonstration of the activity at public 
schools, colleges, universities and shoppinf centers throughout 
Kansas, there was created a renewed interest and attention to the 
sciences of space research, communications and other high 
technologies: Now, therefore, 
& ft r1sol~d &11 the Senate of &he State of Kan1a1: That the 
amateur radio operators of Kan~as be congr.itulated and com-
mended on their untiring efforts to contact the first amateur radio 
operator in space and bnng interactive particip.ltion in the space 
I prog
ram to the people of Kansas, thus revitalizing the interest in 
space, communications ond technology for people of all ages ~ 
= ,_ throuihout Xansas; and ::=;g 
~ Bt1 ltfurtherre1ol1U1d: Thatthe SeC(etaryofSiate be directed ::;2 
c;;.e to send enrolled copies of this resolution to Paul Grauer, --=-
~ W0FIR, Box 190, Wilson, Kansas 67490; Robert M. Summers, :::g 
._ K0BXF, 3045 N. 72nd Street, Kansas City, JCansa~ 66109, C:arl -<"'=
' 
g: Smith, W{l)BWJ, do American Radio Relay l..eogue, 225 Main ::::::5 
g:;: Street, Newington, Connecticut 06111; Dr. Owen Garriott, ~ 
·~ WSLFL, clo Johnson Space Center, Te:ras 77058; and M.irshall ~
 
c:- P. Reece, N0BLD, 3817 SE Bryant Street, Topeka, Kan~as _,
,-;., 
g::: 66609. ~ -:....--- _....-::. 
~ Senate Resolution No. 1853 \Vas -.110nsored by Sen.\tor Nunmm ~ 
~ E. Gaar, W0DEZ. ~
 
~ ~ I hereby certify that the ubove Rl!~LUTION origin . .ited m the ::::;§; 
~ Sa:AT; and w.as adopted by that b<1dy ::::2 
~ /I ----
g;::: Vu" 7 !./ I ff K_ ~ 
~ 1 ~aJ)_. ~ 
~ '-'X~S.- ~ 
~ ~ ~/ -'"° 
.e~-rf• Sen•lr :@ -=---- _,...._ 
c:...- -=-g::: .::2 





JOURNAL PRINT OF SENATE RESOLUTION 
INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND SENATE 
RESOLUTIONS 
Senator Gaar, W0DEZ introduced the following Senate resolution, which was 
read: 
SENATE RESOLUTION No. 1853-
A RESOLUTION congratulating and commending the amateur radio operators of 
Kansas on their recent efforts to contact an amateur radio operator aboard the 
space shuttle Columbia. 
WHEREAS, Amateur radio operators throughout Kansas attempted to contact 
a fellow ham during the recent mission of the space shuttle Columbia, officially 
designated as. STS-9; and 
WHEREAS, Crew member and amateur radio operator Dr. Owen Garriott, 
WSLFL, operated during his off-periods from the Columbia to contact as many 
ham operators as possible; and 
WHEREAS, This activity marks the first time in the history of the manned 
spaceflight program that active participation was possible by a major segment of 
the U.S. populous; and 
WHEREAS, Transmissions from the Columbia were well-heard throughout 
the state of Kansas; and 
WHEREAS, Through demonstration of the activity at public schools, colleges, 
universities and shopping centers throughout Kansas, there was created a re-
newed interest and attention to the sciences of space research, communications 
and other high technologies: Now, therefore, 
Be it resolved by the Senate of the State of Kansas: That the amateur radio 
operators of Kansas be congratulated and commended on their untiring efforts to 
contact the first amateur radio operator in space and bring interactive participa-
tion in the space program to the people of Kansas, thus revitalizing the interest in 
space, communications and technology for people of all ages throughout Kansas; 
and 
Be it further resolved: That the Secretary of State be directed to send 
enrolled copies of this resolution to Paul Grauer, W0FIR. Box 190, Wilson, 
Kansas 67490; Robert M. Summers, K0BXF, 3045 N. 72nd Street, Kansas City, 
Kansas 66109; Carl Smith, W0BWJ, c/o American Radio Relay League, 225 Main 
Street, Newington, Connecticut 06111; Dr. Owen Garriott, WSLFL, c/o Johnson 
Space Center, Texas 77058; and Marshall P. Reece, N0BLD. 3Sl7 SE Bryant 
Street, Topeka, Kansas 66609. 
On emergency motion of Senator Gaar, SR 1853 was adopted unanimously. 
Vl-71 
VII 
OTHER AVAILABLE PUBLICATIONS 
Following the legislative session, several additional publications are available for research 
into laws passed. Many public libraries and law libraries have sets of these publications 
available for review. 
Session Laws 
The Session La.ws, also known as the statute book, are published each July 1 and are 
availa~le for a fee from the secretary of state. They are also available as part of the pre-
mium service through the Internet by way of the Information Network of Kansas. 
Bills are printed in the Session Laws in their final form. If a bill changed an existing law, 
the changes are shown by striking the old language and inserting the new language in 
italic type. Prior to 1992, bills were organized by general subject headings. Beginning 
with the 1992 Session Laws, bills are ordered chronologically based upon the date they 
were signed by the governor. Each bill is referred to as a "chapter." 
The chapter heading identifies the chapter number and bill number, and discloses whether 
the bill amended an earlier bill or was subsequently amended by another bill during the 
session (Exhibits VII-A through VII-C). An asterisk by the chapter number indicates that 
the act represents a new provision not present in existing law. If the bill required guberna-
torial approval, the date of approval is included. In the case of concurrent resolutions, 
House and Senate adoption dates are listed. Simple resolutions are not printed in the Ses-
sion Laws. 
Veto messages from the governor are also included, with the bill number, full title of the 
bill, explanation for the veto, and veto date (Exhibit V-B). A dagger contained in an ap-
propriation act alerts the researcher that the governor exercised a line item veto (Exhibit 
V-C). The Session Laws include numerical indexes of Senate and House bills, to help the 
reader cross-reference to chapter numbers (Exhibit VII-D). Also included is a summary of 
codified statutes that were amended or repealed, again cross-referenced to chapter num-
bers (Exhibit VIl-E). A subject index allows a topical review of new enactments. 
VII-1 
Kansas Register 
The Kansas Register is published weekly by the secretary of state and is available by sub-
scription. It contains executive orders, details of executive appointments, notices of hear-
ings on proposed administrative regulations, pre-bid conferences for state procurement 
activities, bills introduced by members of the Legislature and signed by the governor, 
bond sales, and many more topics. An important function of the register is to serve as the 
"official state paper." Acts that specify an effective date of "publication in the Kansas 
Register" become effective upon publication of the issue of the Kansas Register in which 
the bill is printed. The Kansas Register is also available from INK on a fee basis. 
Kansas Statutes Annotated 
The Kansas Statutes Annotated (K.S.A.s) are also available for purchase from the secre-
tary of state. The K.S.A.s are the codification of the body of state law, and updated cumu-
lative supplemental volumes are usually available each December. Until the new supple-
ments are available, consult the Session Laws to determine whether any changes to a 
given statute were made during the last legislative session. 
K.S.A.s are available on-line from INK as a premium service. However, the "raw" statutes 
(less case and attorney general opinion annotations) are provided at no cost to Internet 
users. This is an exceptionally good research tool for observers of the process. 
All session laws (except appropriation acts) are codified by the revisor of statutes and in-
corporated into the Kansas Statutes Annotated. Each section of a bill is codified in a man-
ner dictated by its action (Exhibit VIl-F). Amendatory sections replace the previous codi-
fication with the new language. Repealing sections remove the law prescribed by the 
printed text, and in its place include the word "Repealed." New provisions are codified in 
a new statute number on a one-for-one basis for each new section. 
Bills appropriating state agency funding are not codified because they relate to annually 
changing provisions. 
Kansas Administrative Regulations 
The Kansas Administrative Regulations (KARs) are a codification by the secretary of 
state of administrative regulations adopted by agencies pursuant to legal authority. The 
KARs are also updated annually in supplemental volumes, and the Kansas Register con-
VII-2 
tains changes made during the interim period. Either the issuing agency or the secretary of 
state may be contacted to inquire about regulation changes not reflected in the KARs. 
KARs are available on-line from INK on a premium basis. 
Miscellaneous Publications 
Numerous other publications to assist the legislative observer are available from various 
state agencies. Most are free of charge, but some publications may be difficult to obtain 
because of restrictions on quantity. These other publications are summarized in Exhibit 
VII-G. Major public and university libraries in Kansas often have these publications in 
their collections. If all else fails, the Kansas State Library in the Statehouse has copies 
availa1:Jle for public perusal. Pointing a Web browser to the INK address will generally 




SESSION LAW AMENDED BY ANOTHER ACTION 
[Ch. 172 PROCEDURE. CML 
CHAPTER 172 
Senate Bill No. 327 
(Amended by Chapter 171) 
1133 
AN ACT concerning civil procedure; relating to divorce, spousal abuse as consideration 
in child custody determination; amending K.S.A. 1990 Supp. 60-1610 and repealing 
the existing section. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
Section 1. K.S.A. 1990 Supp. 60-1610 is hereby amended to read 
as follows: 60-1610. A decree in an action under this article may 
include orders on the following matters: 
(a) Minor children. (1) Child support and education. The court 
shall make provisions for the support and education of the minor 
children. The court may modify or change any prior order when a 
material change in circumstances is shown, irrespective of the present 
domicile of the child or the parents. Regardless of the type of cus-
todial arrangement ordered by the court, the court may order the 
child support and education expenses to be paid by either or both 
parents for any child less than 18 years of age, at which age the 
support shall terminate unless: (A) The parent or parents agree, by 
written agreement approved by the court, to pay support beyond 
the time the child reaches 18 years of age; or (B) the child reaches 
18 years of age before completing the child's high school education 
in which case the support shall not terminate, unless otherwise 
ordered by the court, until June 1 of the school year during which 
the child became 18 years of age if the child is still attending high 
school. Provision for payment of support and educational expenses 
of a child after reaching 18 years of age if still attending high school 
shall apply to any child subject to the jurisdiction of the court, 
including those whose support was ordered prior to July l, 1986. If 
an agreement approved by the court prior to the effective date of 
this act provides for termination of support before the date provided 
by subsection (a}(l}(B), the court may review and modify such agree-
ment, and any order based on such agreement, to extend the date 
for termination of support to the date provided by subsection 
(a)(l)(B). In determining the amount to be paid for child support, 
the court shall consider all relevant factors, without regard to marital 
misconduct, including the financial resources and needs of both par-
ents, the financial resources and needs of the child and the physical 
and emotional condition of the child. Until a child reaches 18 years 
of age, the court may set apart any portion of property of either the 
husband or wife, or both, that seems necessary and proper for the 
support of the child. Every order requiring payment of child support 
under this section shall require that the support be paid through 
Note: This is a session law that was amended by later action in session (see bill heading). 




SESSION LAW AMENDING ANOTHER SESSION LAW 
CHAPTER 171 
House Bill No. 2515 
(Amends Chapter 172) 
AN ACT concerning civil procedure; relating to emergency divorces, child custody; 
modification of child support or maintenance, amendmg K.S.A. 60-1608 and K.S.A. 
1990 Supp. 38-1121 and 60-1610 and repealing the existing sections; also repealing 
K.S.A. 1990 Supp. 60-1610, as amended by section l of 1991 Senate Bill No. 
327. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
Section 1. K.S.A. 60-1608 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
60-1608. (a) Time. An action for divorce shall not be heard until 60 
days after the filing of the petition unless the judge enters an order 
declaring the existence of an emergency, stating the precise nature 
of the emergency, the substance of the evidence material to the 
emergency and the names of the witnesses who gave the evidence. 
In such an emergency case, unless waived by both parties, the action 
for divorce shall not be heard until 10 days after the filing of the 
petition or 10 days after personal service upon the respondent of 
the petition and order declaring the existence of the emergency, 
whichever is later. 
(b) Pretrial conference. Upon the request of either party, the 
court shall set a pretrial conference to explore the possibilities of 
settlement of the case and to expedite the trial. The pretrial con-
ference shall be set on a date other than the date of trial and the 
parties shall be present or available within the courthouse. 
(c) Marriage counseling. After the filing of the answer or other 
responsive pleading by the respondent, the court, on its own motion 
or upon motion of either of the parties, may require both parties 
to the action to seek marriage counseling if marriage counseling 
services are available within the judicial district of venue of the 
action. Neither party shall be required to submit to marriage coun-
seling provided by any religious organization of any particular 
denomination. 
(d) Cost of counseling. The cost of any counseling authorized by 





NEW PROVISIONS ACT 
ROADS AND BRIDGES 
ROADS AND BRIDGES 
CHAPTER 206 * 
House Bill No. 2040 
AN ACT designating United States Highway 66 as a historic highway. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
1275 
Section l. United States Highway 66 is hereby designated as a 
historic highway. The secretary of transportation shall place signs 
along the highway right-of-way at proper intervals to indicate that 
the highway is a historic highway. Such signs shall consist of the 
usual United States highway sign with the words "Historic Route 
66" printed on the face of the sign. The secretary of transportation 
may accept and administer gifts and donations to aid in obtaining 
and installing suitable highway signs. 
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 
its publication in the statute book. 
Approved March 13, 1991. 
CHAPTER 207 * 
House Bill No. 2244 
AN .A.er designating a portion of United States highway 166 as the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. memorial highway. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
Section 1. United States highway 166 where it enters the city 
of Coffeyville on the northeast, thence south and west through the 
city to the point where it exits the city of Coffeyville on the west, 
is hereby designated as the Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial high-
way. The secretary of transportation shall place signs along the high-
way right-of-way at proper intervals to indicate that the highway is 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial highway. The secretary of 
transportation may accept and administer gifts and donations to aid 
in obtaining and installing suitable highway signs. 
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 
its publication in the statute book. 
Approved April 11, 1991. 






DISTRICT OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 
DISTRICT OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 
CHAPTER 95 
Senate Bill No. 405 
673 
AN Acr concerning district coroners, relatmg to when autopsies are performed, amend-
ing K.S.A. 22a-233 and repealing the existing section. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
Section 1. K. S.A. 22a-233 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
22a-233. (a) If, in the opinion of the coroner, it ~ ad,·isable tlftd 
iH the ~ interest ~ an autopsy should be made, or if an 
autopsy is requested in writing by the county or district attorney or 
if the autopsy is required under K.S.A. 22a-238 and amendments 
thereto, such autopsy shall be performed by a qualified pathologist 
as may be designated by the coroner. A pathologist performing an 
autopsy, at the request of a coroner, shall be paid a usual and 
reasonable fee to be allowed by the board of county commissioners 
and shall be allowed and paid the travel allowance prescribed for 
coroners and deputy coroners in accordance with the provisions of 
K.S.A. 22a-228 and amendments thereto, the same to be paid by 
the board of county commissioners of the county in which the cause 
of death occurred except that autopsies performed under K.S.A. 22a-
238 and amendments thereto shall be paid for in accordance with 
K.S.A. 22a-238 and amendments thereto. 
(b) The pathologist performing the autopsy shall remove and re-
tain, for a period of three years, such specimens as appear to be 
necessary in the determination of the cause of death. 
(c) A full record and report of the facts developed by the autopsy 
and findings of the pathologist performing such autopsy shall be 
promptly made and filed with the coroner and with the clerk of the 
district court of the county in which decedent died. If, in any case 
in which this act requires that the coroner be notified, the body is 
buried without the permission of the coroner, it shall be the duty 
of the coroner, upon being advised of such fact, to notify the county 
or district attorney, who shall communicate the same to a district 
judge, and such judge may order that the body be exhumed and 
an autopsy performed. 
Sec. 2. K.S.A. 22a-233 is hereby repealed. 
Sec. 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after 
its publication in the statute book. 
Approved April 25, 1991. 






















































INDEX TO SENATE BILLS 
INDEX TO BILLS 
INDEX TO BILLS 
1991 SESSION 
NUMERICAL INDEX TO SENATE BILLS 
Ch. No. Ch No. 
181 111 125 304 
255 112 20 306 
258 113 18 309 
257 114 242 310 
33 115 123 311 
298 118 282 314 
160 122 226 316 
286 129 108 322 
214 132 297 323 
272 133 70 325 
56 136 155 327 
82 141 23 328 
228 142 249 329 
71. 143 224 332 
223 150 53 335 
216 151 201 336 
212 157 180 337 
265 162 11 340 
8 180 66 342 
139 183 88 345 
68 194 163 346 
219 196 135 349 
218 197 269 352 
126 2f11 111 356 
137 211 94 361 
130 214 287 362 
124 226 113 364 
239 232 142 369 
57 237 244 370 
84 247 158 371 
220 250 277 372 
138 251 60 373 
191 252 184 375 
10 254 178 376 
25 258 288 385 
162 263 204 389 
74 267 32 395 
9 270 146 403 
105 271 203 405 
161 277 145 411 
99 278 267 416 
19 279 153 427 
290 281 34 429 
293 282 285 "'32 
24 285 215 '39 
21 293 38 443 
73 295 58 '50 
175 296 91 452 
























































STATUTES REPEALED OR AMENDED 
STATUTES REPEALED OR AMENDED 1795 
STATUTES REPEALED OR AMENDED 
BY THE 1991 LEGISLATURE 
Kal\Qs Statutes Annotated Kansas Statutes Annotated 
and Supplement CHAP. and Supplement 
2-608, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
2-609, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
2-615 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
2-616 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
2·1009, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
2-1319, Arn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
2-1322 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
2-1415 Supp • Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
2-142la Supp., Am. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 5 
2-3005, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
2-3006. Am. . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 6 
2-3007 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
2-3008, Arn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 6 
2-3(X)9, Am . . • . . • . • . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . • 6 
3-163, Arn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8-126 Supp, Am . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 33 
8-135 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 33 
8-135b Supp , Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 33 
8-143 Supp, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 33 
8-1431, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 34 
8-161 Supp .• Am . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 35 
8-1,124 to 8-1,129 Supp, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
8-1,130 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 35 
8-l,130a Supp., Am. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • 35 
8-l,130b Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 35 
8-1,133 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 35 
8-2.34b Supp.. Am. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 36 
8-235 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
8-236 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 36 
8-237 Supp., Am. . . . • • . . . . • . • . . • • • . • . 36 
8-239 Supp., Am . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 36 
8-240 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 36 
8-241 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 37 
Rep. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • • . 36 
Am ............................. 36 
8-24la Supp., Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 37 
8-247 Supp .. Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 36 
8-248, Am. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 37 
8-255 Supp., Am. . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 36 
8-259 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 36 
8-260 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 38 
8-262 Supp., Am. . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . 39 
8-267 Supp., Am. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . 36 
8-267b Supp., Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • 37 
8-2,127 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 36 
8-2,128 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 36 
8-2,133 Supp., Am. . • . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • 36 
8-2,142 Supp., Am. . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 36 
8-1001 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 36 
8-1002 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 36 
8-1103 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 40 
8-1327 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 38 
8-1425, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-1567 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . 36 
8-1578, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 33 
8-1720 Supp .. Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·'1 
8-1759 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 42 
8-1759a Supp., Am. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • • 42 
8-1911 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 33 
8-2104 Supp .• Am . . . . . . . . . 43 
8-2106 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
8-2110 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . 282 
Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
8-2115 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
8-2401 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-240h Supp .• Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-2402 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-2403, Am: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-2404 to 8-2406 Supp , Am . . . . . • • . . • 33 
8-2408 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-2410 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-2412 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
8-2424, Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
9-519 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Am...... . ............ ······ 46 
9-523 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 45 
9-524 Supp., Am. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
9-811 Supp., Am . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 46 
9-1101 Supp, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 
9-1701 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 47 
1~108 Supp .. Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
1~129 Supp., Am. . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 49 
12-188 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Am. . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 54 
12-189 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
12-189b Supp., Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
12-192 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
12-195 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Am.··········· ................. 55 
12-701 to 12-704, Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
12-704a. Rep. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
12-705, Rep. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
12-705a to 12-70Sc, Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
12-706, Rep. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
12-706a, Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 56 
12-707 to 12-715, Rep. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 56 
12-715a, Rep. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
12-715b Supp., Am. . . . . . . . ......... · 63 
12-716 Supp., Rep. . ..........•...... · 56 
12-717 to 12-733, Rep . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 56 
12-734, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
Rep. . •................. 56 
12-735, Rep. . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . 56 
12-736 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 63 
12-1615 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • 66 
12-16,102 Supp .• Am. . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • 57 
12-16.lOla Supp., Rep. . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . 57 
12-1765, Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
12-1771 Supp .• Am. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • 59 
12-17,103 Supp., Am. . ...........• · · SS 
12-2616 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • · 134 
12-2618 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• · 60 
12-2621 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• · 60 
12-2624 to 12-2628 Supp .. Am. . ....... · · · 60 
12-3903 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
12-5005 Supp .. Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · 238 
12-5221 Supp., Am. . ............... · · 33 
12-5222 Supp., Am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 




COMPARISON OF ACT TO K.S.A. CODIFICATION 
[Ch. 118 
MENTALLY ILL, INCAPACITATED AND DEPENDENT 
PERSONS, SOCIAL WELFARE 
MENTALLY ILL, INCAPACITATED AND DEPENDENT 
PERSONS; SOCIAL WELFARE 
CHAPTER 118 * 
House Bill No. 2208 
729 
AN Acr concerning the instruction in Braille reading and writing to blind students. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 
Section 1. As used in this section: 
(a) "Blind persons" means individuals who: 
(1) Have a visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye with 
conventional correction, or have a limited field of vision such that 
the widest diameter of the visual field subtends an angular distance 
not greater than 20°; 
(2) have a reasonable expectation of visual deterioration; or 
(3) cannot read printed material at a competitive rate of speed 
and with facility due to lack of visual acuity. 
(b) "'Braille" means the system of reading and writing through 
touch commonly known as standard English Braille. 
(c) .. Student" means any student who is blind or any student 
eligible for special education services for visually impaired as defined 
in public law 94-142. 
Sec. 2. All students may receive instruction in Braille reading 
and writing as part of their individualized education plan. No student 
shall be denied the opportunity for instruction in Braille reading and 
writing solely because the student has some remaining vision. 
Sec. 3. Instruction in Braille reading and writing shall be suf-
ficient to enable each student to communicate effectively and effi-
ciently at a level commensurate with such student's sighted peers 
of comparable grade level and intellect. The individualized education 
plan shall specify: 
(a) How Braille will be implemented as the primary mode for 
learning through integration with normal classroom activities. If 
Braille will not be provided to a child who is blind, the reason for 
not incorporating it in the indi\.'idualized education plan shall be 
documented therein; ' 
(b) the date on which Braille instruction will commence; 
(c) the level of competency in Braille reading and writing to be 
achieved by the end of the period covered by the individualized 
education plan; and 
(d) the duration of each session. 
Note: Session Laws presentations are on the left, K.S.A.s on the right. 
VII-16 
72· 1122. Instruction in Braille; defmi-
tions. As used in this section: 
(a) .. Blind persons" means individuals who: 
(1) Have a visual acuity of 20/200 or less 
in the better eye with conventional correction, 
or have a limited field of vision such that the 
widest diameter of the visual field subtends an 
angular distance not greater than 20°; 
(2) have a reasonable expectation of visual 
deterioration; or 
(3) cannot read printed material at a com-
petitive rate of speed and with facility due to 
lack of visual acuitv. 
(b) .. Braille" m~ans the system of reading 
and \\Titing through touch commonly known 
as standard English Braille. 
(c) ··student" means any student who is 
blind or any student eligible for special edu-
cation services for visually impaired as defined 
in public law 94-142. 
History: L. 1991, ch. 118, § l; July l. 
72· 1123. Providing instruction in Braille 
to all students. All students may receive in-
struction in Braille reading and writing as part 
of their individualized education plan. No stu-
dent shall be denied the opportunity for in-
struction in Braille reading and writing solely 
because the student has some remaining 
vision. 
History: L. 1991, ch. 118, § 2, July l. 
72· 1124. Instruction in Braille; indivi-
dualized education plan. Instruction in Braille 
reading and writing shall be sufficient to enable 
each student to communicate effectively and 
efficientl\' at a level commensurate with such 
student's. sighted peers of comparable grade 
level and intellect. The individualized educa-
tion plan shall specify: 
(a) How Braille will be implemented as the 
primary mode for learning through integration 
with normal classroom activities. If Braille will 
not be provided to a child who is blind, the 
reason for not incorporating it in the indivi-
dualized education plan shall be documented 
therein; 
{b) the date on which Braille instruction 
will commence; 
(c) the level of competency in Braille read-
ing and writing to be achieved by the end of 
the period covered by the individualized ed-
ucation plan; and 
(d) the duration of each session. 
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VIII 
CASE STUDY OF A BILL 
This chapter shows Journal of the House excerpts for House Bill 2504, which was intro-
duced during the 1983 legislative session. Approval of both chambers was not obtained by 
the end of the session, and the bill carried over to the following year. The bill again failed 
to be approved and thus died at the end of the biennium. The particularly turbulent history 
of this bill makes it ideal for study. 
On the pages that follow, the bill's progress-as noted in the Senate and House joumals-
appears on the right, and corresponding explanatory comments appear on the left. 
VIII-1 
CASE STUDY NOTES 
H-1 House Bill 2504 is introduced. 
H-2 The next day, the bill is referred to the Committee on Governmental Organization 
for study. 
H-3 After one week of study, the bill is reported back to the House with a recommen-
dation of "be passed." The committee recommends no amendments to the bill. 
H-4 The Committee of the Whole (House) considers the bill and recommends it be 
passed without amendment. 
H-5 On the same day as Committee of the Whole consideration, a motion is made to 
declare an emergency and advance the bill to final action. (House rules prevent 
final action until the day after Committee of the Whole consideration, except in 




















INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
HB 2504, by Committee on Governmental Organization: An act concerning 
alcoholic liquor; unlawful acts in connection with purchases or possession 
thereof; increasing penalties for commission thereof; amending K.S.A. 41-715 
and repealing the existing section. 
REFERENCE OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
Governmental Organization: HB 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505. 
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITIEES 
Committee on Governmental Organization recommends HB 2479, 2504 be 
passed. 
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 
On motion of Rep. Whitaker, Committee of the Whole report, as follows, was 
adopted: 
Recommended that HB 2446, 2447, 2504, 2505, 2125, 2010, 2228 be passed. 
INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS 
On emergency motion of Rep. Hoagland, HB 2074, 2242, 2334, 2446, 2447, 
2479, 2504, 2505, 2125; Sub. HB 2132; HB 2208, 2010, 2215, 2228, 2373, 2475, 
2493, 2358, 2468 were advanced to Final Action on Bills and Concurrent 
Resolutions. 
FINAL ACTION ON BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
VIIl-3 
H-6 Upon final action, the bill passes the House 105 to 19. Thirteen days have elapsed 
since the bill's introduction, and it passed, unamended, with an 84 percent "yea" 
vote. The bill is half-way toward becoming a law. 
S-1 The Senate receives a message from the House announcing passage of House Bill 
2504. 
S-2 The bill is introduced into the Senate. 
S-3 The bill is referred to the Federal and State Affairs Committee for deliberation. 
S-4 Following 45 calendar days, the committee recommends the bill "be amended" and 
passed. [Note: For brevity in this case study, amendments contained in committee 





1983 Mar.7, e 
SJ 258 S-1 
e 
Mar.8, e 1983 SJ 294 
Apr. 23, e 1983 SJ 737 
HB 2504, An act concerning alcoholic hquor; unlawful acts in connection with 
purchases or possession thereof; increasing penalties for commission thereof; 
amending K.S.A. 41-715 and repealing the existing section, was considered for 
f mal action. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 105, nays 19; present but not voting l; absent or 
not voting 0. 
Yeas: Acheson, Adam, Apt, Arbuthnot, Aylward, Baker, Barkis, Barr, Blu-
menthal, Braden, Brady, Branson, Buehler, Bunten, Bussman, Campbell, Charl-
ton, Chronister, Cloud, Cobb, Cribbs, Crowell, Crumbaker, Dean, DeBaun, 
Dempsey, Duncan, Dyck, Eckert, Ediger, Erne, Farrar, Flottman, Foster, Fox, 
Frey, R., Friedeman, Fry, L., Fuller, B., Fuller, W., Goossen, Green, Grotewiel, 
Culdner, Hamm, Harder, Harper, Hassler, Hayden, Helgerson, Hoagland, 
Holderman, Hoy, Johnson, L., Johnson, M., King, Kline, Knopp, Laird, Leach, 
Long, Louis, Luzzati, Matlack, Meacham, Miller, D., Miller, R. D., Miller, R. H., 
Moomaw, Moore, Nichols, Niles, Ott, B., Ott, K., Patrick, Peterson, Polson, 
Ramirez, Reardon, Reinhardt, Rezac, Roe, Roenbaugh, Rolfs, Roper, Runnels, 
Sallee, Sand, Schmidt, Shelor, Smith, Spaniol, Sughrue, Sutter, Teagarden, 
Turnquist, Vancrum, Wagnon, Walker, Weaver, Webb (Darrel), Webb (David), 
Whitaker, Wilbert, Wunsch. · 
Nays: Dillon, Douville, Francisco, Heinemann, Hensley, Jarchow, Justice, 
Love, Lowther, Mainey, Miller, V., Murphy, Myers, Patterson, Rosenau, 
Schweiker, Shriver, Solbach, Wisdom. 
Present but not voting: Littlejohn. 
Absent or not voting: None. 
The bill passed. 
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 
Announcing passage of HB 2010, 2074, 2125; Sub HB 2132; HB 2208, 2215, 
2228, 2242, 2334, 2358, 2373, 2446, 2447, 2468, 2475, 2479, 2493, 2504, 2505. 
INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILLS 
HB 2010, 2074, 2125; Sub. HB 2132; HB 2208, 2215, 2228, 2242, 2334, 2358, 
2373,2446,2447,2468,2475,2479,2493,2504,2505werethereuponintroduced 
and read by title. 
REFERENCE OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
The following bills were referred to Committees as indicated: 
Federal and State Affairs: HB 2228, 2504, 2505. 
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 
Upon unanimous consent, the Senate referred back to that order of business 
.. Reports of Standing Committees." ' 
Committee on Federal and State Affairs recommends HB 2504 be amended on 
page l, following line 37, by inserting the following: 
VIII-5 
S-5 An emergency is declared and the bill advances to final action. Since there has 
been no Committee of the Whole action in the Senate, the bill is subject to amend-
ment and debate. The committee amendments are adopted and the amended bill is 
approved by the Senate. 
Since the bill has been amended, it must return to the House to obtain House con-
currence with the Senate amendments. 
H-7 A motion is made that the House concur with the Senate amendments. If concur-
rence is obtained, the bill will go to the governor for approval. 
A substitute motion is offered, suggesting that the House nonconcur and request a 
conference committee. The substitute motion is adopted, and the speaker of the 
House appoints conference committee members (conferees). 
S-6 The Senate consents to the House request for a conference, and the president of 










FINAL ACTION ON BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 
On motion of Senator Talkington an emergency was declared by a % constitu-
tional majority, and HB 2504, 2582 were advanced to final action, subject to 
amendment, debate and roll call. 
HB 2504, An act concerning alcoholic liquor; increasing penalties for commis-
sion of certain unlawful acts in connection with the purchase or possession 
thereof; relating to private clubs; amending K.S.A. 41-715, 41-2601, 41-2606, 
41-2608 and 41-2627 and repealing the existing sections, was considered for final 
action. 
The bill was amended by adoption of.the committee amendments. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 30, nays 10; present and passmg O; absent or not 
voting 0. 
Yeas: Allen, Bogina, Burke, Chaney, Daniels, Feleciano, Gaar, Gaines, Gan-
non, Gordon, Harder, Hein, Hess, Johnston, Karr, McCray, Meyers, Montgom-
ery, Morris, Mulich, Parrish, Pomeroy, Rehom, Reilly, Roitz, Steineger, Talk-
ington, Vidricksen, Werts, Winter. 
Nays: Angell, Arasmith, Doyen, Ehrlich, Francisco, Hayden, Kerr, Norvell, 
Thiessen, Warren. 
The bill passed, as amended. 
MOTIONS TO CONCUR AND NONCONCUR 
On motion of Rep. Cloud to concur in Senate amendments to HB 2504, Rep. 
Laird offered a substitute motion to nonconcur and asked that a conference 
committee be appointed. The substitute motion prevailed. 
Speaker Hayden thereupon appointed Reps. Whitaker, Vancrum and Peterson 
as conferees on the part of the House. 
ORIGINAL MOTION 
On motion of Senator Reilly, the Senate acceded to the request of the House for 
a conference on HB 2504. 
The president appointed Senators Reilly. Vidricksen and Gannon as conferees 
on the part of the Senate on HB 2504. 
VIII-7 
H-8 The conference committee makes its report to the House. 
H-9 A House motion is made to adopt the conference committee report. A substitute 
motion is made not to adopt the report, and to request a second conference com-
mittee. The substitute motion fails. Consideration returns to the original motion to 
accept the conference committee report. 
According to the rules of the House, a Call of the House is imposed. A tally of the 
votes reveals that the motion to adopt the conference committee report has failed. 
H-10 A House member who voted not to adopt the conference committee report asks 
the House to reconsider that action. The membership agrees. 
H-11 The same member then asks to reconsider the substitute motion requesting a new 
conference committee. In light of the failure to adopt the current conference com-
mittee report, the members agree. 
The House members reconsider the substitute motion to ask for a new conference, 





CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT 
MR. SPEAKER. Your committee on conference on Senate amendments to HB 
2504, An act concerning alcoholic liquor; unlawful acts m connection with 
purchases or possession thereof; increasing penalties for commission thereof; 
amending K.S.A. 41-715 and repealing the existing section, begs leave to submit 
the following report: 
The Senate recedes from its amendments to the bill; 
And your committee on conference further agrees to amend the bill, as pnnted 
without amendments, as follows: 
On page 1, in line 33, after "by", by inserting a colon; by strikmg all of lines 34 
through 37 and inserting the following: 
• • • 
private clubs"; also in line 18, before "and", by inserting ... 41-2601, 41-2606, 
41-2608, 41-2623, 41-2624 and 41-2627 and K.S.A. 1982 Supp. 41-311"; in line 19, 
by striking "'section" and inserting .. sections"; 
And your committee on conference recommends the adoption of this report. 
EDWARD REILLY, JR. 
RICHARD G. GANNON 
BEN VIDRICKSEN 
Conferees on part of Senate. 
NEAL D. WHITAKER 
ROBERT I. v ANCRUM 
MICHAEL PETERSON 
Conferees on part of House. 
On motion of Rep. Peterson to adopt the conference committee report on HB 
2504, Rep. Laird offered a substitute motion to not adopt the conference com-
mittee report and asked that a conference committee be appointed. The substi-
tute motion did not prevail and the question then reverted back to the original 
motion of Rep. Peterson to adopt the conference committee report. 
Call of the House was demanded. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 48, nays 74; present but not voting O; absent or 
not voting 3. 
Yeas: Apt, Arbuthnot, Aylward, Barr, Branson, Bunten, Cloud, Cribbs, Duncan, 
Eckert, Foster, Fox, Francisco, Frey, R., Fuller, W., Heinemann, Helgerson, 
Hoagland, Holderman, Hoy, Johnson, L., Justice, King, Kline, Knopp, Littlejohn, 
Lowther, Mainey, Meacham, Miller, R. D., Moomaw, Nichols, Ott, B., Pabick, 
Patterson, Peterson, Reinhardt, Rezac, Rolfs, Roper, Runnels, Schmidt, 
Schweiker, Shriver, Spaniol, Vancrum, Whitaker, Wilbert. 
Nays: Acheson, Adam, Baker, Barkis, Blumenthal, Braden, Brady, Buehler, 
Bussman, Campbell, Charlton, Chronister, Crowell, Crumbaker, Dean, DeBaun, 
Dempsey, Dillon, Douville, Dyck, Ediger, Erne, Farrar, Flottman, Friedeman, 
Fry, L., Fuller, B., Goossen, Green, Grotewiel, Guldner, Hamm, Harder, Harper, 
Hassler, Hayden, Hensley, Jarchow, Johnson, M., Laird, Leach, Long, Louis, 
Matlack, Miller, D., Miller, R. H., Miller, V., Moore, Murphy, Myers, Niles, 
Polson, Ramirez, Reardon, Roe, Roenbaugh, Rosenau, Sallee, Sand, Shelor, 
Smith, Solbach, Sprague, Sughrue, Sutter, Teagarden, Turnquist, Wagnon, 
Walker, Weaver, Webb (Darrel), Webb (David), Wisdom, Wunsch. 
Present but not voting: None. 
Absent or not voting: Love, Luzzati, Ott, K. 
The motion to adopt the conference committee report did not prevail. 
Having voted on the prevailing side on the motion to adopt the conference 
committee report on HB 2504, Rep. Reardon moved the House reconsider its 
adverse action of not adopting the conference committee report. The motion of 
Rep. Reardon prevailed. 
Having voted on the prevailing side on the motion to not adopt the conference 
committee report and ask for a new conference, Rep. Reardon moved the House 
reconsider its previous action of not adopting the motion. The motion of Rep. 
Reardon prevailed. 
Rep. Laird renewed the substitute motion to not adopt the conference com-
mittee report and ask for a new conference. The substitute motion prevailed. 
Speaker Hayden thereupon appointed Reps. Whitaker, Vancrum and Laird as 
second conferees on the part of the House. 
VIIl-9 
S-7 The conference committee makes its report to the Senate. 
S-8 The Senate adopts the conference committee changes to the bill. If the House also 
adopts the report, the bill will go to the governor for approval. 
S-9 The Senate receives a message regarding House rejection of the conference com-
mittee report and the request for a new conference committee. 
S-10 The Senate again accepts the House request, and the president of the Senate ap-
points new conferees. 
H-12 The bill was still under consideration at the end of the 1983 session, so it carried 
over to the second year of the biennium. A House member of the conference com-






CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT 
MR. PRESIDENT: Your committee on conference on Senate amendments to HB 
2504, An act concerning alcoholic liquor; unlawful acts in connection with 
purchases or possession thereof; increasing penalties for commission thereof; 
amending K.S.A. 41-715 and repealing the existing section, begs leave to submit 
the following report: 
The Senate recedes from its amendments to the bill; 
And your committee on conference further agrees to amend the bill, as printed 
without amendments, as follows: 
On page l, in line 33, after "by", by inserting a colon; by striking all of lines 34 
through 37 and inserting the following: 
• • • 




Conferees on part of Senate. 
NEAL WHITAKER 
ROBERT V ANCRUM 
MICHAEL PETERSON 
Conj erees on part of House. 
Senator Reilly moved the Senate adopt the Conference Committee report on 
HB 2504. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 28, nays 11; present and passing l; absent or not 
voting 0. 
Yeas: Allen, Bogina, Burke, Chaney, Daniels, Feleciano, Gaar, Gannon, Gor-
don, Harder, Hein, Hess, Johnston, Karr, Montgomery, Morris, Mulich, Parrish, 
Pomeroy, Reborn, Reilly, Roitz, Steineger, Talkington, Vidricksen, Warren, 
Werts, Winter. 
Nays: Angell, Arasmith, Doyen, Ehrlich, Francisco, Gaines, Kerr, McCray, 
Meyers, Norvell, Thiessen. 
Present and passing: Hayden. 
The conference committee report was adopted. 
SJ 772 e MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 
S-9 Announcing the House not adopts conference committee report on HB 2504, 
requests a new conference and appoints Representatives Whitaker, Vancrum and 
Laird as 2nd conferees on the part of the House. 
e 
Feb.28, 8 1984 
ru 1329 H-12 
Also, the House adopts conference committee report on SB 414. 
ORIGINAL MOTION 
On motion of Senator Talkington, the Senate acceded to the request of the 
House for a conference on HB 2504. 
The president appointed Senators Reilly, Vidricksen and Gannon as conferees 
on the part of the Senate on HB 2504. 
CHANGE OF CONFEREES 
Speaker Hayden announced former Rep. Whitaker would be replaced as a 
conferee on the conference committee on HB 2504 by Rep. R. H. Miller. 
VIII-11 
H-13 The conference committee, unable to come to a compromise, "agrees to disagree" 
and recommends appointment of a third conference committee. The House adopts 
the report, and new conferees ~e appointed. 
Note: No further action occurs in the House. 
S-11 The conference committee, unable to come to a compromise, "agrees to disagree" 
and recommends appointment of a third conference committee. 
S-12 The Senate adopts the report, and new conferees are appointed. 
VIII-12 
1984 Mar.I, 8 
HJ 1382 H-13 
1984 Mar.I, 8 
SJ 1045 S-11 
CONFERENCE COMMITIEE REPORT 
MR. SPEAKER. Your committee on conference on Senate amendments to HB 2504, 
An act concerning alcoholic liquor; unlawful acts in connection with purchases or 
possession thereof; increasing penalties for commiss10n thereof; amending 
K.S.A. 41-715 and repealing the existing section, begs leave to submit the 
following report. 
Your committee on conference agrees to disagree and recommend that a new 
conference committee be appointed; 
And your committee on conference recommends the adoption of this report. 
E\\'ARD F. REILLY, JR. 
RICHARD G. GANNON 
BEN F. VIDRICKSEN 
Conferees on part of Senate. 
ROBERT H. MILLER 
ROBERT J. VANCRU~t 
CHARLES F. LAIRD 
Conferees on part of House. 
On motion of Rep. R.H. Miller, the conference committee report on HB 2504 
was adopted. 
Speaker Hayden thereupon appointed Reps. R.H . .Miller, Vancrum and Laird 
as third conferees on the part of the House. 
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT 
MR. PRESIDENT: Your committee on conference on Senate amendments to HB 
2504, An act concerning alcoholic hquor; unlawful acts in connection with 
purchases or possession thereof; increasing penalties for commission thereof; 
amending K.S.A. 41-715 and repealing the existing section, begs leave to submit 
the following report: 
Your committee on conference agrees to d1sagree and recommend that a new 
conference committee be appointed; 
And your committee on conference recommends the adoption of this report. 
EDWARD F. REILLY, JR. 
RICHARD G. GANNON 
BEN E. VIDRICKSEN 
Conferees on part of Senate. 
ROBERT H. MILLER 
ROBERT J. VANCRUM 
CHARLES F. LAIRD 
Conj ere es on part of House. 
On motion of Senator Vidricksen, the Senate adopted the conference commit-
tee report on HB 2504, and requested a new conference committee be appointed. 
The vice president appointed Senators Hess, Angell and Gannon as a third 
~onference committee on the part of the Senate on HB 2504. 
VIII-13 
S-13 The third conference committee agrees to eliminate the Senate's original amend-
ments to the bill and recommends new amendments. 
S-14 A motion is made not to adopt the report, and to request a fourth conference com-
mittee. 
A substitute motion is made to refer the bill back to the Federal and State Affairs 
Committee for further study. The presiding officer rules that the substitute motion 
is out of order. 
Pursuant to Senate rules, a challenge to the chair's ruling is made and a roll call 
vote is requested, forcing the recording of "yeas" and "nays." 
S-15 By a margin of one vote, the membership overrules the presiding officer, so the 
substitute motion to refer the bill back to committee is under consideration. Again, 
a roll call vote is requested and the motion squeaks by, thus sending the bill back 
to committee as though it had just come from the House. [Sending a bill to a 
standing committee this late in the session is usually deemed inadvisable.] 
VIII-14 
1984 Apr.4, 8 
SJ 1418 S-13 
1984 Apr.4, e 
SJ 1418 S-14 
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT 
MR. PRESIDENT: Your committee on conference on Senate amendments to HB 
2504, An act concerning alcoholic liquor; unlawful acts in connection with 
purchases or possession thereof; mcreasing penalties for commission thereof; 
amending K.S.A. 41-715 and repealing the existing section, begs leave to submit 
the following report: 
The Senate recedes from its amendments to the bill; 
And your committee on conference further agrees to amend the bill, as printed 
without amendments, as follows: 
• • • 
And your committee on conference recommends the adoption of this report. 
PAUL HESS 
CHARLIE L. ANGELL 
Conferees on part of Senate. 
ROBERT ff. MILLER 
CHARLES F. LAIRD 
ROBERT J. VANCRUM 
Conj erees on part of House. 
Senator Reilly moved that the Senate not adopt the Conference Committee 
Report on HB 2504 and a new Conference Committee be appointed. 
Senator Winter offered a substitute motion to rerefer the bill to the Committee 
on Federal and State Affairs. The Chair ruled the substitute motion out of order. 
The ruling of the chair was challenged. A roll call vote was requested by five 
senators. 
The vote was: Yeas 19, nays 21; present and passing O; absent or not voting 0. 
Yeas: Allen, Angell, Arasmith, Doyen, Ehrlich, Francisco, Gaines, Gordon, 
Harder, Hayden, Hess, Kerr, Montgomery, Morris, Roitz, Talkington, Thiessen, 
Warren, Werts. 
Nays: Bogina, Burke, Chaney, Daniels, Feleciano, Gaar, Gannon, Hein, John-
ston, Karr, McCray, Meyers, Mulich, Norvell, Parrish, Pomeroy, Rehom, Reilly, 
Steineger, Vidricksen, Winter. 
The chair was over-ruled and the substitute motion stands. 
On the substitute motion to re-refer HB 2504 to the Committee on Federal and 
State Affairs, a roll call vote was requested by five senators. 
The vote was: Yeas 21, nays 19; present and passing O; absent or not voting 0. 
Yeas: Bogina, Chaney, Daniels, Feleciano, Gaar, Gannon, Hein, Johnston, 
Karr, Montgomery, Mulich, Norvell, Parrish, Pomeroy, Rehom, Reilly, Roitz, 
Steineger, Vidricksen, Werts, Winter. 
Nays: Allen, Angell, Arasmith, Burke, Doyen, Ehrlich, Francisco, Gaines, 
Gordon, Harder, Hayden, Hess, Kerr, McCray, Meyers, Morris, Talkington, 
Thiessen, Warren. 
The substitute motion was adopted. 
VIII-15 
S-16 Never say die! A senator moves on the next legislative day to reconsider the re-
referral of the bill. At the request for a roll call vote, the "yeas" and "nays" are 
recorded and the motion to reconsider is adopted. 
S-17 The Senate is now considering whether to not adopt the conference committee 
report. A substitute motion is offered to adopt the report. 
Perhaps seeing this bill as being bogged in a quagmire, a senator introduces a mo-
tion to postpone further consideration until April 26, 1984. A roll call vote is de-
manded, and the matter is postponed by a one-vote margin. 
The Senate never again takes up this issue. Despite all the political maneuver-
ing, the bill dies upon final legislative adjournment in 1984. 
VIII-16 
1984 Apr.5, e 
SJ 1447 S-16 
INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND SENATE RESOLUTIONS 
Having voted on the prevailing side, Senator Raitz moved the Senate recon-
sider its action of April 4, 1984, to rerefer HB 2504 to the committee on Federal 
and State Affairs. 
A roll call vote was requested by five senators. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 25, nays 15; present and passing 0, absent or not 
voting 0. 
Yeas: Allen, Angell, Arasmith, Bogina, Burke, Doyen, Ehrlich, Francisco, 
Gaines, Gordon, Harder, Hayden, Hein, Hess, Kerr, McCray, Meyers, Mont-
gomery, Morris, Roitz, Talkington, Thiessen, Vidricksen, Warren, Werts. 
Nays: Chaney, Daniels, Feleciano, Gaar, Gannon, Johnston, Karr, Mulich, 
Norvell, Parrish, Pomeroy, Rehom, Reilly, Steineger, Winter. 
The motion carried and the Senate returned to consideration of the original 
motion by Senator Reilly to not adopt the Conference Committee Report and 
request a new conference committee be appointed. 
A substitute motion was offered by Senator Hess to adopt the Conference 
Committee Report. 
Upon consideration of the substitute motion, Senator Gannon moved that the 
Senate postpone consideration and debate of HB 2504 until April 26, 1984. 
A roll call vote was requested by 5 senators. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 21, nays 19; present and passing O; absent or not 
voting 0. 
Yeas: Bogina, Burke, Chaney, Daniels, Feleciano, Gaar, Gannon, Hein, John-
ston, Karr, Meyers, Mulich, Norvell, Parrish, Pomeroy, Reborn, Reilly, Steineger, 
Vidricksen, Werts, Winter. 
Nays: Allen, Angell, Arasmith, Doyen, Ehrlich, Francisco, Gaines, Gordon, 
Harder, Hayden, Hess, Kerr, McCray, Montgomery, Morris, Roitz, Talkington, 
Thiessen, Warren. 
The motion was adopted and consideration of HB 2504 was suspended. 
On motion of Senator Talkington, the Senate recessed until 2:00 p.m. 
VIII-17 
IX 
HISTORICAL EXCERPTS FROM THE 
1861 LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
Reprinted here are Journal of the Senate excerpts from the first Kansas legislative session, 
convened in 1861. Aside from the formal language, the format of the journal is quite simi-
lar to the format in use today. The legislative procedure has gone through some stylistic 
alterations during the past 130 years of statehood, but remains fundamentally the same. 
[Historic note: Senator Sam Wood, who seems to be a center of controversy in these ex-
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:-\1:x.\Tt: CnA1mr::n, Tort:KA, March 26, 1861. 
Pnr~nnnt to th<' Procl.1m.1ti11n of the Go\"cinor, tho Scni\te con-
n•nc.l nl 1:!, ~r .. :m•l Wt'r<' ndl<•1l to oulcr by l1iM Ilonor, Joi-cph P. 
Boot, Li,·ut1•n.111t <fm·t•rn11r of the Hlntc nn.l ex-officio P1e~ilt.('nt of 
Ute :-;l'llllh.•, who i-uLmitte1l llw ful1owin3 rl'JU:uk:;: 
(;enl/em.m qf the Senate: 
It ln•c ulUl'i- my tluty at th•' prci::C'nt time, as ex-officio President of 
tlu• ~··n.ate, to l·all your hcmo111ulc Lo1ly tu onlc1; anJ while bO <loing, 
I fct•I. :m•l l hnvc no llouht. we ull feel, th1Lt. thi:-. j, a mom~nl of deep 
i11h'r1• .... t to ui., uncl to th<' Ul'W ~t11tc of Kunsus, so ably i·eprcsentecl 
in tl1i:- ~~·nnlc ChnmLcr. 
Tiii' ti1111! .... o long loukctl for, ~o long pmyc1l for, nnd so long nnc.l 
:11tluci11 .. Jy st1 u~.n;ll'tl mlll wo1 k•!d for, 1rn:-. at lcn~th arrived, und K.an-
M'i ha" t:1k1•u hl•r place nmong the troubled Si .... te1 hood of States. 
Thnt ol1l nn1l ~lorious Con-;tellalion of Stars, originally numbering 
thirtct'n, n111l calll'd Tm~ U SIO!tl, on..!c bumi:-.hc\l blight wi.h the holy 
l1loo•l of l 77G, nntl Nhining with dazzling splcntlor among the polit-
i.·al l'"ll"tdlution~ of Earth, now incrcai;cJ. to thirty-tour, i,:, covered 
with tlnrk nnd thrca.t<.·ning clouds. 
Yon, g<•ntlemnn of this Sl·natc-we, citizens of Kan~as-have 
:-.omcthing to tlo in view of the perils that hang over this nation; 
anul like men, likn patriots, let us that duty pcrfo. m. Let us show 
our <levotion to £1,recuom, as given us by the Fnthc11:1 of the Republic 
-youngest though we arc of the family-by being the FOREMOST 
ancl the FIRMJ:ST to PROTECT in their entirety the CoNBTITUTION and 
tho UKmN. 
GENTLEMEN, I will not detain you. What I feel you all feel; and 
l have confidence to believe thu.t 110 act of this bocly will tend to 
"traken the fraternal bonds that have so long bound our country to-
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gether. We have posse<l through trials boforc, oauscd by the fickle· 
n688 and base falseness of mere political ntlers. My memory need!'! 
no unusual touch to enable it to bring before my vision here, on thii; 
very spot-now as then, the capital of the STATE of KanHae-whole 
companies of mounted soldiers, with sabers drawn, nud ~teed cager 
for the battle, with loaded cannon, and the lighted fuHe burning, 
ready at a moment's warning to 8cnrl death and destruction through 
the streets of this quiet town-ull these, untl a thousand wori;e RccneH, 
are fresh in our minds; but FnEEDOM hns triumphed, and Kansas~ 
FREE ! With a firm and steady faith uml purpose, thus it will 
ever be. 
On motion of :Mr. Elder, 
John A. Martin, member elect from the SeconJ District, wa..; 
elected temporary Secretary. 
The following Senators presented their crctlcntials, anil took and 
J.ubscribed tlie following on th, livhich was administered by J •\eoh 
Safford, Esq., Judge of the Third Judicial DiRtrict, viz: 
Firit District-H. N. Seaver, Thomas A. Osborn. 
Second Dutrict--John ..A.. Martin, IL R. Dutton. 
Third Di1trict-Samucl Lappin. 
Fourth Diatrict-Samuel D. Houf.ton. 
Siztk Diltrict-H. W. Farnsworth, Edward Lynde. 
Seventh District-.Tolm H. McDowell, ,foi;st' C'onne]I. 
Eighth .Dutrict---John Lockhart, 0. ll. aunn, Jo:iiuh )[illl'r, Hob-
ert Morrow. 
Ninth Di1trict-J. C. Burnett, J. F. Broudlll'u.d, .). A. Phillip~. 
1. entk .District-P. P. Elder, "\Villinm 8prigg~. 
Eleventh Diatrict-Sumuc1 E. Hoffmun. 
Twelfth .Dutrict-E. P. Bancroft, H. 8. ~Jeep••;·. 
Tltirteenth District-8. N. \Voocl. 
AUSENT. 
Fifth .Diltrict-Jobiah M. Hubbal'd. 
Seventh Diatrict-Hampton B. Deunum. 
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fo\T .. \ TE OF KANSAS, l 
8H \WXl·:•~ Uol':~n-\·, f sf!. 
~F.N.\TE HAr.r., 'fo1•r::1cA, :\forch 26, 1861. 
l do :->o1t.•mn1~- 1'1\\ Pill' that J will support the Constitution of tht· 
Cnitctl Stntes nntl th(' Cou:-ititntion of the State of Kansas, and faith-
fuJh· <lii-;chnr~t' tlll' dntiC's of mv office ns Sl•nntor of said State. So . .... " 
h~Jp me God. 
0. Il. GUNN, 
8. E. HOFFMAN, 
.JES~~ CONNELL, 
E. P. BANCROFr, 
H. R. DUTrON, 
W. SPRIGGS, 
H. S. SLEEPER, 
H. W. FARNSWORTH, 
,JOSIAH l\1ILLER, 
,J. W. McDOWELL, 
'!'HOS. A. OSBORX, 
,JOHN A. :MARTIN, 
:-;.AJ1UEL LAPPIN, 
P. P. ELDER, 
EDWARD LYNDE, 
,JOHN LOCKHART, 
,T, C. DURNE'IT, 
.T. F .. BROADHEAD, 
H. N. SEA VER, 
,J. A. PHILLIPS, 
S. D. HOUSTON, 
8. N. WOOD, 
Il. MOilROW. 
t, .J1u.~ob Hnffor<l, do lum·hy certify tlrnt the foregoing oath was by 
me <luly admini!oltC'red to <'nch nncl e\•cry one of the persons whos<~ 
u:1rncH ure abo,·c tl1creto 11ttuchcll, RH Senators of the State of Kan-
~nt:, in the R••nntc }foll, nt Topeka, on the twenty-sixth day of 
:\ford1, A. n. 1861; nn<l I further certify, that the same was duly 
1'Ubt>l'rihe<l l•y snicl pcnmm~. 
\Yitucsi; my homl, this firtit day of April, A. D. 1861. 
:JACOB SAFFORD, 
Judge Tltird Judicial Diltrict, &ale of Kamu. 
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Tit•11ort, that we have iwrfonned that duty, nnd that the Gov-
~1uor will communicate fo1 thwith to each House in writing. 
H. N. \VOOD, ~ 
,J. H. MCDOWELL, Committee. 
U. MORROW, 
)Ir. 'Yoo1l ro ..... e to n qm•i-.tion of privilege, ancl read tlie following 
from ihe proeeetlings of the House, ns reported in the State Recorrl 
of the 30th ult. : 
.. 'Yhil,.,t the ,·otl• wa ..... being tnkcn in the negath·c, :Mr. Buck-
mn:-.ter culll'll 'Sam \\T ooc.l' to i-:it <lown." Mr. '1Vood Raid: 'V ith a 
1111111l~r of Rt>nntors lit' wnl-. in the Hom.;e Chnmbcr yesterday, at the 
time the Yote wn~ taken n•forrc1l to; thut there being no other Heat, 
lie i.;at nt the> time>, on n 1ll'1'k of one of the mcmberEI; that he di<.l 
not moYe from his i-.cat whil~t the Yote wnR being taken, cithc1· in 
the :lflirmntivc or ncgntiw; thnt the insinuation that lie attempted 
to yote in the House wns false. He wns unwilling such an im-
11rt•!-,sion l-.hould go to the pulilic tmcontradictcd. 
The GoYcrnor, throu!!'h liiR P1frate Hecretn.ry, communicated the 
following :MeSl·illge, which wnr; read to the Senate : 
To Lite .Jlembers of the Senate and House of Representatives of th..: 
Stute o/ Kansas : 
It il-o a f..Ourcc of congrntulntion that the people of Kansas, after a 
1mpilage of more than :-ix yc.1rs, urc permitte(l to inaugurate a gov-
enuuent of their uwn. Prol>ably no 'rcrritory of the UnitCll State-. 
hai-. ha'-l MH:h a Yul icd hihtory ni; that ceded by France, nnd of which 
K:uha-, ili n part. Fwm l-irptl•mbcr 14, 1712, until cetlcd to 
the r11itcll Htltte:,, Al'ril 30, 1~03, the Civil Code, as inouifie<l by 
Frane:.! unJ regul,ltions of ~pain, wns the law of the Territory. In 
~lu1 d1, 1 HU4, t hl· Terri wry was divitlcll by n line corresponding 
with the thirty-tl1inl dl'g'lL'C of north Jutitmle, nnd the northern por· 
tion cnlletl the ViHtritt of Louisiana. The executive power of the 
Govcn.or ot Indiana wus extemlctl over the 'fcrrritory, embracing 
the prci;ent ~tute of Kan.,.as, nn<.l the Governor and Judges of Indi-
ana were uuthorizc1l to ei-tnuliHh inferior court8, prescribe their ju-
l'i:-.tlietiun and duties, awl muke laws for the government of the peo-
ple. In 1805 a Territorial Govcmmcnt w11s grantctl to the North-
ern Pro\'ince, nutl it w:is culled the Territory of Louisiana. Under 
this Govemmcut, the lrgislativc power wni:; vel:itetl in n Governor 
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and three J utlges. In 1812 this Territory wi1s organized an cl nnnlC'c 1 
:\lisnouri Territory, its lcgit1latiYe power consisting of n Governor, 
<'ouncil nnd House of UeprcHcntatives. In l~iO Mi~Mntri was acl-
mitt.ed into the Union, leaving Kans&.6 without amy urg1mizctl gov-
ernment. 
On the 30th of May, 1854, Kanf'RB and :Xcbrn:-1ka were organized, 
with an Executive and Judicinry appointetl by the Prcsi<ll•nt, uncl a 
Lrgifilatnre elected by the pt\ople. Under the 01gnnic ....\l't it wus 
tlnimctl that the people were left perfectly free to f 01 m uncl rcgnluk 
their domchtic institutions in their own wny, imujcrt only to the 
Constitution of the United States. This perfect freedom rc:·mltc<l in 
nu earnest contci..t upon the question of 8l11vcry, which enlistc1l 011 
one side or the other the sym1mthies of the people of the ~tak:; 
generally. 'fhe temptation to plnnt the institution of Slavery in tlll' 
Territory before consecratctl to Freedom, was too i.trong to be rei--ist-
cd, and to ctuTy out that purpm;e, the fin;t Legii.latmc wnK clL•decl 
by non-rebiucnth, citizens of an adjoining Htute. This proccctliu~ 
wai; c:1rnestly protested against, and the Legislature thus clcctl'cl, 
with its enactment!;, repmlinted by the inhabitants. The usurpin~ 
Lt•f,iislature elected all ("Otmty and local officers for a. tcnn of fuur 
years, aud provided •.mch testt4 and restrictions for voting as to cx-
ducle from the polls all F1·ce Htn.te men with self respeet, thus rcn-
clering their mle perpetual. 'fhe mmrpntion Wal' crnlorscll Ly the 
Prcsirlent, nud there was uo \vuy out of the difficulty short of It~\·o­
lution, except in the formation a Rtntc Constitution. Aeeortliugly, 
in October, 1855, R Dclcgntc Convention met at Topeka, and fnnue1l 
n. Constitution, nnd 1ncfficled for a Htnte GO\·crnment. 'lnii;; inl-'tru-
mcnt, although repcate<lly ratified by the people, wns n•jertctl l>y tl1t• 
U. 8. 8enntc. After vninly endeavoring to cnforcr the_• Territorinl 
u:mrpation, arnl after the rcmovnl of Hevcral Hovernor~. for tlwir inn· 
bility or rcfmml to enslave the pt:'oph•, the obnoxiom; trsts u.ntl re-
r-;trictions were removetl from the ballot-box, nnd the peopl<.' nllowecl 
their rights uncler the Organic Act. Jn th.- menu time, a mo,·t•mcnt 
originntcd under the auspices of the ui-nrpcrs, which rc1mltc<l in till' 
Constitution known ns the L<>compton Constitution. This Consti. 
tution, like th<' LcgiFdature providing for it, was rcpmlintc,l by our 
citizcnH, nnd conrlitionally rejected by Congrei::I', nlthongh appron•'l 
by the Prc8illcnt. While the L'~compton Coni;;titution was }ll'nclin~ 
in CongrcfiH, the p<'oplc, in order to secure a Gov<.•rnment of their 
own, culled amothcr Convention, which nst;cmLlcd nt Leavenworth 
ancl puM:il'<l u third Constitution, thr1t was nlso rcjl'ctetl hy Congn\s ... 
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l 1crsist<'nt in their efforts to i::;ccurc their politicu.l rights, another 
Convc.•ntion wns called Ly the people, through their Legislature, 
which met at "'\Vynuclot, .July 5th, 1859, mul frnme<l the Constitu-
tion untlt•r which you Wl'l'l' elccte<l, nnd are cnllccl upon to legislate. 
'l'lais Constitution hus Leen approved. by Congresl', nncl by the act 
of 111lmissiou we nrc placed on un cqnnl footing, politicnlly, with ull 
the States of the Union. 
The necessity for so mnch Constitution-making oud strife as Knn-
l"ns ha~ expcricnce<l during the pust six ycnrs, luu~ been cnusetl chiefly 
l>y the q11t•stion of Slavery. Tlrnt qum;tion, :-.o for ns the Constitution 
uIHl lnwi.; t't\ll settle it, iii now ·scttlctl. 'Yhcther or not there is a ves-
tige of the institution l'l'lllitining, is fur the .J udiciury to decide. It 
is trnly a cause for rejoicing that this tlisturbing clement is forever 
l'l'lllO\·ed from our locnl politic~. nml th11t our domestic institutions 
nre !inch as arc best calculutcJ to de,·elop the resources nu<l secure 
the higlu.•Ht good of tbe State. 
'['he fonnation of fiO many Constitutions wns mmlc necessary by 
the HlnYe1y contest. 'fbis contest wus opl'nell Ly the action of Con-
grc•ss in removing the Slavery RcHtriction, an<l continued by its rejec-
tion of the 'l'opcka mlll LC'Rn•nworth Constitutioni-;. 
l t is custonrnry for Congress to p11y the expenses of making om• 
Cun ... titution in all new SttLteK, nntl ns it wns owing to no fault or ac-
tion of the people thnt Kansas was not auhnittcll under the first or 
thiul ~onstitution, but to the failure of Congress to respond to the 
popular sentiment in the Territory, the General Government should 
pny the expense incurred in framing them. 
'l'hc nttempt to fasten upon K1\ll'i<\S nn in!ititution distasteful to a 
lurgc nu~jority of the people, in dfrect violation of the letter nnd 
~pirit of the Organic Act, ca.used much suffering aml pecuniary lost\. 
It is the duty of nil GO\·emm<.'nts to preserve the peace. It is for 
this they nrc orgnnizcd allll supported. The citizen who is tnxed to 
defray the expenses of a Government has n right to full protection 
to life ancl pro1.crty, anti the }>Owel' that n,.;sumce the Govc1nment of 
a i1eoplc is m-;ponsiblc for the pea.cc of the same. It is notorion" 
thnt the peace of Kansas was not preserved hy the Government, but 
on the contrary in many instances the offi<-c1·s were the aggressort;. 
In .-bort, had it not been for the interference on the part of the Fccl-
crnl Administration, anti its attempt to fasten Slavery upon us, in op-
poMition to the wishes of a large majority of our pcopl<.', but little, 
if any, loHs woultl liave been suft'~l'Cll hy our citizcnH. 
The 'fcrritorilll li>giRlaturc of 1859 providetl for a Comu1ission 
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to audit the loi;;scs incurred during the disturbances, nncl tlicy nwanl( 
as due to our people, nearly five hundred thonsnml dollars. Thi8 
amount it is clearly the duty of the Pcdcml Government to pay, 
and it is believed that an npproprintion wiJI lrn mnllc, nt the next 
session of Congress, for that purpose. A~ the Legii.luturc provided 
for issuing warrants on the Territorial Treasurer, for the amount of 
the aw1mls of the Commi~sioncrs, it would M·oi1l confusion, nml <lo 
justice to all parties, i.honl<l Congres8 provide thnt the money pni1l 
should be to the claimant in pcri;;on, or his attorney, on the 1mmm-
dcr of his waITant, or to the State Treasurer, who 8l10ultl puy it out 
in like manner. This method wonld prntect nll parties and relieve 
the State from liability, shoulrl any now exist, without Jo.;;s to itsdf, 
aml without incurring the 01limn im;ep:trable from repudiation. The 
claimnnts o.re very numerou~, for the most piu't worthy citizens, who 
sufferecl in a jnst cause, nn1l it is highly proper that the State :-.houhl 
render all aid possible, in procuring from CongresH their due, 
while it protects all purtics from loss. 
From the report of the Territorial .Amlitor to the Territorial Leg-
islature, it will be seen that the present inclt•Ltedness of the Htnte 
cannot be lctis than $100,000. On the prim:iple that taxation am.I 
rcpresentntion arc in-;cpnrahle, this deLt :.;houltl be nssnmetl by Con-
gress. Kansas has not only hntl no Rcpr~scntativc in Congress, but 
the control of the Territorial Government hns been with the Federal 
Administration. \.Vhile we have fl.1rnishctl our full proportion of rev-
enue to the Federnl Tren1mry, without r<.>prcsentntion, it is not too 
much to ask that tl1c expenses of the 'l'crritoritil Governmcn t shoultl 
be met by that Trensury. In the Act of A(hni:-.sion Congn•ss rejectctl 
the ordinance attachccl to the Con-;titution, nml proposc1l, inste1ul, 
to give the State the 16th nn<l 36th sections in each township, for 
RchoolR; 72 sections for a University; 10 sections for Public Ilniltl-
ings ; 6 sections to ench Emlt Rpring, not exceeding twelve in num-
ber, and five per cent. of tho sales of the Public J,,andN, with the 
following proviso: "That th'? foregoing propofiitionR, licrcinbeforc 
offered, arc on the contlition thnt the people of Kansl\R Hlrnll pro-
vide, by an ordinance, in-evocaLlc without the consent of the United 
States, that said State shall novcr interfere with tl1e primary <liK-
posal of the soil within the snmc, by the United 8tatcH, or with 
any regulations CongrcRA may fintl nece~11mry for seeming the title 
in said soil to bonafide pnrchaRe1·,. thereof; nmt that the saitl State 
slmll never tax the landH or the property of the United Stntc:;t in 
said State." 
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The right to tnx the lands of the United Sta.tcs is thus vii·tually 
eouccded, unlcsi; relinqnhihell by an ordinance of the State. Such iii 
the clecision of tho Supreme Court of the United States. In 1838, 
.Judge Mc Lenn, of the f-iuprcme Uourt, made the following decision: 
''It iH true, the Unitetl Htntel'.I held the proprietary iight, and also 
the right of i:io,·crl'ignty, until the 8ttltc Uovcrnmcnt wai:; estab-
lii-lw1l ; bnt mc>rc propril•tnry right, if it exists, givcR no right of 
t:ovcrl'ignty. The U uitcd Stntcli mny owu 1 n1ul within a State, but 
political iurii;:cliction dot's not follow this owuer::,hiii. Where juris-
<liction i~ n<.•cci;sa.ry, as tor forti; and arseuuls, a cci;i.ion of it is obtained 
from the Stak. Even the l:m1ll'l of the l·uitcd Statci;, withiu tl1:! 
l"\tate, nr<.' cxt•mptt•1l from tnxntiun hy t:ompnct.,, 
Gov. Hoht•1t J. \V nlkcr, in his lnawg-nrul A<.ltlrci,s to the 1.cuplc of 
Knnc;;as, 1--nid: "I 1lo uot tlis1mtc tlll' title of the Government to tl1e 
Public L:mtls of Kan1-.as, hut I «lo f;l\Y that this iight is that of an 
owner only, aucl that when Kani.as Lccomcs 1t titak', the Public Lamls 
1m' imhject to tnxntion by Htnte authority, like thoim of any in<livicl-
unl propril'tor. unlcsf\ that powl'r is rclin<1ui .... hc.l by the Rtate in the 
or•linnncc 11stmmi11~ the fonn of n compact, liy which the State i'I 
nllmittc<l into the Union." 
It is a serious detriment to the revenue nu<l prosperity of any 
State, to have within it lnrg-t• tmcts of land not imbject to ta:xntiou, 
:md mon! ehpccinl}y to a new l"it:Lt<.'. 8huuhl Knnbns relinquii..h the 
right to tax the Public L1m1ls, n foir t'cp1irnlc11t i,hm1l1l be grantetl. 
'Yhile no <'xorbit:mt deman<ls shoultl he m;ul<', nn1l the most fricntlly 
rclutions to the Fe1leml Govcmment be chori,..Jictl, it i~ the right antl 
cluty of the l.t<·~if.,Jature to us k Rn<.:h te1ms n"' arc ju-;t uncl equitable. 
Tlw tcm1s proposc1l hy Cong-rsl's urc for our " free acccptunco or re-
jection," and may he accepted 11b:-olukly or conditionally. Shonlil 
the Leiii-htture accept the proposition, n1ul exempt the PuLlic Lands 
from taxation, on condition thnt the <'Xpcui..~s of the K<'wml Consti-
tutional Conventions, the R\\'arclH of the Clni m Commi1'!~ionen1, nncl 
the indebtedness of the Tcrrito1·y, 11houltl be paid, an<l a grant of 
money n.ud lancl for public institutioua, bniltlinh"fi nnd railroads should 
be mnde, equnl to grnutR macle to otht•r Hlatcs, these conditions 
would doubtless be rendily acceded to by Congresfl. 
rn1e Act of Admisi;ion provides thnt where eitl1er, or any part of 
sections 16 or 3G, Imve been Rohl or otherwise diRposcd of, other 
lands ct1uivnlent thereto, nml ns contiguous ns mfLy be, Rhall be 
granted to snicl State for the use of Scl1ools. No provit;ion is mode 
for muking this selection of cquh-ulcnt lands for School purposes 
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and it is important that it Rhonl<l be mnclc by this Lcgi"luture. 
The lnnds for Univcrtiity, Public lluildings und Halt HpringH are 
to be s<'l('cterl by the Govemor, sul1jcct to the n.pprovnl of the Com-
missioner of the General Lnnd Oflice, nn<l to he tlispm;cd of in Huch 
uumncr ns the Legislature urny prescribe. These lnnds not having 
been selected, their value cannot, n1-1 yet, be ostimntcll, nor cnn they 
be iutelligt•ntly disposed of. 
The School LanclH, by the Com;titution, cunnot be ~oh\, unfol"i-. 
nnthorizccl by t\ vote of the p<'oplc nt a gt•ucrnl election, altl1ougl1 
they nrc subject to valuation n:ul lcnsc for nny mmaucr of ycari-;, not 
nxceeding twcnty-fiVl', nt n rntc ci.tnblishccl Ly lnw. It ii, importunt 
to obtuin a revenue from tlicsc lumli; t\S tioon m; mny be, witlwut sn.l·-
rifice, and Rome legislation is demnnclcd on tllhoi 1mbjcct. ln nclclition 
to a provision for leasing School Lnncls, it mny be desirable to .submit 
propm;ition to the people to autl1orizc the tlii..po~nl of a limited 
nmount of the moi:;t Ynlunhlc lnrnl. Cnr<', l10wcn!r, i-,houltl be tukl•J1 
to guard Against Racrificing them nt n low price for the the L<.•ncfit of 
Npcculntion. It i8 only in the more thil'kly pClpulntccl portions ot 
the State that School Lnncls .,:}10ulcl he l'Olcl, n1ul then at a Yaluntic111 
with a minimum of eight or ten tlollarK an ncr<'. Po:.;tcrity will 
11old the present gcnerntion to a stril't n<.'<.'otmtnLility fur the <lispo-
~ition of tl1e School Lnnclf•, ancl th<' ineonll' st•curecl from their 1-\:tlt•. 
With proper mnungcment of the Hd1ool Fnmls, K1msas, in a f('w 
years, can liave tl1e most munificent cn(lowml'ut for her Commou 
Hchools of any State in the Union, save llin11l'1Sotn. 
The Com;titution contcmplnfoi-; lcgislnticm upon the following snh-
jecti,: 
The timm; nml places of holcling District ( ~om·ts, mul tlu•ir jnri~-
diction; 
JuriRdiction of ·Supreme Court; 
DutieR of the Clerk of the DiNtrict Vourt ; 
,rurisdiction of the Prob11tc Uonrti; am1l .Jn~ticcs of the Pence· The selectionR of pro tem . • J mlge of Dishiet Vourt ; , 
Duties of the State aml County 8npt•rintmclcnt of Public In8truc-
tion: 
Establish uniform 11yHtem of 8choolw ; 
Rtate Univenity : 
Benevolent lnstitutionR ; 
Penitentiary : 
Pro,·ision for tl1e Poor; 
Orgonization of Milititi ; 
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.Apportionment; ANssei-;:-.ml'nt of Tnxei-. ; Public Printing ; 
Property right:; of married won1cn; 
Locn.tion of Capital ; 
Hemon"Ll of 8uit:> from Tc•1-ritorinl to Htntc C'onrtx ; 
A Htntc Scnl. 
'fhe present Militia Law }ll"OYiilcH for the org:mizntion of military 
<·om1umil•s, but for no regimental or Lrigiull• oniccn~. If nmcnllccl in 
this respect, it wouhl mnlrn thl' prt•>icnt ll\w sufficiently effective. 'l'hc 
election of fil•M officcrl'l 11y commis1o.iom•1l ofliccrf' of the companil'l'i 
('omprising t11l' rcspediw r<·~imcnts or hrigndc..•s, would he more snt-
1 .... r~ll·tory to the rnnk-nr11l-ti1C', nncl o. fiUrcr rC'wnr1l of merit, tlum 
elections L~· tlll' l.1<'gislllturc, or nppointments by th•! Executive . 
.As nll laws or part:-; of laws in force in thl' Territory, ut the time 
of our ndniii-::sion, not inco11sisb•11t with the Con!o\titution, remain in 
ftm·e until till'~· t•xp1rt• or shall Le rt')J(.•nh•cl, it lll:l)' uot l>t' ncc..·cssary 
or t•xpcclient for the L(•gis);\turc to net upon nll 1.he t.ul,jects nhovc 
ommwrnll'cl nt its firi.t :-;cssion. It is muclc the cluty of the fir8t Ll'g-
i:-.hitnr<', how<•\·cr, to pro\"ich• for nu up11ortiomm'nt of the Jll<'JUUCl'fi 
of the J...~ .. ~h,lattm•, :uul for i-.nlnnitting the 1pwstion of pcnnun~nt 
location of till' Cnpitnl to n nite of the people. Home lt•gi:-.lation 
<'Om:cming tlll' juri.l\didion of the :o-l'\·cml ( •011rh. ii-; cnllc..•<l for Olll'l', 
thnt thii.; Lnmdt of the Uo,·ernmeut mny han• 110 <louht~ thr11\\'Jl 
over its uction . 
... \lthou~h tlu.' Conf-titution c..·ontinnc..•s in fore<', tlte Tcrritorinl lnwi-; .• 
until tlll'~· slmll <•xpirc or nre 1-epcnh•cl, tlll'rC is not one tliut clot•s uot 
1·cqnin· ~0111c change in phm~t·olo~y or otherwis<', to mnke it harmo-
nize with the St1Ltc ( iowmm<•nt. This hc..•ing the ens<', :mll us till' 
lnw:-;, in many instance~, arc contr;u\ietory nml ol1seurc, no time t·1m Le 
more nppropriatc tlrnn tl1c prei.cnt, for n complc..•te n•vision nncl c..·otli-
ficution of nll the lnwN. A Coclifying Committt>c, compose<! of the 
hc..•st legal tnlcnt in the State, to Hit during the rcccs~, woultl sn\"c 
''xpenxe ancl hnn·i<'<l lcgiHlntion. Shoul<l 1-\lll'h n CommittC'c he• 
nppointecl, the fil'l'it scHRion t•otald he limited to n few tlnys, nml nll 
legifdation, cxc<.•pting such nN mny Le ll<'l'<.'Ntmry to tlac hnnnouiou .. 
working of tlae Government, postpon<'cl until the l'<'gulur MCtiNion. 
'l11e Conwtitution <lcclarcs thnt "tbc .Lt.•giHlnturc Nhull prO\·icll', 
each y<'ar, for raising rc\•cm1c suffici<'nt to dcfrny t11c c.-nrrent t•xpcn-
~H of the Stat<' ;" hut for "extraordinary cxpemwH," the ~tntt.• 
mny contrnct cll'bb~. 
'.l'hc Huhjcct of Finances will cull for early, curm'Nt nn<I <'nrcful 




years, mnst be onerous, cspecinlly when the comparatively impover-
il'hcrl condition of the people ifl consiclercfl. It ii;;, therefore, impor-
tant to provi<le for funding the extraordinary expenseR attending the 
change from a Territ01iol to a 8tnte Govcrumcnt, including the 
expenses o( the Legislature. 
The current expenses of the Govcrnmeut might be grent]y dimin-
if.hetl without <letriment, by re1luciug the number of members of the 
Legi!-ilaturc. Until our population i.;lrnll have largely increased, tor-
ty-five mcmbert-: of the Hons(•, nn<l fifteen mcmL<m~ of the Senate, 
would Ruln;crve the public interci;tf.. quite as well ns the prcHent num-
ber, mul n•clucc the per diem :1ggrrgntc nenrly Olll!-half. 
'l'o le~scn the tnx for the i-upport of the .Jmlil'i:iry, which cannot 
Le le~s l1y tlu• krnts of the ('on:-.titntinn thnu twcln thoui.;und dollars, 
nnnunlly, the L<·~islntme miµ-ht proviile that cndt suitor shoulcl pay 
to the Clerk, fo1 th~ U~(' of thl' ~tatt.', n i-;mull foe of one or two 
clollars, to be l'l'l'koue<l us costs ngain:-.t the cldinqucut pnrty. Al> 
pnrties to 1mit1o; urc th~ pcr:-.ons rhidiy hcucfitccl by the Courts, no 
injustice is clont' th<•m if tlwy nrc tax.eel proportionally . 
.Although it i~ IH•li(•,·ecl thut the < ~cm•ml Uownuuent will l\l'\Sllme 
mi1l pny the 'fcnitorinl iuclchtl'1lnri-;s, umonuting to ubont 8100,000, 
in t11c menu time it :-;honl<l h<• hnttl(•<l, pnyul1le f\omc ycnrs hence, that 
the cn.•clit of tho Htntc may uot bntl<.·r, nml th:1t the tnxes nlrcmly 
lcYiccl 111ay Le n}ll>l'oprint<.•11 for <.·nrrcnt Rtatc exp('ll"Cs. 
The p:1"t yenr lrns ltc<.•11 orn• of unpn•t·ctlt•Utl•cl drouth n1ul consc-
cpwnt i-.curcify in K:msm;. Om fonnc•1 s, l'lll'Om·ngt>c.l by the bounti-
fol rctum fur ):1hor bestowecl upon tlw i,oi) in ye.m; past, lrnll an 
um1Hml quantity of hm1l un1l<•r c·ulth-ntion. ".ith au ordinary sup-
p1y of min, a l:ng-c mnmmt of prmluce woulcl lrnve been rni:o1cd for 
export, owl no people woultl lu\\"c been more highly favored than 
our own. lnio;ten.l, ho,,·c,·er, of pk•uty, mul consc<1nent prospel'ity, 
uumy of our citi;.eus han~ l>L•eu n•cipit•nh; of foreign chnl'ity. For 
the prompt nntl g<.•nerous n•lief nfforclctl by HtnteN nml imfo·i<luals, 
n i-;uitahle ndrnowled~ment 1o;laot;ltl be mn<le Ly the L<•t,rishtttm.•, aml 
it is proper to i11<1uire if om· State i8 not nlile to }ll'OYitle for itM own 
poor in future. No Npititc(l mul energetic people will Le rcdpients 
of charity w}l('n nhle to pro<.·m·c thc.•ir own ~mbsistencc. Such a 
ccmrlole woulcl Le cl<.•mumliziu~ mul d<.•gmcliug. If the 8tnte lrns 1mf-
fic:icnt crPclit, it wouhl Le better to use it for the n•lief of her citi-
cm;, Hlaoulcl it Le ncccHMnt)', tlinn long<.•r live upon the generosity 
of othcrH. ficc'l h:tH nlrencly bec.•n fumii;;hctl in nLunclnncc, for spring 
})lnnting, uncl Ly the first of ,June the l"tock that nbonmls upon our 
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prairies will be Ruitablc for food; it iH, therefore, to be hoped that a 
general cnll for charity will Roon ceaHe. 
Although the past year has been one of n<lvcr,.ity to our people, yet, 
with stt•rn integrity nn<l mutual co-operation of the several dcpart-
m<.>nts of the Government, together with n finn reliance upon that 
PrO\·iclcnce which has thuR fnr Rtu~taincd arnl clirectccl UR, an<.1 whose 
promise that Rce1l time and harvest ,.;hall not fail, inspires UR with 
hope nml ronrage in the darkest hour, we muy confidently look 
fonnml to n lrnppy and prospcronH future for our new State. 
'\\.,.lien Knn~ns 11ppliccl for nilmission into the Union, it wai:; Rnp-
poscd there wn~ a Federal Government that wonhl endure until the 
present. geucrntio11. at leui;t, Rhouhl pnsi.; o.wny. Recent develop-
ments, however, hn,·c given riRe to ~erious cloubts nH to itR cxiHtence. 
Theoretically, there ii.; sud1 n. GoYcrnmcnt cxt<.•ntlecl over thirty-four 
States, but pr•lcticnUy there is none. In seven 8tates the lawio; 
arc openly repmliatetl-the forts are Riczcd-thc revenue stolcn-
thc Federal officers defied, and the flag of the Nation insulted with 
impunity; while eight others threaten to do likewise, if the Govem- ' 
nu.>nt attempts to assert its authority by force in :my rebellious State. 
Ruch is the condition of affnirs as bequeathed by the lntc AdminiR-
tration to the prcRent. r.ri1e f11 ture none cnn predict. Hhould mat-
t<.•r:.; progress as for a few months past, and coercion be clccriecl os at 
prcHent, not a prominent seaboard State will remain in the Union, 
aucl not a law of the United States will be enforced anywhere. Our 
Go,·emment, once regarded as a power in the earth, will become ;\ 
l1issing nnd a by-wortl among the Nntions-a ~tench in the 110stt·ils of 
all men. This Nation occupica a V(.'l'Y rcmnrkable position before 
the civilized worltl. It hnR heretofore been prompt nml efficicut in 
putting down trcaf:ion and rebellion, nnd the whole force of the am1y 
ancl navy lu1H Lce11 cnllctl into 1·cquisition nt oni:e whclll'\"t?r <langcr 
threatened. Shay's 1-ebellion, the whh,ky insuncdion, South Cauo-
linn nullification, and the John Drown rnicl, were all N1mmrn1ily di~poscll 
of, with no cry againHt ucocrdon." Now, wh(.•nccrtninpcl'8ons in the 
South have 11iezccl upon the revcnueR, fortR, sl1ips, postoffices, mints, 
annH and army aml navy Htorcs, wugc,l war upon the Unitctl St,ntes 
troops, RCt up an Imlcpumfont Govcmuu.mt, anti bid tfotinnce to ull 
law, the 1>oi;ition of tho auth01iticH l1avc hecm simply thnt of non-
reRi1o1tancc. 'rwo imlepcnclent and bostilc GovcrnmentR cannot long 
cxiKt at the Rame time over the Ramc tcii.ito1-y without conflict, aml 
either the Confederate State11 of the South or the Federal Go,·em· 
mcnt lnUHt 111ccum\J, or ch·il wa\r itt inevitable. 
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A dcuumtl i!I nuulc 1Jy certain States, thnt new concessions ancl 
new guurautic~ be made to Slavery, or the Union must be deRtroye<l. 
The present Constitution, l1owevcr faitbfully aLlhercd to, is declared 
to be incompntiblc with the cxiNtence of Slavery: its change is de-
manded, or the Government under it must be overthrown. If it is 
tme thut the continued existcuce of Slavery reL1uircs the tlchtmctiou of 
the Union, it is time to ni.k if the existence of the Union tlocs uot 
1-c11uire the dL·~truction of Sl11Yc1y. If such nn is~me be forced upon the 
Xntion, it mm;t he met, ancl met promptly. 'l'l1e people of Knni;u:-;, 
while they n.re willing to fulfill their Com;titutioual obligation~ townnl 
their brethren in the t-istcr t::Hntcs to the letter, even to the yicl<ling 
of the "poun1l of flesh," c1mnot look upon the Lfostruction of tho 
f11.irci:;t null most proxpcrous GoYcrnment on earth with inclifforenc..·c. 
lf the issue i~ prci:icntcll to them-tlu! ovcrthmw of the Union, or the 
clc1:>trurtion of Shwcl'y-tlwy will not long b<.>f\itatc as to tbc.>ir choice. 
Dut it is to be hoped thnt this isf\UC will be witlnlrnwn, uml the No-
tion i;till go on in itH career of prospc1ity uncl powl.'r-t.hc jm;t 11rhle 
of l'\'cry citizcu, allll en,·y of the worM. 
Tlac position of the Fcllcrnl Executi\"C is n tryiug one. '.rhc GO\·-
('rumcut, wl1c11 ns:-,umccl by him, WtL" rent in twain; the cry uguiust 
t ocrcion wnN l1cnrcl in c\·cry quarter; while 11ii; hnmli.-; were tim.l, }uwiug 
ncitlicr men uor money, uor the authority to use either. \Yhilc it is 
t11e duty of Cllch loyal ~tntc to i-;cc that cquul nml exact justice is 
done to the <"itizcns of c\·cry other Htate, it is equally its lluty to 
2;Ustain the Chief Exccutin~ of the Xntion in tlcfomling the Govern-
ment from foei;, whether from within or without ; auul Knmms, though 
luxt mul lc:ist of the Statci-; in the Union, will ever be ready to nn-
swcr tlic t•uJl of her Country. C. IlOllIN~O:X. 
Message from the House of RcprcsentntivcH. 
l\Iu. Pmml>F.N"r : I nm directed to notify your bonornhlc hotly 
that the Hou"c of Reprcsl'ntnth·cs hnR orgnnizcd by tl1c election of 
,, ... , \V. Upcl<•h'l'aff, Spcnker, and D. D. Emmert, Ctcrk, nm\ nm now 
t'l'ndy to procce1l to lnu;incsH . 
..\lso, tlmt the following rc1mlution was n<lopted: 
. Resolved, 'liant a Committee of five be appointed to act in con-
junction witla a ~imilnr Committee on the part of the Scnntc, to wnit 
upon tbc Governor nnd inform his Exeellency that the two Hotums 
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nrc 1lnly org1miz:c1l, nml ren.dy to rccoivc amy communicntion he urny 
(lc,.;ire to mukc. 
Commiltee:-llc~Hrs. Lawrence, Eaton, Bla,kc, Gnmhlc nml Scott. 
:llr. \Vootl mon•<l 
D. n. Eli:\~ER'r, 
Ohief Clerk. 
That n Committee of fi,·c lie appointed to refer the subject~ of t11e 
Ho\'cmor'R )foi;..,t\b"O to the nppro1nfatc Stnmling Committees . 
... \gl'ectl to. 
The Prcsiilcnt nppointc1l 
lfossrs. 'y ood, llnrtin, llcl>owcll, lltmcroft aml Dumctt. 
:\[r. llartin oftcrc1l the following order, which was agrcc<l to. 
Resolt•ecl, That the 8<'crctnry he intdrnck•1l to luwc 100 copies of 
he Governor's Mci:;sngc print<•<l for tl1e mic of the m<'mbers aml of-
ficers of the Senate. 
lir. Lynde, from the ~elect C'ommittc<• on Rule~. prescnterl a rt!-
port, whieh was ,r<>ccivctl •. 
t )n motion of Mr. 'V 0011, · 
The Hen&\tc Wl'nt into Committ('c <Jf the \Vholc for the consider-
~tion of the subject. 
lh. " ... oo<l in t11<' C1u1.ir • 
• \ftl'r Rome time i::1)ent tlu.•rein, the Committt.•(' rose, reported t11e 
RnleR, with certain nmemlments, nn<l rccommcnt.l<'tl their adoption. 
The report of the Committee wa11-; llh"l'cctl to. 
Ou motion of Mr. Wood, 
The Scrgeant-at·Anns was direct.eel to J.>rocurc drawers nn<l lock:-: 
a111l keys for the um1kR of the members. 
On motion of Mr. Fa1usworth, 
'11ie Sergea11t-at-Amu1 wai; directed to inclosc the stairway, and 
ha,·e a door at tbc head of the stairs. 
'i\lr. IJO<.'khurt offered the following order: 
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man, Hubbard, Lappin, Loekhnrt, Miller, Oi:;hnrn, Phillips, :-ic·uwr, 
~ll'~pcr, Woocl-15. 
~\nd RO the a.mcnclmcnt was lo~t. 
'l"'hc original motion wo.s then lost. 
Mr. \Vood offered the following onler: 
Resol,ved, That when tlll~ Scnn.tc adjourn, it be to meet on Mon-
day, 2, P. M. 
The Yeas and Nays wcf'(' d<.'m1mdC'cl, nn<l tho vote rciml t<"tl :tl'-
fClllows: 
YE_o\.s-:\fof)sn;. Burnett, Connell, Dcmrnm, Elder, Farnsw1Jrtl1, 
Gunn, Hoffman, Houston, LockhiLrt, Lynclc, :\fortin, )foDowf'JI. 
~filler, Sc1m~r. Sleeper, Spriggs, 'V ood-17. 
NAYs-Mcssrs. Bancroft, Bron<lh~tul, Huhhnrd, Lappin, 01'horn. 
Philli1>S-6. 
And so the motion pr<'vailed . 
.. \djourncd. 
Alt~ERNOON SESSION. 
:Mmm.\Y, April 8, 1~61. ~. r. ~. 
Senate at1semblcd. 
President in the Chuir. 
PREBENT-°MeKsrR. Dutton, Ehler, Fnrnsworth, Ounn, Hou:-.t111t. 
Lappin, Lockhart, Lynde, l\lcDowcll, Rcnvl•r-10. 
AnsENT--McsHrR. Bancroft, llrotulhc1ul, Ilnrnctt, Connell, Denman. 
Hoffman, Hubbard, Martin, Miller, :\lorrow, Osbom, Phillip~, 8lt>cp-
f'r, Spriggs, Wood-15. 






TummAY, April 9, 1861, 10, A.. K. 
Prcl'lidcnt iu the Chair. 
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Steele. 
Pm-:sENT-1\lessrs. Ilnncroft, Drontlhead, Dutton, Elder, Fami--
wortb, Gunn, Hou~ton, Hubbard, Lappin, Lockhart, Lynde, McDow-
ell, Osborn, SenvC'r, '\\r oo<l-15. 
AusENT-Mcs..,r~. llurnctt, Connell, DC'nmnn, Hof!'man, Martin, 
Miller, llorl'Ow, Phillips, Slc('pt'r, Spriggs-IO. 
Journal of l.,rillny und l\fondny rend nncl approved. 
On motion of :Mr. J .. ynclc, 
The Journal of the Joint 8cs1-iion wns lHitl upon the table. 
Mr. '\Vood, from the Committee on ,Judiciary, submitted th'· 
following 
:i\L.\..JORITY UEPORT: 
!\b. PnEBIDENT: '\Ve, th(' majority of tbe Committee to whom 
was referred Joint Rci-;olution No. I, proposing nmcnumcnt to 8cc.--
tion 12, Article 2, of tbc Conistitution of the State of I\.nnsa~. 
agree to report that the section referrccl to, although objectionable, 
in our opinion yet bhould receive a fnir t1inl before being rejected. 
We are also of the opinion that, owing to the hard times, the great 
expense of putting our State Govcrnmeut into operation, ancl thl' 
expense attending the nmmdmcnt of the Constitution, that the• 
pmpo11ition to amend the Constitution, at thii:1 tiDlc, iH inexpedi-
ent. We, therefore, rccommcnJ the iJufofinitc poHtponcmcnt of the 
Resolution. S. N. WOOD, 
,J. l?. DROADHEAIJ, 
JOSIAH MlLLER. 
Mr. ~Ider, from 1:mmc Committee, submitted the following 
llINORITY REPORT: 
The Minority of the .Tudicifl.l'f Committl'c, to whom was referred 




Mr. Miller, from the Committee on Ways and Means, reported Bill 
.No. 125, "An Act to provide for the postponement of the sales of 
Lands for Taxes," back, with amendments, and recommended it~ 
passage . 
.M:r. Phillips, from Committee on Engrossed Dills, submitted the 
following 
REPORT: 
The Committee 011 Engrossed Bills, to whom was referred Bilb; 
Noe. 92 and 169, have examined the same, and find them, wil.h the 
t\mcndments, correctly engrossed. 
~Ir. 'Vood offered the following order: 
J. A. PHILLIPS, 
Chairman. 
\VuEREAB, '!'he peo1.le of No1 them Kamms and Southern Nebraska, 
are very debi,ous of becoming inco1porated into one Government i 
and 
WHEREAS, It is claimed that the riatte Tiivcr is tl1c natural bmm-
c.lary for two separate States; n11d 
\V HEREAS, The Kansas Ili\'Cl' is cqunlly the natural boundnry for two 
Hcparate 8tatcs ; anti 
\VuEREA..:, .. \ mystical inclh·idnal hy tbc name of Jesse John, former-
ly Presillcnt of a \Vih.lcat llnuk, ut Dro\\'ll\'ille, ~. T., has wlitt<'n 
:L letter urging the union of the two bectiuns, so nearly iJentifi<•d 
in interest ; and 
WHEREAS, Suid proposition i" ,·iewed in good faith, and receive ... 
almost the ununimouti favor of the fll'Of1lc ul .XorthL•rn Kuusas; unrl 
WHEREAS, TI1e country b('t\\'C{'ll the Kanf\88 anu l 1luttc iivcri:i, 
an1l east of Colonulo, co11tuin11 an area of over iorty-four thou-
saad squa1e miles, longer than the ~tutc of Iowa, uull a popula-
tion of one lrnndred thommnd ; nnJ 
WHEREAR, TI1c country south of die l{nnsns river, nnd north of 
thirty-six thh·ty tlttgrces Nortl1 latillult•, the southern bouuclary 
of Missouri, and Eut of Colorado, containR an area of o,·cr Rixty 
thoueand square tnileR, aml a population of ovor one hnnllrt'd thou-
1and, connected by the fitrong<'Kt boncls of lwal ftntl commercial 
intereHt, and being a unit in political sentiment : Therefore, 
&1olved, That the Committee on Federal llelatiOlll be inat111ctcd 
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~IJ prrpn.rc a Mrmo1 ial to Congress, asking that the southern boun-
,Jary of the Htute of Knnsas Le changed f1om the 37th to the 36th 
30th drg1rr N01 th latitrnlr, an<l that all lhat portion of KaDRsu; 
north of the K1rn..,ns :.1.wl Rmoky Hill rivers, be detached from the 
Stntc of KRnMtfi, nwl nll that portion of Nehrafika south of the 
Platte river be 1lctn.:hcLl from th} T0rritory of N:.!braska, and erect-
t~d into a new Stn.tf', nn<l allmittcd into the Union on an equal foot-
ing with thl! other Stn.tes. 
::\lr. Elder moved its reference to Committee on Federal Relatiom. 
Lost. 
~Ir. \Vood moved that the order be adopted. 
The Year; and Nays were demanded, and the vote resulted •s 
follows: 
Y EAs-:\Iessrs. Lockhart, Phillips, Sleeper, Spriggs, W ood-b. 
N.~ Ys-McssrR. Bancroft, Broadht'ad, Burnett, Denman, Datton, 
Farnsworth, Honston, HubLarJ, Lappin, Lynde, McDowell, :Miller, 
~Iorrow, 0::1bom, Senver-15. 
_ \nd so the order was lost. 
8enatc Concurrent HcEiolution No. 26, "To open the Cherokee 
Reserve," was rcforrc<l. to Commit.tee on Public Lands. 
Senate Joint Resolution No. 6, "To annul Section 12, Article 2, 
of the Con~titution," was rend third time. 
The question being, "Shall the Joint Resolution pass 7" the vote 
resulted us iollows : 
YEAs-:liessrs. Bancroft, Broadhead, Burnett, Denman, Dutteu, 
Elder, Farn .. worth, HJ'.fm m, Houston, Hubbard, Lappin, Lockhart 
McDowell, Morrow, 0.3born, s~aver, Sleeper, Spriggs-18. 
NA vs-Messrs. Lyn le, Miller, Phillips, Wood-4. 
And so the Joint Resolution passed. 
Senate Joint Resolution No. 7, "Respecting Indian Reservation.," 
was read third time. 
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Hou~o of Represcutntivcs luwc po.,.,scd Dill No. 228, •' .h n Act to or-
ganize and define the ,J utisdiction of t110 Supreme Court ;" llill No. 
247, "An Act L<>galizing the As~esRrncnt nncl Collc.:tion of Tax<'" 
in the City of Eudora for the year 1860 ;" Bill No. 211, "An Ac·i 
relating to the office of State Ucportm· ;" Hill No. 201 "An Act to 
declare a cert1lin Survt•y a Stn.to Road ;" Bill No. 80, " An Act to 
provide for an additional Justice of the Pcttcc for Wakurur:rn. town-
Mhip ;" aml Bill No. 75, "An Act in rcgnrtl to cnHcs removed from 
,Jm;tices of tho Peace to District Oourt ;'' nml rcqueHt your concur-
rence. 
They have concurred in Senate amendments to Ilill No. 243, "An 
Act fixing the form of Oa.th or Affirmation of Officers, PrivatcR anrl 
Musicians," and by unanimous consent have amended Dill No. 60, 
"An Act to provide for the State Printing," by striking out t1u~ 
words cc during the first l\'eek in May, 1861," and inserting the words 
•'Immediately upon the publication of this act,'' nnd desire your con -
curren.ce therein. 
A. R. BANKS, 
Okief Clerk pro tem. 
Bill No. 75, cc An Act in regard to coses removed from Justices of 
the Peace to District Courts," watJ read first time. 
Bill No. 80, "An Act to provide for an additionnl ,Tustice of tlw 
Peace for Wakarusa. township," was rend first time. 
Bill No. 211, "An Act relating to the office of State Reporter,·· 
was read firBt time. 
Bill No. 201, "An Act. to declare a certain Survey a State Roatt;• 
was read first time. 
Bill No. 228, "An Act to organize and define the ,J m-isdictiou llf 
the Supreme Court," was read fintt time. 
Bill No. 247, "An Act Legalizing the Ai;sc~1m1cnt and Collection 
or Taxes in the City of l~udora, for the ycal' H~QO," Wl\R rruJ first 
time. 
On motion of Mr. Lockbal't, 
The Sen&tA) concurred in IIOUHO amendment lo mu No. 60. 
Hr. Gunn offered tho following orclor, which was adoptod: 
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Resolved, Thn.t the Committee on Incorporat.ions be requested to 
~xamine the laws now on the Statutes of the State, and report 
whether nny further legislation is necessary upon the subject of a 
General lncorpo1·ation Law. 
Dill No. 95, "An Act providing for Division Fences,'' was read 
third time. 
The question being "Shall the Dill pa8s?" the vote resulted ai; 
follows: 
Y E..te-Messrs. Bancroft, Broadhead, Burnett, Connell, Denman, 
Dutton, Elder, Farns\vorth, Gunn, Hubbard, Lappin, Martin, Mil-
ler, Osborn, Phillips, Seaver, Sleeper, ~priggs-19. 
~AY-Mr. Morrow . 
• \nd so the bill passed. 
The title was agreed to. 
Ilill No. 208, "An Act to provide for the election of State, Dis-
trict ancl County Offiecrs, Sena.tors and Members of the House of 
U('prescntatives, Jm;ticet1 of the Snprcme Court and Judges of the 
District Courts, and Representative in Congress," was read second 
time, and refen-ed to Committee on Elections. 
On motion of Mr. Ilroa.dlicad, 
Bill No. 221 was mo.de the special order for Saturday next, at 10 
o'clock, A. !I. 
Mr. Wood offered the following order: 
\VHEREAB, S. C. Pomeroy and ,J. H. Lane, in a letter to the Gover-
nor of Kansas, dated Washington, April 18th, 1861, informs the 
Governor that a requisition has been issued for two Regiments of 
Kansas Militia, to be mustered into service, of 780 men each, to 
be equipped at Fort Leavenworth, and kept in Kansas, for the 
protection of our frontiers; and 
'VHEREAB, Said letter states that the papers are sent by the Hon. G. 
A. Colton, member of the Legislature ; and 
WHEREAS, An order has been sent from the War Department, 
through Gen. Lane and the sahl Colton, to Captain Reno, of the 
Arsenal at Fort Leavenworth, to arm said Regiments ; and 
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WHEREAS, Said Requisition has failed to reach the Governor, and 
said Regiment cannot be mustered into the service of the United 
States, and our State is thus left at the mercy of the Secessionist 
on the one side, and the Indians upon the other ; and 
WuEREAB, culpable negligence exists somewhere: Therefore, 
Resolved, That a Committee of five be appointed to investigate the 
matter, wilh power to send for persons and papers, and report the 
facts to the Senate. 
Mr. Elder moved that the RE-solution be made the special order for 
to·morrow morning, at 10 o'clock, which was 
Lost. 
Mr. Mon-ow moved that the Resolution be adopted. 
The Yeas and Nays we1·e demanded, and the vote resulted at< 
follows: 
YEAs-Messre. Bancroft, Broadhead, Connell, Denmnn, Dutton, 
Gunn, Hoffman, Hubbard, Lappin, Lynde, Martin, Morrow, Phillip!-, 
Wood-14. 
NAYs-Messrs. Burnett, Elder, Famsworth, Miller, Lockhart, 
Osborn, Seaver, Sleeper, Spriggs-9. 
And so the Resolution was adopted. 
The President appointed Messrs. 'Vood, Dutton, Gunn, Martin 
and Lynde said Committee. 
On motion of Mr. Miller, 
The Senate went into Committee of the '\Vhole, for the consideru-
tion of Bill ·No. 82. "An Act providing for the funding of the in· 
debtedness of the Territory of Kansas." 
Mr. Gunn in the Chair. 
After son;ie time spent therein, the Committee rose, reported the 
Bill back, with sundry amendments, and recommended its passage. 
The Report of the Committee was agreed to, and the Bill was or-
dered to a thhd reading. 
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Mr. Morrow moved that the Rules be suspended and Bill No. 80, 
u An Act to provide for an additional Justice of the Peace in Wa-
karusa Town8hip,'' be i·cad a second time. 
Lost. 
On motion of l\Ir. Miller, 
'The vote by which the Senate refused to suspend the Rules, was 
reconsidered. 
On motion of l\Ir. Morrow, 
The Rules were suspended, and Bill No. 80 read a seconcl time, 
:md 1-efcrrcd to Committee on Judiciary. 
On motion of Mr. Wood, 
The Judiciary Committee was instructed to report a general law 
as an amendment, providing for the increase of the number of Jus-
tices of the Peace, in any town~bip in Kansas, by the CountyCom-
misssioners. 
Mr. Farnsworth offered the following order : 
W HERE.-lS, The Honorable Harris F. Oti8, Mayor of the City of To-
peka, by a su<l<len dispenr-;ation of Divine Providence, has met an 
untimely death : Therefore, 
Re1olved, That when the Senate adjo1 rns finally for the day, it ad-
journ to meat on Friday, at 2 o'clock, P. 11., an~ that the members of 
the Senate, as a body, attend the funeral of the deceased, at 10 
o'clock, to-morrow. 
The question being on the adoption of the order, 
'The Yeas and Nays were demanded, and the vote resulted as fol-
lows: 
YEAs-Messrs. Broadhead, Burnett, Connell, Denman, Elder, 
Farnsworth, HubLar<l, Lockhart, Miller, Monow, Osbom, Sprigge---
12. 
NAYe-Messrs. Bancroft, Dutton, Lappin, Martin, Phillips, Sleeper, 
Wood-7. 




House Bill No. 82, "An Act providing for funding the indebted-
ness of the Terl'itory of Kansas," was read first time. 
)fr. Bancroft moved that the further consideration of Bill No. 82, 
be indefinitely postponed. 
The Yens and Nays were clemanded, nnd the vote resulted n'i 
follows: 
YEAs-l\lessrs. Bancroft, Connell, Denman, Gunn, Hubbard, Lap-
pin, Lockhart, Martin, Seaver-9. 
NAvs-Messrs. Broadhead, Burnett, Farnsworth, Houston, Mor-
row, o~born, Phillips, Sleeper, Wood-9. 
And so the motion was lost. 
Adjourned. 
l\10RNING SESSION. 
Mo:sDAY, May 20, 1861, 9, A. M. 
Senate assembled. 
President i& the Chair. 
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Paulson. 
AusENT-Messrs. Farnsworth, Hoffman, Houston, l\fo1Tow, Phil-
lips, Seaver, Spriggs-7. 
Journal of Saturday rea.d and approved. 
l\Ir. 'l.;Vood &Rked to have the following Protest, agninst a certain 
Resolution of the House, spread upon the J oumal : 
llR. PRESIDENT: I notice in the Topeka State Record of May 19th, 
t11e following Resolution, purporting to have been passed by the 
House of Ri?presentatives, May 18th, 1861, to wit : 
'' WuEREAB, S. N. Wood, a member of the Senate, did, on the 17th 
instant, commit in this Hall a cowardly and unprovoked atisault 
upon the person of P. G.D. Morton, a member of this House, 
and also did mutilate the printed Bills of this House, for the pur-
pose of deceiving the members: Therefore, 
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"Resolved, That the said S. N. \Vood be, and is hereby excludctl 
from the privileges of this House, and that the Sergeant-at-Arms be 
directed to enforce the Rvsolution." 
Availing myself of the provisions of Section 11, of Article 2, of 
the Constitution of the State of Knnsas, I hereby "Protest" against 
the pnssnge of the above Preamble and Resolution by the House, for 
the following reasons : 
1st. Said Preamble is untrue, in almost every particular. No as-
i-.ault was committed in the "Hall of the Honse." The difficulty al-
luded to took place, not in the "Hall of the House," but in thn 
"Lobby," after ac~jonmmcnt. The assault was not "unprovoked." 
The mcmhcr from Butler had spoken of me, as no Honorable mem-
ber of the House would speak of a Senator. At the time the blow 
was struck by me, the member from Butler, in a threatening attitude. 
11ad me by the collar, and refused, at my demand, to release his hold. 
The assault was not committed by me on the member, but was in 
fact, an assault committed by the member from Butler, on me, and 
I struck him in self-defense, which I could prove before any fair 
Committee, or in any Court of Justice. My course may have been 
"cowanlly," but cPrt.ainJy not more so than was that of the House, 
in censuring me without an investigation, or without my having an 
opportunity of being heard through a Committee in my oefense. I 
did not "mutilate the printed Bills of the House ;" but confess that 
I did go to the desks of certain members and a~k them to make a 
certain amendment, and without objection on their part, ma; ked the 
amendment I dPsired. I did not know that I was viola.ting the p1i-
vileges of the House, and had no intention of deceiving any member. 
I regret that the member from Breckinridge should have been so 
easily deceived, but Protest, that he should have given me some hint 
that he objecterl to my marking the amendment proposPd on the 
Bill, before proclaiming to the world the charge of mutilating the 
Bills. I also Protest against the charge, that members of the Hon-
orable House of Representatives could be so easily deceived. 
I Protest against the passage of the Resolution: 
1st. Because it is an assumption of power on the part of the House 
that they had no 1ight to exercise. If I violated the " p1ivilcgPs of 
the House," a Committee should have been appointed, the facto as· 
certained, reported to the Senate, and the proper remedy applied, or 
I should have been arraigned at the bar of the House. 
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2d. The passage of the Resolution was & violation of the Rules 
of the House, itself, and consequently fHlll and void. 
Rule 46, of the House, says the following classes of persons, and 
1lO others, shall have admission to the floor of the House : 
1st. ".All members and officers of the Legislature. 
2d. "Federal and State officers. 
3d. "Reporters of the Public Press. 
4th. "Judges of the Supreme, District and Probate Courts." 
Rule 52 provides, "No Rule or Order of the House shall be sus-
pended, rescinded or changed, except by a vote of two-thirds of all 
the members voting." 
The only way a member of the Senate could be excluded from 
the floor of the House, under the Rules of the House, would be by 
suspending, rescinding or changing Rule 46, and this can only be 
done by a two-thirds vote. 
I therefore Protest against the whole proceedings, and ask that 
this, my solemn Protest, mny be entered upon the Joumals of the 
t;ennte. S. N. WOOD. 
Mr. Martin, from Committee on Elections, reported Bills Nos. 244 
and 214, without amendments, and recommended their passage. 
llr. Hubbard, from Sperial Committee, reported Bill No. 190, 
"An Act for the l'egnlation and support of Common Schools," witl1 
nmendments, and recommended its passage. 
Bill No.190 and Report, were referred to Committee of the '\Vhole. 
Message from the House : 
l\la. PRESIDENT: The House have concurred in Senate amendments 
to Bill No. 254, "An Act to establish the Ralarics of Stnte Officers, 
cTustices of the Supreme Court, Judges of the District Courts, and 
officel's of the Legislature· ;" 
In amendmcntB to Dill No. 171, "An Act 1-elating to tho refund-
ing of certain taxes;'' and 
In amendm~mt to the title of Bill No. 220, "An Act defining tho 




The House have also concurred in all of Senate amendments to 
Bill No. 3, "An Act to regulate elections, to preBcri"Je the qualifi-
catiom~ of voters, and to prevent illcgo.l voting/, except those to 
Sections 19 and 46, in which they ho.vc nonconcuncd; 
Al~o, nonconcurrc<l in Se11ate amendments to Bill No. 80, "An 
Act to provide for an adclitional J m;tice of the Peace for Wakarui:a 
township,'' and desire the Senate's furthe1· consideration. 
D. B. El\1MERT, 
Oltief Clerk. 
)Ir. l\Iartin, from Committee of Conference on Joint House Reso-
lution No. 1, "On State Seal," Rubmittcd a. Ueport, which was re· 
fcrrcd to Committee of the \Vhole. 
:\fr. Phillips, from Committee on Engrossed Bills, submitted the 
following 
REPORT: 
The Committee on Engrossed Bills, to whom was referred Bill 
No. 208, "An Act to provide for the election of State, District and 
County Officers, Senators and :Members of the House of .Representa-
tives, Justices of the t:5uprcmc Court nnd Judges of the District. 
Courts, and Representath·cs in Congrc~s," have examined the sam('. 
:md fincl it, with nmcndmcnts, correctly engrossed. 
,J .AS. A. PHILLIPS, 
O!tairmail. 
llr. )fouow moved thnt Bills Sos. 20, SG, 92, 82, and 127, be re-
turned to the House, with the request thnt they he renumbered a" 
new Bills. 
l\lr. Bancroft moved, as an umcn<lmcnt, tliat the House be rcqucst-
ml to state if the llilli; were pn!-.sccl secoml time, Ly the constitution-
al mnjority. 
Lost. 
Mr. Morrow's motion was ngrecd to. 
Bill No. 201, An Act to declare a certain Survey a Stnro Road," 
was read a third time. 
The question being, " Shall the Bill pass ?" the voto resulted aii, 
follows: 
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